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.ABSTRACT 

David Mamet emerged as a playwright during the turbulent seventies. He earned 

critical recognition for the unique yet harsh poetic language and pointed social criticism 

found in his plays. Since 1979 Mamet has actively pursued a career as a screenwriter. 

His repertoire includes both adaptations and original screenplays. Several critics have 

written about Mamet as a playwright, and one critic surveyed the general themes and 

motifs of his original screenplays as well as his adaptations. However, this dissertation is 

the first in-depth study of Mamet as a writer of screen adaptations. 

Four films have been chosen for this study that best represent how Mamet 

remains true to the theme of the original literary text while at the same time adding his 

signature to the work. Mamet's signature includes a strong criticism of how the 

individual is treated in America because of the culture s materialistic tendencies and the 

corrupting influence of American business ethics on all aspects of American life. These 

concerns parallel the concerns of many artists from the seventies who matured in the 

aftermath of Vietnam and the scandal of Watergate. Criticism of materialism and greed 

reverberate throughout Mamet's adaptations and reflect these events. The later 

adaptations also reflect a growing concem for the individual caught in the intensifying 

battie for the bottom line emerging out of the new corporate America of the eighties. 

The first two films examined are adaptations of novels by other writers. Mamef s 

first and second screenplays, The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981) and The Verdict 

(1982), clearly demonstrate Mamet's understanding of film language. These films 
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incorporate Mamet's concerns about corruption of the individual in a society that values 

the dollar more than the soul and include his bleak vision of the future if this trend should 

continue. The second two films, Glengarry Glen Ross (1992) and American Buffalo 

(1996), are adaptations of Mamet's own plays. An exploration of the changes made to 

these plays when translated to the screen further demonstrates Mamet's understanding of 

the needs of film language and brings into sharp focus Mamet's dark vision of Americas 

capitalist system. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is the first scholarly attempt to examine the screen adaptations of 

David Mamet. Critical studies focus at length on Mamet as a playwright, his unique use 

of language, and themes common to Mamet's entire canon. However, scholars only 

briefly discuss his adaptations in these studies, and none evaluate these movies for their 

merits as adaptations. The films chosen for this study best represent how Mamet remains 

true to the theme of the original literary text while at the same time adding his signature to 

the work. The selections include adaptations of novels and plays to illustrate the full 

range of Mamet's ability as a writer of adaptations. 

The versatile talents of David Mamet are well known in both theatrical and film 

circles. He is an award winning playwright, screenwriter, and essayist, as well as a 

director of film and theatre and a professor of theatre arts. David Mamet was bom on 

November 30, 1947, in Chicago, Illinois. He grew up on the south side of Chicago and 

worked at both Second City and Hull House theaters during high school. Mamet 

attended Goddard College in Vermont majoring in English Literature. During his junior 

year, Mamet studied acting under Sanford Meisner in New Ŷ ork. His senior thesis. 

Camel, was a revue patterned after Second City drama. After college, Mamet worked at 

various jobs in and out of the theatrical world. He taught acting at both Marlboro and 

Goddard Colleges on one year appointments and, along with fiiends, formed the Saint 

Nicholas Theatre Company. Mamet wrote scenes and plays for the both college 
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workshops and the new acting company. Many of these early works grew into later plays 

such as Duck Variations and Sexual Perversity in Chicago. When Mamet returned to 

Chicago in 1972, several of his short plays were produced throughout the Chicago area. 

In 1974 Mamet and a few of his fiiends from the Vermont company reopened the St. 

Nicholas in Chicago. Mamet gained national attention as a playwright when he won the 

Obie for his play Sexual Perversity in Chicago in 1975. Since that time Mamet has 

gamered many awards for playwrighting, including the New York Drama Critics Circle 

award for American Buffalo, an Obie for Edmond, and the Pulitzer Prize for Glengarry 

Glen Ross. 

Mamet made his screenwriting debut with a new adaptation of James M. Cain's 

The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981). The next year, his adaptation of Barry Reed's 

novel The Verdict, received an Academy Award nomination for best adapted screenplay. 

Mamet has since penned numerous screenplays, including originals as well as adaptations. 

House of Games (1987), Things Change (1988), We're No Angels (1989), Homicide 

(1991) , and Hoffa (1992) are all Mamet screenplays. Mamet debuted as a film director 

in 1987 witii House of Games, an original screenplay which many critics now label a cult 

classic. As of the writing of this study, two new Mamet screenplays. Bookworm and The 

Spanish Prisoner, began filming in August of 1996 and are scheduled for release in late 

1997. He is currently working on an adaptation of the book Frame-Up: The Untold 

Story ofRoscoe 'Fatty "Arbuckle set to begin production in 1997. 

Critics consider Mamet to be a neo-realist or poetic-reaHst, >̂ et not all Mamet 

plays fit easily into this category. Mamet came to prominence at the end of the seventies 
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when this new form of realism was emerging on the American stage. Playwrights such as 

John Guare, David Rabe, and Lanford Wilson were exploring this new approach. The 

neo-reaUstic movement mixed elements of absurdism with realism. Influenced by 

European writers like Beckett and Pinter, and American writers like Eugene O'Neill and 

Arthur Miller, these writers created plays with a heightened reality that included poetic 

dialogue and non-linear plots, unlike the traditional realistic theater. Many Mamet works, 

especialfy the early plays, incorporate these elements. Critics consider Mamet to be a 

master of theatrical dialogue. The dialogue in many Mamet pieces closely resembles 

Beckett's in plays like Endgame or Pinter's in The Homecoming. The characters talk 

may appear disjointed on the surface, but confusing conversations are loaded with double 

meanings and symbolism. Mamet's often telegraphic speech patterns resemble German 

Expressionist dialogue, and his play Edmond parallels the expressionist classic From 

Morn To Midnight in many ways. 

Mamet acknowledges an influence from Chicago's improvisational theatre. 

Second City, where he worked as a waiter and learned the art of brief improvisational 

sketches. The group's style can be found in Mamet's scene stmcture and comic timing. 

He also found inspiration in the social dramas of Hull House. Mamet's poignant social 

criticism recalls the works of many Chicago-based writers concerned with the social ills of 

America. Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie and Upton Sinclair's The Jungle are 

excellent examples of this dominant trend in Chicago writers (Carroll 148-151). Many 

Mamet plays combine short, pointed scenes and sharp social commentary reflecting an 

intriguing combination of the above influences. Mamet is profoimdly concerned about 



America and what he considers to be the selling of its soul to corporate corruption. While 

identifying an underlying theme in Mamet's plays and film work, scholar Dennis Carroll 

states that Mamet "exemplif[ies] the battie of 'business' versus the pull of communion" 

(Carroll, Recent Films 188). The characters in Mamet's writings struggle between an 

obsession with material wealth and the need for friendship. They fmd themselves isolated 

more and more from human companionship in their Darwinian struggle to rise to the top 

of the American business ladder. Mamet depicts a system that values most the person 

who makes the most money for the company. This system also creates individuals 

obsessed with material goods and easy money. He has written several collections of 

essays which include commentaries on this subject. In many of his plays, including 

American Buffalo (1975) and Glengarry Glen Ross (1975), business corruption is the 

dominant theme. In some cases the corruption is deadly, as in The Water Engine (1977) 

where the invention of a water-chiven engine scares oil-dependent industries so much 

they kill the inventor. Some plays demonstrate this concem in less overt ways. On the 

surface, Oleanna (1992) looks like a study of sexual harassment, yet behind the actions 

of the two characters lurk the influences of large institutions like the university that 

dangles the carrot of tenure in front of John and the unnamed group that directs Carol's 

counterattack on John. 

The adaptations also include pointed social commentary. They all deal with the 

apathy and corruption of America in some way. Most of these movies embody the theme 

of the individual versus the corporate villain. In his study of the social significance of 

films in the seventies, William J. Palmer identified corporate conspiracy as one of four 
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dominate themes of this decade. Within this theme. Palmer traces a major shift across all 

the film genres in the seventies from the depiction of individual villains to uncontrollable 

and often unseen corporate villains. He points to historical events such as Watergate, the 

Vietnam War, and the growth of intemational conglomerates in the business world as the 

catalysts for this major change in villains. Mamet as a writer maturing in the seventies 

and interested in the corraption of America gravitated to this theme in his film scripts. 

While the films chosen for this study came out between the years of 1981-1996, they all 

have roots in the seventies and exhibit the characteristics of corporate conspiracy films of 

that decade. Palmer himself states that the trends of the seventies lingered long into the 

eighties. The first movie examined in this study, The Postman Always Rings Twice 

(1981) was in production during 1979-80. While Palmer lists Mamet's Postman as part 

of a separate nostalgia movement in the seventies, the changes made by Mamet to Cain's 

novel present a more corrapt world than Cain's with no divine justice. The tone of this 

movie more than any specific theme connects this adaptation to the pessimism of the 

seventies. However, corporate conspiracy creeps into the plot in the form of the 

insurance company's involvement in the murder trial. The original novel The Verdict 

unquestionably follows the pattern found in the seventies of the individual fighting 

insurmountable odds and corporate villains. Glengarry Glen Ross explores the effects of 

the corporate villain in the small business world were bosses imitate their big business 

brothers in the treatment of the individual, ^n American Buffalo (1996), the three 

characters represent the disenfranchised victims of corporate America. These are the 

men who could never make it to the top or even get into the doors of corporate America. 
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The> are left to scrape the bottom of the barrel for a livelihood. These characters are 

omens of the ultimate fate of an America that worships the bottom line as they feebh tr> 

to imitate the cutthroat worid of big business in order to commit an insignificant crime 

that never happens. 

The first two films examined are adaptations of novels by other writers. Mamet's 

first and second screenplays. The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981) and The Verdict 

(1982), clearly demonstrate Mamet's understanding of film language through the choices 

he makes in translating these novels. These movies incorporate Mamet's concerns about 

tiie corruption of the individual in a societ> that values the dollar more tiian the soul and 

include his bleak vision of the future if this trend should continue. The second two films. 

Glengarry Glen Ross (1992) 2s\.d American Buffalo (1996), are adaptations of Mamet's 

own plays. An exploration of the changes made to these plays when translated to the 

screen further demonstrates Mamet's understanding of the needs of film language and 

brings into sharp focus Mamet's darii vision of America's capitalist system. 

This study opens with a look at Mamet's first screenplay, an adaptation of James 

Cain's The Postman Ahvays Rings Twice. Mamet's screenplay represents the fourth 

filmed version of tiie novel and takes an entirely new approach than prior cinematic 

versions. This chapter contains an in-depth look at the problems of adapting a first-

person narrative such as Postman to the screen and explores Mamet's solutions to that 

problem. Backgroimd information on both the Cain novel and tiie eariier cinematic 

versions of Postman help demonstrate how Mamet altered the novel to fit more closeK 

with his artistic vision of .America. Changes made bv Mamet create a much darker storv 



than all prior versions and show Cora and Frank as people who have been deceived into 

believing in an impossible dream of happiness not available to the average American. 

Because Mamet was not adapting a classic of American literature where audiences 

hold many preconceived notions that must be acknowledged, he had more freedom as an 

artist when adapting The Verdict for the screen. Chapter H focuses on the reshaping of 

Reed's novel into a powerful screenplay about the redemption of a seedy lawyer through 

his fight to win a malpractice case involving several corrupt institutions. In this adaptation 

Mamet eliminated subplots and created composite characters in order to create a unified 

movie that focused on the major drawing card of the novel, the protagonist Frank 

Galvin's struggle to redeem himself in a corrupt world. Included in this chapter are 

insights provided by novelist Barry Reed concerning Mamet's screenplay. 

Several years after becoming a screenwriter, Mamet began adapting his own plays 

to the screen. His first venture into this area was the Pulitzer Prize winning Glengarry 

Glen Ross. This adaptation directly explored the plight of the individual caught in the 

lowest mngs of corporate America. Mamet altered his play by adding scenes and 

characters plus creating a more linear stmcture favored by film. He divided up scenes 

from the first act of the play into several smaller sequences to create this linear structure. 

The additional scenes opened up the script, allowing the characters to move about the 

streets of Chicago, but at the same time the new scenes kept the characters confined in 

tight spaces thus retaining the sense of isolation and entrapment felt by the characters. 

With the addition of the character of Blake, Mamet updated his mid-eighties play to 

include the nineties phenomenon of the corporate consultant. In this way Mamet's 



critique of American business moved forward to down-sizing practices of the huge 

conglomerates in the 1990's. 

The final chapter of this study examines Mamet's most recent adaptation of vet 

another one of his award-winning plays, American Buffalo. This movie, just released in 

limited cities for the Christmas season of 1996, barkens back to Mamet's beginnings as a 

social commentator of the seventies. American Buffalo is now considered a classic of the 

American stage in its own right. This film explore those individual left behind in the 

Darwinian stmggles of corporate America. The setting for Don's junk shop provides 

powerful visual images of the decaying industrial wasteland Mamet predicts to be in 

America's future. 

A brief overview of the history of adaptation and an exploration of how film and 

literature differ becomes important to any evaluation of adaptations.^ As far back as the 

turn of the century, filmmakers looked to literature for script ideas. Early Italian 

filmmakers felt that the cinema was a great tool for bringing literary classics to the 

illiterate masses. D.W. Griffith, the man credited with creating tiie narrative film, used 

novels as the basis for several of his films. His controversial film Birth of a Nation 

(1915) was based on the inflammatory novel The Clansman. \ look at the Academy 

Awards nominations over the past several years illustrates that most of the films 

nominated were adaptations. However, even with the great success of many movie 

adaptations, some critics feel that the adaptation is an illegitimate art form. Virginia 

Wootf writing for The New Republic in 1926 characterized the film industn's use of 

literature as predatory stating that '1he cinema fell upon its prey with immense rapacity. 
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and to this moment largely subsists upon the body of its unfortunate victim" (309). She 

continued by calling the marriage of the two forms "unnatural" (309). Woolf s protective 

attitude towards literature reflects the major concerns of most detractors of the 

adaptation. These early critics feared the demise of literature in the hands of the newer art 

form of the masses. Some film purists also argue that film should never use literature 

because it is a pure visual medium. These critics usually had a primary motive of proving 

film was more than an entertainment and a pure art form in its own right. Much of the 

negative criticism occurred during the silent movie era when dialogue amounted to 

placards on the screen. Technological advances changed the face of the movies forever. 

These advances contributed to the making of better adaptations and diminishing criticism 

of the form. Today many well-knowm writers of novels and plays, such as Horton Foote 

and Harold Pinter, also pursue careers as screenwriters, often adapting literature to the 

screen. 

The successful adaptation of a work of fiction requires an understanding of the 

differences between the mediums of film and literature. The adaptation should 

incorporate the strengths of film while retaining the original theme of the literary work. 

The writer of the adaptation may shift the emphasis or eliminate minor themes, but the 

overriding theme of the literary piece should remain intact. Readers of the original work 

may only wish to hear the style of the novelist or playwright, but these people should 

consider the vision of the new writer an important factor in the new movie. Just as each 

director is expected to bring a unique perspective to Hamlet, the adapter should be 

allowed to do the same. 



When dealing with the novel, screenwriters find that there are some practical 

changes that must be made in order to translate the work to the screen. For one thing, 

unless the novel has an effaced narrator, the point of view must be altered to fit the point 

of view favored by the cinema. Points of view in the novel that include intemal thoughts 

of the characters cannot be filmed unless techniques such as voice-over narration are 

used. However, this technique can only be employed on a limited basis in film before it 

becomes distracting. 

Novels are often far too long to be filmed in their entirety. Average audiences 

will only sit through movies of two to three hours in duration; therefore, adapters often 

eliminate subplots from the novel to shorten the running time. Movies with several 

characters in any one story can be confusing so the adapter creates composite characters 

to take care of this problem and compress time. Length considerations make the short 

story and novella more ideally suited for adaptation than longer works of fiction. 

In novels a great deal of information on the character's past often appears in the 

narrative. The only way to portray this information in a film is to let a character ask 

about another character's past. Since this technique relies on lengthy dialogue segments, 

it does not take advantage of film's strongest point, the visual image, and often creates 

static scenes. In some instances, a montage sequence can show a passage of time for the 

character but not the details of what happened during that time. Novels usually tell a 

story from the past, but the camera records images that seem forever in the present tense. 

This immediacy alters the way an audience views the story and must be considered when 

adapting a literary work for the screen. 
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The adaptation of plays, while in many ways closer in form to cinema than the 

novel, still present their own set of problems for the writer. Length is usuallv not a 

problem since most plays average about the same running time as a film. Point of view 

differs littie from the cinema; however, the theatrical audience is placed in the fixed 

position of a chair in the theater, while in film the audience member can be moved as 

many places as the camera can travel. The cinematic audience member examines objects 

and people close up or far away with the camera, and the director controls this viewing in 

a w av not possible in the theater. The best thing a movie can do for a play is to open it 

up to scenes that would be impossible to portray in the staged version. In fact because 

the camera favors movement to tell the story, this opening up is a desired change in most 

theatrical pieces which would otherwise appear static when filmed. Finally, on a 

stmctural level, plays use clear divisions called acts and scenes which often end in a high 

climax. If translated verbatim onto film, these divisions and climaxes often appear 

contriv ed because they are tcx) intense for fihn. 

Ultimately film shows us the story while the literature tells the tale. A play's 

dialogue advances the plot. Changes made in the script must translate the original text 

from a language medium to a visual one. When all the above differences are considered 

and handled weD, a new adaptation will be a w ork of art worthy of striding on its own 

but also remaining faithful to the theme of the original literary text. 

M dialogue quoted from the films in this study is based on transcription since no 

published version of the scripts exist, nor did the autiior have access to the unpublished 

screenplays. While Mamet has written other adaptations for both television and film, the 
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movies chosen here best represent the various problems involved with adaptation as well 

as the overriding thematic concerns of Mamet. Information concerning the production 

history of each movie is presented at the first of each chapter. Since the cinema is a 

collective art, what goes on behkid the scenes greatly affects the writer of the screenplay; 

therefore, the history of the movie provides revelations into the choices made by Mamet. 
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Notes 

For further information on the adaptation of literature to film please consult the 
following sources: Geoffrey Wagner, The Novel and the Cinema; John Orr, Cinema And 
Fiction: New Modes of Adapting; Neil Ginyard, Filming Literature: The Art of Screen 
Adaptation; Gerald Peavy and Roger Shatzkin eds. , The Classic American Novel and 
the Movies and The Modern American Ncfvel and the Movies; John Harrington, Film 
and/or Literature; and George Bluestone, Novels Into Film. 
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DYING FRONTIERS AND THE AMERICAN DREAM: 

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE 

Up until Postman'^ release in 1981, David Mamet was known only as a 

playwright. He built a name for himself as an innovative dialogue writer with plays like 

American Buffalo (1976) and Sexual Perversities in Chicago (1978). Mamet's 

introduction to Hollywood came about through a chance meeting between his wife, 

Lindsay Crouse, and director Bob Rafelson. Late in 1978, Rafelson was in the process 

of casting a new project, the remake of James Cain's 1934 novel. The Postman Always 

Rings Twice. Jack Nicholson already claimed the role of Frank. Director Rafelson was 

in search of a suitable Cora. Crouse secured an audition with Rafelson in New York. 

Mamet jokingly suggested to his wife as she left for the audition that she should tell Mr. 

Rafelson that "he was foolish if he didn't give me [Mamet] the screenwriting job" (Chase 

CI2). Several years before Bob Rafelson had called Mamet in the middle of the night to 

praise his play Sexual Perversities in Chicago. Rafelson read a review of the play, which 

included dialogue, during a layover at Chicago's O'Hare Airport. He requested the 

manuscript for Sexual Perversities from Mamet and found the dialogue to be some of the 

best he had read in years, because of Mamet's style of omitting all but the most essential 

words (Thomson 30). After Crouse relayed Mamet's message, Rafelson called him that 

same day to discuss the possibility of Mamet writing the screenplay (Vallely 44). Since 

Mamet had discovered Cain's work during the previous summer and found the novelist to 
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be "unlike anything I had ever read before" (Vallely 44). he immediately signed on to the 

project. 

Mamet soon discovered that adapting a literarv work for the screen is not easv. 

Even more difficult was the task of adapting a minor classic of American literature with a 

history of tiiree previous screen productions. Most scholars and critics agree that 

adaptation of literature inherently cannot and should not incorporate even- reader's vision 

of the written work. While reading a novel or another literary piece, people more or less 

mentally film tiieir own cinematic version of the work. Readers often use this first 

impression as the sole criteria forjudging a screen adaptation of the work. If the novel 

being adapted has been made into a film before and if that film introduced someone like 

Lana Turner to the screen, comparisons between the old and new cinematic \ ersions are 

inevitable. There is often a nostalgic attachment to the older film that cannot be replaced. 

James M. Cain's The Postman Always Rings Twice actually saw three film 

adaptations prior to Mamet's screenplay in 1981. A French version, which was never 

screened in the United States, was released in 1939 as Le Dernier Tourant. In 1942. 

\̂ i5Conti (to*ected his own pirated version entitied Ossessione. which critics hailed as the 

precursor of the neo-realistic movement in Italy. Because the novel's rights were never 

secured for the movie, it has only recently been shown in the L'nited States. Finally 

MGM released their noir version of Postman in 1946, and it is this version that most 

critics and audiences remember because of Lana Turner's brilliant performance. 

Several critical studies of the Cain novel and the 1946 flm noir adaptation exist 

today. .A. few of these studies include comments about Mamet's screenplay; however. 
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much of the printed criticism of Mamet's version of Postman compares the 1946 MGM 

production to Mamet's without considering the question of how effective Mamet's 

screenplay might be as an adaptation on its own merits. The question as to whether 

Mamet's version translates Cains theme to the language of the screen faithfully has not 

been addressed in any critical study of the work. Yet, before this question can be 

answered, a brief overview of the film's background and James Cain's work will prove 

helpful in understanding the choices made by Mamet. 

During the seventies while Rafelson was putting together his Postman project, a 

resurgent interest in James Cain occurred in Hollywood. Soon after the filming of 

Postman, Cain's The Butterfly reached the rough-cut stage, and many offers had been 

made to United Artists for the rights to Temake Mildred Pierce (Duka Sec. 2:15). Cain 

died in 1978, which partially explains this resurgent interest in Iris work. However, in the 

late seventies and early eighties, the climate was ripe for Cain's dark vision of America. 

Cain's woik often touches on the isolation of tiie individud as well as the fallacies and 

materidistic nature of the American Dream. Many films of the seventies such as 

Chinatown (1974) and Taxi Driver (1976) also explored tiiese themes. 

American citizens in the 1940's and 1970's encountered great changes and 

unsettling economic trends which were reflected in the films of these decades. Film noir. 

the film style used in virtually every movie adaptation of Cain's novels in the 1940's, 

reflected the troubled times of the forties when first a world war and then the possibility 

of nuclear destmction weighed heavy on the American psyche. \'eterans came home 

from the war to find a completely changed world where w omen were woiidng in record 
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numbers outside the home and a president who had led the nation through a depression 

and a war was dead. During the seventies, the nation suffered from the wounds of 

Vietnam and Watergate. \ ietnam had been an unpopular war, and veterans did not 

come back to a hero's welcome. Instead they were treated as unwanted reminders of a 

nation's mistakes. Watergate confirmed the public's suspicions that politicians were 

corrupt, and this second-rate burglary forced a president to resign. Movies depicting a 

society corrupt from the bottom to the top became big box office hits in the years just 

prior to the release of Postman. Chinatown and Taxi Driver borrowed heavily from the 

film noir tradition of the 1940's and 1950's to convey the sense of despair that permeated 

the nation 

During the thirties and forties, Cain focused on stories from the criminal's point 

of view and used the criminal as a symbol for the ills of American society contemporary 

to his writing. Bob Rafelson believed that the lasting popularity of Cain stemmed from 

his unique quality of telling the story from the bad guy's point of view. Rafelson told a 

New York Times reporter that Cain "lures us by making us relate to the often illegal and 

immoral desires of the criminal, the outiaw, the outsider" (Duka Sec.2;15). That same 

quality exists in the works of David Mamet. 

During the turbulent seventies, Mamet gained popularity as a writer with a daik 

vision of America's future much like Cain did during the forties. Mamet, like Cain, 

tended to focus on the criminal and how the criminal felt about the world. His 1975 play 

American Buffalo, which examined crime as a business in the minds of three petty 

crooks, allowed for a critique of America's daricer qualities and reflected the American 
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society's preoccupation with cormption during the seventies. American Buffalo treats 

three petty criminals in such a way that audiences find themselves lured into the world of 

Don, Teach, and Bobby. Characters in both American Buffalo and Postman, who think 

that they deserve better than what they already have, are willing to break society's laws in 

order to obtain what they desire. The irony in tiiese stories is ttiat the society that makes 

the laws is as cormpt as the criminals but powerful enough to be above the law. Mamet's 

Chicago thieves are not the big time crooks of Al Capone's era. Like Cain's characters, 

they are ordinary people trapped in the lower mngs of American society while desiring a 

better life for themselves which they can only obtain by criminal means. In her book, 

David Mamet and Film, Gay Brewer points to the similarities between Cain's "bleak 

world" and Mamet's "perceptions of society morally adrift, untrustworthy, and rushing 

toward its end" (93). Cain wrote of an American society starting to fall apart. Mamet 

writes of that same society as if it were in the last stages of complete destruction. The 

dismal vision of America shared by both writers and their fondness for telling the 

criminal's point of view makes Rafelson's selection of Mamet as his scriptwriter an 

obvious choice. 

David Mamet already held strong opinions about Cain's work before meeting 

Rafelson. Mamet was fascinated by this "hard-boiled" writer. He liked the way that Cain 

picked up the stoiy where other murder mysteries left off. Instead of just solving the 

murder, Cain explored the consequences of the murder through the eyes of the 

perpetrators (Yakir 22). Mamet admired Cain's terse and economic prose which 

resembled Mamet's own preference for paring down language to the bare essentials. Gay 
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Brewer clarifies this point, saying that "he [Mamet] was surely impressed stylistically with 

Cain's directness, purity of intention, and basic story" (93). Mamet's Postman 

demonstrates this darker view of the universe where even the prayer for an afterlife is 

taken away from the main characters. 

Mamet acknowledges that Bob Rafelson and Jack Nicholson "made important 

contributions" (\^allely 44) to the writing of Postman especially in terms of how to 

stmcture the script. Bob Rafelson and Jack Nicholson's working relationship dated back 

to a long stint as writers of B movie scripts during late fifties and early sixties. They 

collaborated as writers and producers on the Monkees' film Head (1968). The pair 

worked on Easy Rider together, Rafelson as a silent producer and Nicholson as an actor. 

They also woiked together in tiie capacity of director and actor respectively on Five Easy 

Pieces and The King of Marvin Gardens. Postman had been a pet project of actor Jack 

Nicholson for about ten years. Several years earlier, Rafelson suggested that Nicholson 

view the MGM version of Postman because Rafelson saw a resemblance between John 

Garfield's career and Nicholson's since they both frequently found themselves in the role 

of "the alienated man*' (McGilligan 51). Nicholson since that time had been trying to 

secure backing to remake the film with himself in the role of Frank. MGM owned the 

rights, and at one time Hal Ashby was to direct the film. However, Nicholson backed out 

of the deal when MGM insisted on Raquel Welch as Cora. MGM felt Welch's image as 

a sex symbol would draw a larger crowd; Nicholson disagreed. MGM initiated talks with 

producer .Andrew Braunsberg, an associate of Roman Polanski, about Lorimar producing 

the picture. Braunsberg liked Nicholson's idea of filming the novel in the original 
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Depression era setting. Braunsberg asked Bob Rafelson to direct. Rafelson, having 

recently been fired from the Brubaker set for throwing chairs at the producer, was 

hesitant to take on a new project. After his many artistic disagreements leading up to the 

chair throwing incident with producers and actors of Brubaker, Rafelson refused to get 

involved with a new project unless he exercised complete artistic control. Rafelson and 

Nicholson managed to secure blanket script control from Lorimar. Rafelson and 

Nicholson knew at this point that they wanted to set the film, like the novel, during the 

Depression era; they also wanted to capture the raw sexuality on the screen prohibited by 

Hayes office censors and the MGM staff in the 1946 American film version. They 

walked out of the Lorimar offices with a generous eleven million dollar budget (Rafelson 

276), and a Frank, but no Cora and no script (McGilligan 50-51). 

When Mamet went to work on Postman, Rafelson worked with him on how to 

write a screenplay. They watched films togetiier, and Rafelson gave Mamet scripts to 

read; Rafelson's editor Michael Barlow gave Mamet a copy of Trufifaut's Conversations 

with Hitchcock for additional information (McGilligan 52). Mamet speaks highfy of 

Rafelson's help in learning the craft of putting a film together. He stated in an interview 

for American Film that "no one had ever really told me how to write a movie before. 

This was a great revelation to me" (McGilligan 51). In an interview for the New York 

Times Mamet elaborates on this experience: 

Bob would say I'm screeiring these five movies for you today. Later at dinner 
We'd talk about the movies I'd watched, and he'd say; Did you notice the 
stmcture? Did you see this or that? Then he'd send me home with scripts. 
"Here are five film scripts I want you to read tonight." I did that for a couple 
of weeks, and I leamed. (Chase CI2) 
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During the next few months the Postman script evolved through several changes. 

Mamet says in an interview with Jean Vallely of Rolling Stone that there were numerous 

problems with adapting Postman, including how to handle the first-person narration and 

how to visualize Frank and Cora's obsession with each other, that took over seven 

months of collaboration between himself, Rafelson, and Nicholson to solve (44). He 

continues by stating, "I don't know how many drafts I did. A million, I think" (Vallely 

46). 

James Cain's style and background as a writer are important to understanding the 

challenges Mamet faced when adapting Postman for the screen. It is important to 

understand James Cain's background as a writer in order to better understand The 

Postman Always Rings Twice. Although Cain felt he did not belong to any particular 

school of writers, he is most often grouped with the "hard-boiled" school of crime 

writing. Included in this group are writers such as Dashiel Hammett, Raymond Chandler, 

and Horace McCoy. This school originated from the uniquely American detective fiction 

being written in the twenties and thirties for pulp fiction magazines, especially Black 

Mask established in 1920 by H. L. Mencken and George Jean Nathan. Common traits 

among this group of writers included first-person narration, an abmpt matter of fact tone, 

dingy urban settings, and gritty realism. Raymond Chandler wrote a famous defense of 

this shift to realistic detective fiction entitled The Simple Art of Murder where he makes 

the often quoted observation that "Hammett took murder out of the Venetian vase and 

dropped it into the alley"(190). The first heroes of the hard-boiled novels were the gum

shoe detectives like the Continental Op and Sam Spade who lacked the elegance of 
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Sherlock Holmes and other British literary detectives. Violence is common in these tales, 

and the heroes are not perfect. While the British detective novel took place in a genteel 

setting with no violence, only emdite crime solving, the new detectives were on the streets 

amongst the criminals. Cain focused more on the criminal than the detective, but his style 

is that of the 'hard-boiled' writer. Most of Cain's major works are narrated by the 

criminal after the crime has been committed. They are tales of passion and obsession told 

in the cold light of discovery (Hirsch 23-27, Madden 17-22). Cain's characters are 

individuals seduced by the materialistic side of the American Dream who become victims 

of their desires for that dream. The language used by the "hard boiled" writers was part 

of a larger movement away from the flowery words of the nineteenth century and directly 

descended from writers like Theodore Dreiser and Henry James. The invention of the 

motion picture played a large role in these novels. They reflect the short montage of 

scenes found in the movies. Cain was especially known for his cinematic prose with 

words stripped to the bare minimum and only the essential plot elements included. 

Because of this technique, many of his novels read like movie scenarios. Ironically, Cain 

failed in Hollywood as a screenwriter 

Most of Cain's novels examine the same theme time and again. Cain states in his 

preface to The Butterfly in 1947 that he "write[s] of the wish that comes true" and the 

dreadful consequences of that wish fulfillment (xiv). He also writes of being attracted to 

the concept of Pandora's box with its "realization that the characters cannot have this 

particular wish and survive" {The Butterfly xiv). This concept is paired in Postman witii 

an idea that Cain attributes to screenwriter Vincent Lawrence called the love-rack." 
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Cain dedicated Postman to Lawrence and says that Lawrence's concept of lovers being 

on the "love rack" inspired his writing of Postman. This rack can be a place where lovers 

are tortured or a place to hang up the "shining cloak of romance" (Madden 60). More 

times than not in Cain's work love becomes a torture chamber. In Postman the "love-

rack" is the murder of Nick. The lovers feel they must kill Nick to be happy, but the 

murder forces them to stay together in an agonizing relationship, always looking over 

their shoulders fearful that the other person will go to the authorities. What was supposed 

to clear the way for true happiness instead gives birth to distrust and misery. Wlien Frank 

and Cora's wish is fulfilled, it eventually destroys them and their relationship. In the 

novel, after Cora and Frank are found not guilty for the murder of Nick, Cora informs 

Frank that she now feels different about their relationship. Her words reflect the idea of 

Nick's death being the wish come tme and at the same time the love rack that the pair 

have found themselves on since they were granted their wish: 

We were up on a mountain. We were up so high, Frank. We had it all, out 
there, that night [referring to the night they killed Nick]. I didn't know I could 
feel anything like that. And we kissed and sealed it so it would be there 
forever, no matter what happened. We had more than any two people in the 
world. And tiien we fell down. First you, and then me. Yes. it makes it even. 
We're down here together. But we're not high up any more. Our beautiful 
mountmn is gone. (85) 

Cora finally perceives that the murder makes her and Frank witnesses against each other. 

She laments the fact that at the first opportunity they tumed on each other to save their 

own necks. At this moment Cora perceives the endless torture of tiie love rack for the 

first time. 
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Cora and Frank represent two people who have come to California, the land of 

opportunity, looking for fame and fortune only to find decay and doom. Since the time of 

James Fenimore Cooper, the American West has been described in literature as a place of 

limitiess opportunity and abundant natural resources. In many of his novels, Cain uses 

California to represents a microcosm of the American West and its link to the American 

Dream. Critics such as David Fine credit James Cain with being one of the first 

California writers, along with people like John Steinbeck, Nathanael West and Horace 

McCoy, to "puncture the bloated image of Southern California as the golden land of 

opportunity and a fresh start" (44). Along those same lines, Cain is also one of the first 

American authors to show California as the end of the road and the continent. The image 

of the road as first a place of freedom, then isolation and ultimately death weave heavily 

throughout Postman. 

Belief in the American myth that there was always an escape route going west to 

freedom lasted until the start of the Great Depression. Americans held onto a sense of 

optimism because the American West always offered a place for the down-and-out 

American to escape and become a new person. Frederick Jackson Turner in his famous 

essay "The Frontier in American History" (1893) foresaw how this perception of the road 

west would influence America's positive image of itself. Turner lamented the closing of 

the frontier with the announcement from the Superintendent of the Census in 1890 that a 

frontier no longer existed. Turner stated that this would have a profound effect on 

American optimism. Cain utilizes this idea of dying optimism in most of his writings. In 

Postman. Cora and Frank traveled the road west to CaUfomia expecting to fulfill their 
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personal dreams. Cora wanted to be a movie star, and Frank wanted to escape his past. 

However, on arrival in Los Angeles, it quickly became apparent that the road was a dead 

end. For David Mamet, the image of the West has even more disastrous meaning for the 

individual. He states: 

In America we're still suffering from loving a frontier ethic - that is to say, 
take the land from tiie Indians and give it to the railroad. Take the money 
from the blacks and give it to the rich. The ethic was always something for 
nothing . . . . The idea of go West and make your fortune, there's gold in the 
ground, was promulgated by the storekeepers in the gold rush and the railroads 
in the westem expansion as a way of enslaving tiie common man and 
woman . . . playing on their greed. (Bigsby 111) 

Therefore, in Mamet's view Cora and Frank have been hoodwinked by a crooked system 

which they ititimately emulate in order to achieve the things they want. This view of the 

government misleading the public for profit finds its way into Mamet's interpretation of 

the Postman especially in terms of the changes made in the attomey Katz as he profits 

from Cora and Frank's case. 

Cain, like many hard-boiled writers, played with the association of fast cars and 

the California dream in virtually all his major novels. As pointed out by David Fine, 

"Cain's characters, behind the wheels of their cars, experience a brief, illusory sense of 

liberation both from the constraints of the Depression and the consequences of their acts" 

(26). It is no accident that the murder of Nick takes place in Cora and Nick's car. The 

car symbolizes both freedom and doom for Nick, Cora, and even Frank. 

Mamet makes effective use of Cain's car imagery in his screenplay. At the end of 

the opening credits in the far right hand comer of the screen a small light appears in the 

blackness. Faint lights become visible in the distance. Slowly the lights come closer 
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across the frame from right to left. As they grow in size, it becomes apparent that what is 

being shown is the headlights of a car. The music pauses to reveal the sound of footsteps 

and the shadow of a man coming across the screen from left to right. The tip of his 

cigarette bums bright but nothing more is visible. The car suddenly sweeps by on the 

screen, and the only visible thing is the faint lights in the distance. Eleven seconds go by 

in this blackness, and then a car coming onto the screen from the left begins to cast light 

on the figure of the man hitchhiking in the lower right-hand comer of the frame. As the 

car slows down, it briefly sheds a full beam of light on Frank Chambers for the first time. 

It goes a short distance past Frank and stops. Again darkness envelops Frank. The tail 

light on the right-hand side of the car is out. Frank gets in the car. and it slowly drives 

away out of the frame. The car in this scene becomes Frank's ticket to Cora and his 

doom. The car offers the only means of illumination. It is an artificial light, and even this 

car's light is not complete as symbolized by the broken tail light. The illumination of 

Frank by the car reflects a pattern throughout the movie deliberately set up by Mamet. 

The audience will constantly believe they know the whole story only to be left in the dark 

at the next plot twist. Mamet shows Frank immediately as a nomad of the highway, a 

visual metaphor of Frank's attitude concerning life as demonstrated in his first statements 

in the novel, "I blew in there in a hurry and began looking down the road" (3). He has 

been a wanderer going from place to place and never stopping to think about his future 

until he meets Cora. Suddenly Frank decides to stop, and this decision alters his whole 

future. The shot of Frank looking back at the Twin Oaks foretells this future. Mamet 

allows only Frank a full view of the Twin Oaks in the movie, and yet Frank sees littie 
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beyond a momentary desire. Like Camus's Sisyphus, "his passion for life won him that 

unspeakable penalty in which the whole being is exerted toward accomplishing nothing" 

(Camus, Myth 159). Frank will get what he desires only to be destroyed by it. Frank's 

decision also ties back to Mamet's discussion of false promises of a good life in the West. 

Cora is the elusive gold that is really never Frank's for the taking. 

The setting of the novel at a roadside diner plays a significant role in expanding 

Cain's road imagery. The phenomenon of the roadside diner grew out of the mobility of 

the nation after the invention of the car. The roadside diner depended on transitory 

traffic from the highways to remain open. Many of these diners were actually mobile 

prefabricated buildings that could be easily transported to various sites. Nick as an 

immigrant to America seeks a permanent livelihood in this transitory profession. It is a 

practical decision since diners were one of the most stable businesses during the 

Depression years (Gutman 92). However, in the movie, the attempts by Nick to create a 

permanent business out of this mobile industry are pointed up as a great irony. The Twin 

Oaks Tavem is obviously a typical California farm house with stucco and lean-to wood 

additions throughout the stmcture. Contained within these walls are Nick's diner made 

from various parts of other diners as can be seen by the mix and match chairs, lighting 

fixtures and tables. Having made the diner part of his permanent dwelling symbolizes 

Nick's optimism about the road and his future. He believes he can make a fortune off of 

the road to Los Angeles. His attempt to make a mobile industry immobile fails. After 

Nick's death, Cora attempts to make the diner even more of a permanent fixture by 

anchoring it with a beer garden. In the movie, this garden composed of grape arbor 
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wcxxi and two by four posts looks very fragile just like Cora's dream of security and 

profit. Ironically the one time Frank appears by this new addition, he is shown in a 

medium shot futility painting rocks white to go around the edging. Frank, like Sisyphus, 

finds himself sentenced to laboring with a rock for no real gain. Frank tells Cora that she 

should not work so hard because they will be leaving soon for the open road. He hopes 

to get on the road again in search of another dream of something for nothing. 

First-person narrative is a signature of Cain's novels. Twelve of his sixteen novels 

employ first-person narration (Madden 133). David Madden points out in his critical 

study on Cain that many critics including Edmund Wilson and Max Lemer considered 

Postman unfilmable for this reason (48). Rafelson's uncle, noted screenwriter Samson 

Rafelson, pointed out the narration problem to tiie director eariy in the production. He 

told Rafelson that the omission of the first-person point of view would prevent audiences 

from sympathizing with Cora and Frank. He also believed that Frank must spell out his 

doom verbally from the beginning (Combs & Pym 266). After completion of the script, 

Rafelson sent the manuscript to his uncle wiio sent it back with the message that he 

should put the narrator back in, or it would be unclear to the audience what was even 

going on (Thomson 30). Some reviewers of the film felt the same way. A Detroit News 

reviewer wrote "too often, the narrative bridges are cryptic or nonexistent. One has 

difficulty figuring out where the characters are emotionally or geographically Mid how 

they got from point A to point B" (Staiic F3). Samuel Rafelson and many reviewers did 

not realize that these omissions were a deliberate choice by Mamet, in his search for a 

new way to handle first-person narration on film. 
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It is generally agreed among film experts that there is no exact or effective 

equivalent for the first-person point of view on the screen. Attempts have been made to 

use a subjective camera to show the action through the eyes of the protagonist. The most 

notable example of this is Lady in the Lake (1947) which employs a subjective camera 

throughout the film. This technique is not a tme equivalent to first-person narration 

because when reading a first-person narrative the reader is not involved in the story as the 

protagonist but listening to the protagonist tell the story. Another solution to this problem 

is voice-over narration which the MGM version of Postman utilized. This technique was 

employed by many film noir directors and writers. It is generalfy acknowledged in the 

film world that voice-over narration can only be used in limited quantities or it interrupts 

the flow of the visuals for the viewer. Mamet stated that he was against using voice-over 

narration as a solution from the beginning "because it relieves the audience . . . . It tells 

them someone is taking care of their problem - putting a fi-ame on the movie making it a 

flashback. It implies that somebody knows the end of the story, so it gives the audience 

the signal that they can care about it[tiie stor> ]̂ that much less" (Yakir 22). In his book. 

On Directing Film, Mamet talks about using words to convey information that the visual 

picture should relay to the audience. He speaks of how the most interesting part of film 

for the audience is the visual aspect and that they have littie patience for any extra words. 

He explains: 

Dubbing words into somebody-'s mouth when we see his back on the screen. 
To wit: "oh, look, here we go down that staircase that we're trying to get to the 
bottom of" That never worics either. Why? Because all that the audience 
cares about is what is the thrust of the scene - What does the hero want? 
More precisely, what is the essential aspect of tiie shot? . . . .It is the nature of 
human perception to go to the most interesting thing; the most interesting thing 
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what happens next in the story you promised the audience you were going to 
tell them. You can't make them stop and look at that sign. (59) 

Mamet's strong opinion about the importance of the visual in film kept voice-over 

narration at the bottom of his list of possible ways to solve the narration problem. 

Another solution used to solve the problem is to eliminate the first-person narration 

altogether as Visconti did in Ossessione. However, by removing Frank's voice the movie 

risks alienating the audience from the main characters who then appear to be mthless, 

cold-blooded killers. 

Frank, as the narrator of Postman, is especially problematic since the entire book 

turns out to be his death-row confession. Frank tells the story of Cora and the murder of 

her husband Nick, a classic case of Wayne Booth's unreliable narrator, while waiting to 

go to the gas chamber in his last few hours of life. A major problem with the novel's 

confessional narration becomes whether or not to show on film the fact that what Frank is 

telling the audience may not be the whole tiiith. The way Frank teUs his story becomes 

important to understanding the overall meaning of the novel. As Joseph M. Boggs points 

out in his text on film analysis: 

The personality of the narrator is often extremely important in the first-person 
novel, and much of this personality may be impossible to show in action or 
dialogue, for it is the aspect of personality revealed by the way he or she tells a 
story, not the way he or she looks, acts, or speaks in dialogue, that comes 
across in the novel. (325) 

Boggs labels this the narrator's essence, and it is this essence that is so hard to capture in 

cinematic terms when adapting the character of Frank. Mamet touches on this "essence" 

in the character of Frank in an essay he wrote on the filming of Postman for Horizon 

magazine. In the novel Frank's lines such as "I looked at her . . . . I had to have her, if I 
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hung for it" (Cain 46) tell us a great deal about Frank"s personality. The difficulty, 

according to Mamet, is how to translate this "intemal psychological monologue into a 

visible clash of visible forces" (Mamet, Mamet 54). These lines foreshadow not only the 

risks Frank is willing to take in order to get Cora, but they also introduce the element of 

fate and the inevitable consequences of Frank's wish being fulfilled. Mamet felt that the 

narration became further problematic in Postman because "almost all the incidents are 

incited by a change in the protagonist's state of nrind" (54). The MGM version included 

voice-overs at these cmcial points in the plot such as when Frank first decided to stay at 

the Twin Oaks or when he decided to leave after he heard that Nick was coming home 

from the hospital. The voice-overs in this film also reflect the unreliable nature of 

Frank's retelling of the tale. The voice-over at one point asserts that although he (Frank) 

worked out the details for the first murder attempt, it was really Cora's idea. In this way 

the viewer is given verbal clues that Frank might not be telling the tmth, selecting 

carefully what he says, to make Cora appear to be the more guilty party. 

Mamet stated that much of the screening of films and reading of screenplays he 

went through with Rafelson focused on solving the narrative problem {Hollywood 54). 

Mamet later established in an interview for Film Comment that he decided to solve the 

narrative problem by employing the idea of the audience being lead forth by events just 

like Frank, the protagonist. The audience is to experience events and percieve them just 

as Frank does. To achieve this effect, Mamet omitted transitional scenes that help the 

audience piece together plot development. Everything beconring the "inevitability of the 

previous action. They [the characters] don't know what they are going to do next. They 
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find out after they have done it" (Yakir 22). This solution produced the very problem 

pointed out by Samuel Rafelson. The plot became hard to follow for many viewers; 

however, even the novel leaves the reader in the dark at times. David Madden points out 

that the reader is several lines into the fourth chapter of the novel before realizing that 

Frank and Cora have plotted and are about to attempt to murder Nick (Madden 131). 

Mamet stmctured many pivotal scenes in the movie so that the audience finds out 

information at the same time as Frank. Mamet also does not allow the audience to view 

conversations where decisions are made. This makes the characters seem like puppets of 

unseen forces. This technique first appears in the scene where Frank turns down Nick's 

job offer after learning that Cora is Nick's wife. Frank's last words as he leaves the diner 

are to Cora. We see him at the door in a medium shot. Frank looks at Cora and says 

"Good-bye now." There is a cut to a low angle medium shot of Cora smoking a cigarette 

and sizing up Frank. In this shot, the last word of Frank's line "Mrs." subtly labels Cora 

a married woman. This cuts to a high angle long shot of Frank on the highway, thumb 

out looking for a ride. A car pulls into the lower left comer of the screen so that only the 

front right side and door are visible. Frank walks towards the car as the camera tracks 

back slowly. Frank pauses, and the camera stops tracking. Frank has his hand on the 

door as he looks back down the road. There is a cut to a long shot of the Twin Oaks, 

then a cut to a close-up of a tire being pulled off a rim. This is followed by a brief 

montage sequence of Frank working on various garage chores at the Twin Oaks. The 

audience is not given an explanation that Frank stayed because of Cora. Instead, the 

audience suddenly finds itself back at the cafe with Frank who does not really know why 
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he came back. In this way, without the clear transitional clues. Frank "s decision appears 

instinctual and inevitable. He is not making respcmsible choices based on what little 

knowledge he does possess of the situation, but reacting in an animalistic way. The 

MGM version's order of shots and plot points at this critical moment demonstrates a 

succession of conscious choices on the part of Frank. Nick and Frank bum a help 

wanted sign just after the famous white turban scene with Lana Tumer's encoded 

seduction of Frank. There is no question at this moment that Frank stayed on because of 

the possibility of a liaison with Cora. Nick says to Frank "tiiafs right bum it up. I'll tell 

my wife you are going to stay" {Postman 1946). This is tiie first reference in the script to 

Cora being Frank's wife. Frank starts to pick up the sign. He then sees Cora on the 

porch; as he smiles at her. he tosses the sign back into the fire. There is no question in 

this sequence of shots as to why Frank stayed on at the Twin Oaks and that he fully 

understands some of the dangers of this choice. 

Two other scenes employing Mamet's technique occur after Frank discovers that 

Cora has left tiie Los Angeles bus station without him and later at the revelation of Coras 

desire to murder her husband. No scene or voice-over informs the audience that Frank 

made a decision to return to the Twin Oaks after Cora abandons him at the bus station. 

In a medium shot with the camera facing the exterior of the bus station, Frank runs 

toward and then beside the camera into the street. As he passes, the camera tilts up to 

show Frank in a low-angle close-up looking up and down the street for Cora. He walks 

away from the camera into the street, turns and grits his teeth as he clutches the money he 

has won in his hand. Frank walks back towards the camera into a close-up; his face 
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reveals a mixture of anger and desperation. There is a cut to a medium shot of Frank 

drying his hat over the garage stove back at the Twin Oaks. His body is in the far left of 

the frame, and his head is not visible. It takes tiie viewer a few seconds to guess that this 

is Frank. Throughout this part of the fitoi, as the thoughts of murder are introduced, 

Frank and Cora's heads and eyes are obscured either by the frame of the film or hair in 

the face recalling film noir. The sounds of Nick yelling at the sign installers can be heard 

in the background as Frank dries his hat. It is obvious since Frank won the money from 

the bus station craps game that he had the means to leave Cora, but he is back at Twin 

Oaks with no explanation through dialogue or visual cues. The audience is left to guess at 

his motives, but then it seems so is Frank. 

Frank steps outside and says a few words to Nick and then walks to the back of 

the station to find Cora hanging up laundry. First there is a medium shot of Frank 

looking at Cora and then one of Cora looking at Frank. A close-up of Frank's hand 

giving Cora the money he won lets the audience know the pair have not talked since 

Frank came back. Cora immediately tells Frank that Nick would have found them and 

that Frank "doesn't know what it is like to be a woman caught in this type of s i t - . . ." 

(Mamet, Postman). She does not finish the line. She walks towards the camera and 

beside Frank. As she passes him, there is a cut to a high angle, over-the-shoulder shot of 

Frank grabbing Cora. Visually he looks like he is in control. Frank says, "There's always 

a way Cora if we stick together" (Mamet, Postman). A slight smile comes to Coras face. 

She moves past Frank. This shot is intermpted by a cut to a shot of Cora from behind 

walking away from Frank. She turns after taking some clothes off the line and says "I 
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didn't know what to do" (Mamet, Postman). Nick can suddenly be heard yelling "Cora'* 

in the background. .An ominous music track fades in. There is a cut to a medium shot of 

Frank at a low angle looking disarmed. Again there is a cut to a medium shot of Cora 

smiling and saying "I gotta have you Frank, for its just us, for its just you and me" 

(Mamet, Postman). She moves toward the camera as she says this while constantly 

wringing a wet piece of laundry suggesting the violent tum her thoughts are taking. A 

close-up of Frank's face reveals him hesitantly saying, "What are you talking about" 

(IVlamet, Postman). The music gains in intensity. The next shot reveals an extreme 

close-up of Cora's face. Her face fills the right side of the screen as she says "I'm tired 

of what's right and what's wrong" (Mamet, Postman). There is a cut to a close-up of 

Frank as he replies, "They hang people for that"(Mamet, Postman). There is littie doubt 

by the look on Frank's face that this new twist of events fiightens him. Nick yells again 

for Cora as the next shot shows her turning to go to her husband. Cora steps away from 

the camera and leaves the shot, moving to the left of the frame in a classic horror movie 

exit. The next cut comes back to a close-up of Frank as he steps away from the camera 

glancing back over his shoulder and walking away in the rain. Suddenly the film cuts to a 

night shot. It is a low-angle shot from behind Nick and Frank as they stand looking at tiie 

new neon sign which is visible between the silhouettes of the men. Frank pats Nick on 

the shoulder congratulating him. Nick steps away and runs for the house laughing. A cut 

to the interior of Frank's quarters at the station shows him in a medium shot reading a 

magazine. Ms face is not visible. Greek music can be heard from the house. There is a 

low angle shot of Nick and Cora's bedroom window as Nick's shadow can be seen 
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dancing in that window. Next there is a series of close-up shots of Frank filling up a sack 

of ball bearings. This cuts away to Frank bringing the sack to Cora on the back steps of 

the main house of the Twin Oaks. The first murder attempt is about to begin. 

Between Cora's revelation tiiat she is tired of what is right and wrong and the 

gathering of the ball bearings, the audience is never privy to any conversations between 

Cora and Frank as they plan out the details of Nick's murder or any in-depth reason why 

Cora decides to murder Nick after abandoning Frank. In the MGM version Frank's 

voice-over specifies how he and Cora plotted the details of the first murder attempt. 

Frank says that Cora got the idea from a magazine article on household accidents. After 

attempting to mn away, Frank and Cora retum to Twin Oaks together in the MGM film, 

and a voice-over tells how Cora treated Frank like hired help until he forced her to talk to 

him several weeks afterwards. There is littie left to the imagination in tiie MGM fihn 

while everything is left to the imagination in the Mamet version. 

The next set of missing transitions in the Mamet film comes after the attempted 

murder. The audience first sees a long shot of Cora and the dcKtor walking down the hall 

from Nicks room at the hospital to the nurse's station. The camera is at a slightly high 

angle. The doctor walks on past the desk, and the motorcy cle policeman who had talked 

to Frank earlier at the Twin Oaks about the new neon sign comes into view. He is 

leaning over the nurse's desk filling out papers. He glances back at Frank in the far 

background standing by Cora. The position of the policeman and the pair gives the 

audience a clue that the authorities are suspicious about Frank and Cora, but they have no 

knowledge about Nicks condition or what has been said. After an establishing shot of 
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tiie highway to Twin Oaks at night, the interior of a car is revealed. Frank is driving Cora 

home. Visually the pair are boxed in the tight space of the car. in much the same way 

that they are becoming trapped together in their crimes. Cora say s all that Nick 

remembers is that it went dark. She adds that if Nick had tumed aroimd "they'd a 

hanged us for it" (Mamet, Postman). Frank and tiie audience get their first knowledge of 

Nick's condition at the same time. 

The second murder attempt, like the first, is not plotted out during the movie. 

Frank decides to leave after Nick returns from the hospital. Cora tells Frank tiiat Nick 

wants her to have his baby, and suddenly the film cuts to the night of the second murder 

attempt. Until Frank actually cracks the wrench over Nick's head, only audience 

members who have read the book would have any clue as to what was about to transpire. 

After a series of scenes where Frank and Cora enjoy their time alone without 

Nick, there is a scene added to the film by Mamet where Frank and Cora are in the 

master bedroom of the Twin Oaks on the night before Nick's retum from the hospital In 

this scene Mamet does not omit the transition but makes the transition a visual one. It is a 

brief scene between two major events in the script. Cora is sitting on a bench in front of 

a mirror staring at her reflection. She tells Frank she does not want to make love even 

though it is their last night alone; she does not explain why she feels this way. By having 

Cora looking in the mirror, the idea of self examination is implied in the scene. Cora 

need not say that she feels guilty about Nick. Cora's gaze in the mirror spells out her 

thoughts for the audience. Mamet often praises silent film for telling a ston without 

words, and this shot of Cora gazing in the mirror to show her change of heart represents 
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a stylistic choice to be used time and again by Mamet in later films to create or expand on 

a character without the use of dialogue (Yakir 22). The Verdict has a series of scenes at 

the opening with no dialogue that shows the audience the protagonist's derelict life at the 

begiiming of the fihn. 

Most critics did not see Mamet's transitional omissions as a deliberate choice on 

the part of the screenwriter but a novice's mistake. In a study examining the many 

versions of The Postman as film noir, Robert Porfirio argues strongly for the use of 

voice-overs to adapt the novel to film. Porfirio suggests that while Mamet felt that voice-

overs made a film redundant by repeating what has already been seen, the repetition is a 

hallmark of film noir and should not have been omitted from the 1981 Postman for that 

reason alone. Porfirio calls voice-over repetition a "portent of doom" which reinforces 

Caki's theme of the inevitability of Cora and Frank's fate (107). However, Mamet's 

narrative jumps create a feeling that eveiything that happens to Frank and Cora is because 

they are compelled by some unseen force. Since they do not plan anything, events seem 

thrust upon the characters because there are no pieces of the puzzle fit together for the 

audience before a sudden climax. The audience is thrust forward into events without a 

chance to figure out why, just as Cora and Frank find themselves committing acts without 

thought to the consequences. Events control the characters in this film before the 

characters even have a chance to control the events. If anything is missing from the 

original novel here, it is the idea that Frank and Cora believe they are in control. In 

Mamet's world the pair appear to accept whatever plot twist is given them and follow 

through accordingly. It is a roll of the dice as to where they find themselves next. This 
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lack of control felt by the character again miiTors other films of the 1970"s like 

Chinatown where the protagonist Jake Geddes finds himself causing the very action he 

tries to prevent by believing he can control the Chinatown world. 

Porfirio assumes that any film version of Postman must be a noir film; however, 

Mamet and Rafelson were not trying to create another noir version of Postman. They 

wanted to go back to the novel and start from scratch with a new vision of the novel for 

the screen. In all interviews on the Postman, Rafelson and Mamet use Cain's novel as 

their authoritative source and not prior cinematic versions, although Rafelson and Mamet 

entered into this project well aware of the previous Postman productions. According to 

publicity material for the film, Rafelsondidnotthinkof his new film as a remake. He 

felt that all the past productions of Postman were so far off the mark as to not count as 

adaptations of the novel at all (Maslin Sec. 2:15). Mamet admits to not seeing the MGM 

film until after his third draft of the screenplay. He found the MGM version 

"emasculated" and "uninteresting"(Yakir 24). Therefore, eliminating the voice-over 

cannot be criticized because it is a necessary noir technique. As to Porfirio's belief that 

without the voice-over there is no sense of impending doom, Mamet's omission of 

transitions leads to plot development that comes not from the character's decisions but 

from outside forces pushing the pair ahead to their doom; therefore, fate still plays a 

major role in the script. 

The novel Postman has an element of fate in it as well. The novel gives readers 

the feeling that no matter what Frank and Cora try to do, death waits for them in the end. 

David Fine points out in his essay on thirties crime fiction that "when Cain's characters 
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feel most in control, they are least so . . . . Each of Cain's protagonists gets taken when 

he or she feels most secure in the attainment of the forbidden wish' (Fine 56). Cora and 

Frank are destined to be pawns in a universal craps game. Cora tells Frank in the novel 

that they are Fords trying to be airplanes, and consequentiy "God is up there laughing at 

us" (86). Mamet takes Cain's concept of fate a step further to create a fully existentialist 

universe by taking away all but the present for the two characters. By removing the 

ending of the novel, Frank is given no hope of an afterlife with Cora. 

Along with the transitional omissions, Mamet constmcts his scenes so that a 

hmited number take place away from Frank's presence. This further enhances the feeling 

that this is Frank's tale. At one point, it appears that Nick and Cora are having a private 

conversation in their bedroom. Cora comes downstairs to discover Frank eating in the 

kitchen below. Meal preparations imply that he has been in the house for some time. 

There are also several extreme low-angle shots from Frank's point of view looking up at 

the shadows of Nick and Cora from Frank's garage apartment. Scenes set up this way 

give the audience the feeling that Frank constantly watches Cora even in her private 

moments. These scenes also visually demonstrate that the events unfolding may only be 

Frank's version of the story. He is the voyeur of most all scenes along with the audience. 

Only two scenes take place where Frank could not have overheard or been a part 

of the action. One comes immediately after Nick comes home from the hospital. Nick 

and Cora are talking upstairs. Cora breaks away from Nick's embrace and goes outside 

to Frank's apartment. She finds Frank writing her a farewell note. Waded up paper 

shows this is not the first version of the note. There is no shot prior to this of Frank 
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watching the bedroom window. It is appropriate that at this point Frank is trying to break 

away from Cora and does not want to know what she is doing upstairs with Nick. 

The second significant scene that Frank is not privy to takes place in the offices of 

one of the insurance companies. The changes made in tiiis scene reflect Mamet's view of 

the world as completely cormpt and controlled by major financial institiutions when 

compared to Cain's world where cormption had only recently taken hold of the country. 

Mamet's scene shows a world that controls Frank's fate and a world he can never enter 

not even to listen behind closed doors. The attomey Katz is the mediator between Frank 

and Cora and all the other "poor people out there" and the "big insurance company trying 

to save ten grand" (Mamet, Postman). Katz reminds the first insurance man that he is 

just an insigrrificant part of the larger corporate entity, and if the insurance man loses the 

case he will lose his Christmas bonus or worse. Katz imderstands how to use the fear of 

the individual adrift in the corporate world to his advantage. While he does not directly 

threaten the men with the possibility of unemployment like Blake in Glengarry Glen 

Ross, he pushes the right buttons to drive the drones of the corporate world to act in 

certain ways. This emphasis on the corporate control of the worker's life does not appear 

in the novel or earlier film versions, but directly connects this film to other films of the 

1970's and to Mamet's concerns as a writer with the corporate take-over of the 

individual. Later Mamet films like Glengarry^ Glen Ross take on this corporate 

cormption of the individual as their main theme. 

In this scene, Katz is shown at low angles throughout the first part of this meeting. 

He is in control; he is calling the shots. After he intrcxiuces the second insurance 
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company involved and demonstrates how they can both save money by working together. 

the shots change from close-ups to a long shot of the interior of the office. First the three 

men talk and then Katz steps outside into the hallway as the insurance men discuss Katz's 

idea by themselves. In a high angle medium shot, Katz smiles as he listens at the door to 

the conversation inside the office. The scene demonstrates that even in the narrative 

Frank does not have the control he thinks he has; outside forces such as big business are 

the real controlling powers behind the character's life and death. 

In the novel all the reader knows about Cora and the murder comes from Frank's 

confession. This raises a question concerning Frank's credibility. Is Frank an unreliable 

narrator trying to give people a better opinion of himself? Or is he tiying to let the world 

know that his love for Cora was real? Leading Cain critic David Madden sums up the 

what he sees as the reasons for the first-person narrative in Postman as follows: 

Frank writes his story in his death cell to let the world know he didn't kill Cora, 
but not because he wants Iris fellow m^i to have a better opinion of him: it is 
not to obtain forgiveness for taking Nick's wife and killing him that Frank 
wants men to intercede in heaven for him. He has a romantic notion that in the 
eyes of the world it should be known that he loves Cora, for that knowledge 
will lend purity to their love. Society must witness his death, his innocence, his 
love. (134) 

The most talked-about omission from the novel involved not the missing 

transitions, but the intentional choice to omit Frank's trial for Cora's murder and his 

death-row confession scene. Mamet decided to end his movie with the accident that kills 

Cora. The last two shots are first a high angle shot of Frank bending down over Cora's 

corpse crying and touching her hand and then a close-up of Frank holding Cora's hand, 

his wedding ring prominent in the picture. He pulls his hand away as he cries, and the 
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picture fades to black as the audience looks at Cora's bloodstained hand by Frank"s hat. 

WTien reviewing the film, many critics, including Pauline Kael, Steve Kaufinan, and Rex 

Reed, believed that by not showing Frank being put to death for Cora's murder, Mamet 

and Rafelson obscured the titie's meaning and eliminated the tme significance of the 

Cains work. CoHn Beck, Jr. sums up this view in Commonweal when he states that Cain 

is in the end a very moral novelist. One who believes in retribution. After they have 

murdered Nick, Frank and Cora are fated, doomed characters. The atmosphere of their 

relationship becomes inescapably gothic. Eventual catastrophe seems inevitable. In 

Rafelson's movie tiris is not the case. The movie has tumed into a romance" (307). This 

is an interesting observation since Mamet and Rafelson believed that the novel w as a love 

story above anything else; however, that is not all that this new ending implies. 

In a decision meant to point up the growing love between Frank and Cora, only a 

few days before shooting the final secjuence, Rafelson decided to eliminate the scene with 

Cora testing Frank's love by swimming out too far in tiie ocean, although this scene was 

included in Mamet's original script (Combs & Pym 267). In the novel tiris act causes 

Cora to go into labor. Rafelson believed that it was enou^ to show Cora having a 

miscarriage by helping lift the convertible top of the car. Rafelson believes Frank 

demonstrated loyalty by rushing Cora to the hospital. The fact that Frank is in the act of 

helping Cora when the fatal crash occurs is enough to show that he no longer wants her 

out of the wav and actually wants the baby and a family life. Mamet concluded that the 

audience would further the story in their own minds and image a trial for Frank. 

Rafelson held the same opinion. This reflects Mamet's strong belief that spoon feeding 
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answers to an audience weakens the story (Yakir 22). Rafelson was asked in an interview 

with David Thomson if he thought that the audience would be able to fill in the missing 

trial scene in their minds. Rafelson confidently replied, "Definitely. Why go through a 

whole trial? To me, it's their whole world that's ended by tiie roadside" (31). The most 

important thing in Frank's nrind in the end is the loss of Cora. Therefore, the shot of 

Frairii's wedding band and hat are important visual reminders of the newfound love and 

happiness between Frank and Cora. Rafelson considers the novel "a poetic love story 

which transcends sexual obsession" (McCreadie 310). In this statement lies a key to 

Mamet and Rafelson's choice to end their movie as they did. They believed that 

ultimately the book is a love story; therefore, the ultimate punishment for Frank would be 

losing Cora and not the taking of his ovm life. This is not far from Cain's own view of 

the book. David Madden points out that Cain himself believed that he only had one story 

to tell and that was a love story which he recast in different settuigs over and over again 

(60). In the novel the last words of Frank are not about his own guilt or innocence; he 

only wants to be with Cora again; therefore, his last line is a plea for his audience to pray 

not for his salvation but for him to be able to be with Cora. Frank says, "If you've got 

this far, send up one for me, and Cora, and make it that we're together, wherever it is" 

(116). These were two lovers who were obsessed with each other and would do anything 

to be together; therefore, the ultimate punishment for the pair is etemal separation. 

Rex Reed believes that the titie suggests that although Frank escapes his first call 

to justice it comes back and finds him at home at last (40). The postman does in fact 

come around twice for Frank in this movie, but not to seek retribution for his crimes by 
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using society's institutions; instead, he comes to take Cora away. First after Cora and 

Frank are found innocent of Nick's murder, they find the secret of Nick's death to be a 

weight aroimd their neck that strangles their love. Frank loses Cora to suspicion and hate 

at this time. After she comes home and announces her pregnancy, the pair grow to love 

each other once again only to be split apart forever by death. Mamet adds the scene of a 

candlelight dinner towards the end where the pair discuss raising their forthcoming child 

in endearing terms in order to bring home the point that they are at peace with each other 

and believe that they can now plan a future. During the time that they share after Cora 

returns from her mother's fimeral, Frank decides that he wants to stay on with Cora and 

become a father. In the c^idlelight dinner scene, they talk like two middle-class 

expectant parents with convictions about a positive future. The pair speak of an ideal life 

like the one promised the pioneers by the railroads and merchants that turns out to be an 

impossible dream and a lie. Iroirically, Frank loses the one woman he finally gave up the 

road and freedom to keep. He loses her once to hate, to suspicion, and later to death. 

He has no control over either event. There is no way for Frank and Cora to foresee or 

control tiieir future, and, no matter what they do, death will catch up with them in the 

end. The emphasis on personal loss and lack of control over one's fate again reflects the 

common thread running through many films of the seventies. 

Mamet's screenplay heightens the existential elements found in Cain's novel and 

downplays the moralistic elements. In the more pessimistic seventies, there is no divine 

overseer dealing out retributions; there are two lovers caught up in a world of arbitrary 

events over which they ultimately have no control. Rafelson says that he was intrcxiuced 
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to Cain through Albert Camus' novel The Stranger, which Camus says was inspired by 

Cain's Postman fMcCreadie 311). Camus's novel is told by Meursault from his death 

cell. He, like Frank, is guilty of a murder, but convicted of another crime. Meursault 

demonstrates the existentialist dilemma. Overcome by the futility of living throughout the 

first part of the book, Meursault realizes in the end that the only thing he can be sure of is 

death. He comes to this realization when the chaplain one last time tries to convince him 

that God and an afterlife exists. After the chaplain leaves Meursault says, "Throughout 

the whole absurd life I'd lived, a dark wind had been rising toward me from somewhere 

deep in my future, across years that were stiU to come, and as it passed, this wind leveled 

whatever was offered to me at the time" (Camus, The Stranger 121). No matter what 

choices he made, Meursault is destined to die. Death is what really makes all humankind 

equal. In his book on film noir, Foster Hirsch proclaims Camus's The Stranger "the 

ultimate /̂/M noir story, carrying the recurrent noir motifs of a malevolent, jesting fate 

and of alienated, puzzled, set-upon characters to their blackest depth"' (49). Mamet's 

omnritted transitions heighten this aspect of the Cain novel. Mamet taps into this daricest 

side of Cain and The Postman with his adaptation in order to make it relevant to the 

modem audience. 

Camus's existential vision of the story influenced Rafelson's reading of Cain 

which in tum influenced Mamet's interpretation of the Cain novel. It does not matter if 

Frank is convicted of Cora's murder in court because in the end life all comes out the 

same. Death will find Frank just as it did Cora no matter what he does to stop it. 

Mamet's Cora and Frank live in the moment because the past and the future do not 
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matter as much as their immediate needs and desires. However, unlike Meursauh who 

never struggles against this fate, Cora and Frank continually fight against the inevitable. 

seduced by a perverted belief in the American Dream of getting something for nothing. 

Mamet also viewed Postman as a tragedy and closely connected to mythology. 

He states that 'its a 1000 year old story. The aging man with the young wife who wants 

to precipitate some violence, sexuality, regeneration and so takes on a younger, more 

virile stranger to their house" (Yakir 21). Robert L. Root, Jr. labeled the novel a "hard 

boiled tragedy" (54) coimecting Mamet's tragic view with his existentalist fatalism. He 

said the plot was 

like Oedipus trying to resolve the riddle of his birth and Laius's death, the 
harder Cain's protagonists work at taking life into their own hands the more 
likely they M"e to lose everything, including life itself. Though these characters 
are self-reliant, tough, even hard boiled, they are no match for larger forces 
w/ithin and around them which eventually destroy them. The universe they 
inhabit may be whimsical, like that of Euripides, or indifferent, like that of 
Camus, or unrelenting, like that of Aeschylus, but it is alw ay s more hard boiled 
than they are. (56) 

Mamet's ending heightens the tragic element. 

It has been suggested that Mamet only modernized the script and took out the 

moral twist at the end of the story to satisfy audiences who would find the final bit of 

poetic justice exercised against Frank too contrived. Yet the choice is not so easily 

dismissed. Mamet's abmpt ending mirrors a modem outi(X)k that does not allow for 

divinity or an afteriife, but dwells on the cmelty one suffers while living only to die for 

nothing in the end. The modem audience might not enjoy a moral tale but only because 

events in the society of the 1970's had taught the populace that poetic justice did not 

always prevail. This audience, as pointed out by William Palmer, grew up seeing the 
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United States military slaughter in Vietnam of innocent villagers on television in the name 

of God, liberty, and freedom. For this generation a Frank longing to confess to a priest 

and die so that he might see Cora in the afterlife did not ring tme. Why should Frank 

suddenly gain faith in God when his whole life seemed to prove that no god existed. 

Mamet's new ending could be seen as overcompensation for the sanitized and 

heavy handed morality handed out in the MGM version including the voice-over 

explaining the titie in case anyone was slow catching on to the full meaning of the last 

scene. But a more satisfactory explanation is that this is Cain as seen through Mamet's 

eyes. Mamet's world is even more bleak and corrapt tiian Cain's. There is no moral 

authority to catch up with criminals; there is no compassion. People readily tum on each 

other for profit and personal gain, and there is no room for sentimental notions just as 

Teach tells us in Mamet's American Buffalo, " The Past is past, and this is Now, and so 

Fuck You" (16). 

A stellar example of how tough Mamet's world view is even compared to Cain's 

can be foimd in the treatment of the cat that is electrocuted at the beginning. In the novel 

the policeman finds the cat in the fuse box and says "Ain't that a shame? Killed her 

deader than hell" (Cain, Postman 24). In the MGM version, the young cop almost 

breaks into sobs upon finding the cat, but in Mamet's version the motorcycle cop climbs 

up on the roof to investigate. In an extreme low-angle shot the policeman searches the 

roof WTien he finds the cat, he tosses it directly at Frank on the ground. It looks as if he 

were trying to hit Frank with the cat's body. There is a high angle shot of Frank trying to 

dodge the cat and then a close-up of the cat's charred body on the ground. The 
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policeman then says "the cover's off this fuse box up here. I'd say that sucker stuck a 

paw ui it, fried him deader than hell" (Mamet, Postman). No one shows any sentimental 

feelings about the cat. Its life is over, and it is tossed aside. 

One minor change from the novel with major consequences reflects Mamet's 

view of a society totally cormpt and forcing everyone to be a petty thieves. This change 

concerns the insurance money that Cora receives from Nick's accidental death policy. 

Mamet alters the character of Katz so that he is just another two-bit gangster in the story 

instead of one of the many authority figures playing games with little people's lives. In the 

book, Katz does not keep Cora's insurance money. At first he tells her he will take half 

of the $100,000, but then changes his mind. He prefers to frame a check from Sackett, 

the prosecutor, for $100 which he earned on a bet that he could get the couple off on the 

murder rap. In Mamet's movie Katz takes everything. Pauline Kael first pointed out this 

change in her review and found it an unforgivable change because of what it does to the 

character of Katz. Yet, Katz is now a reflection of what the individual must do to survive 

in the 1970's. There is no room for kind acts. Katz's actions have other repercussions in 

the story as well. When Kennedy comes to bribe Cora and Frank, he is surprised to find 

that they do not have any of the insurance money. He still insists on money which makes 

Cora and Frank's situation with Kennedy appear more desperate. All of the money Cora 

has by this time comes from her own hard work at the Twin Oaks, and it is not a large 

sum of money as in the novel. like the characters in American Buffalo, Kennedy's crime 

is a desperate littie event, almost pathetic in nature. Mamet changes Cain's worid to one 

where officials are petty littie people on the same level with Cora and Frank. No one 
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works for a higher moral cause but for the bottom line. Remember Katz reminds the 

insurance man that he will lose his Christmas bonus if he pushes the case to trial. Cora 

and Frank do not luck uito money. There are no such breaks for this pair. But at the 

same time, the fact that Cora makes the Twin Oaks a success because of her own labor 

makes her willingness to sell the Twin Oaks to make Frank happy all the more powerful. 

She is not giving up unexpected fortune, but something she has been working hard to 

improve for two months, but in Mamet's Postman world hard work is no guarantee of a 

successful life. It is futile to do anything, good or bad, about the future. Uiriike the 

MGM Cora, Mamet's Cora is shown several times working hard at waiting tables, 

cleaning, and cooking to make the Twin O ^ a success. 

Cain's confessional ending as well as Katz's decision to not take the insurance 

money in the novel represent plot twists that barken back to melodramatic patterns of the 

theatre which Mamet openly rejects, and the tidy tying up of loose ends recalls the well-

made play. Mamet decries these styles of writing in his essays, and omitting them makes 

the script a signature Mamet work on yet another level. There is no room for convenient 

plot endings and discoveries. Mamet considers a clean ending to be an artistic cop-out. 

He believes that there is a tendency to make choices based on the "personal comfort" of 

the audience {Writing 133). There is no comfort for the audience in Mamet's Postman. 

The ending takes Cora away just as the audience starts to feel comfortable and wants 

Cora and Frank to make good. Just like many other characters in Mamet's films and 

plays, Frank discovers that life is a crap game that he is boimd to lose in the end. 
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A look at Postman cannot ignore its controversial R rating. Mamet's script 

writing talents took second billing to Rafelson's much publicized treatment of the sexual 

content of Cain's novel. Yet, without a published script, it is difficult to judge Mamet's 

original vision of these scenes. The most talked about element in this film both in pre

release publicity and afterwards concemed the sex scenes and how Rafelson wanted to 

film them. Rafelson let it be known that he would shoot the film as an X rated picture 

but edit it to qualify for an R rating. The Variety's review stated that the "in" thing in 

Hollywood at the time of the release was to be one of the few people who had seen the 

scenes that landed on the cutting room floor. When MGM filmed the novel back in the 

forties, director Tay Garrett was saddled with restrictions from the Hays Office and the 

MGM wholesome image. Cora and Frank kiss in that film, but never make love on

screen. A series of elaborate codes were in use, especially in noir pictures, to indicate to 

the audience that things were sexually hotter than they appeared. But much of the 

obsessive sexuality of the novel still did not come across in that film. Fans of the novel 

hoped with the changes in censorship that a new Postman would prove to be much truer 

to the original source in its depiction of Frank and Coras physical obsession with each 

other. Ironically the novel Postman includes few detailed sexual scenes. In typical Cain 

fashion there are a few high impact sentences that convey the passions of Cora and Frank 

so vividly that few people remember the tme content. Most critics believed that Mamet's 

script fell far short of its promise in tiris area. The first and most elaborate sexual 

encounter comes early in the film when Frank attacks Cora on the kitchen table. It is a 

long and hot scene by eighties standards. After that all sexual encounters on-screen are 
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brief or non-existent which creates an unbalanced sexual tension in the movie. Audiences 

see the most heated scene at the beginning, and there is nowhere to build from there. 

Rafelson filmed a much more elaborate love-scene at the crash site after Nick's murder 

that was cut according to Variety. So the released film does not contain the original 

treatment of this scene. As it stands the Mamet script suffers from building the passions 

of Cora and Frank too early in the script, leaving nowhere to go from that point on. The 

high point of sexual tension should come after the murder of Nick when they make love 

by his corpse, but whether because of cuts or overkill in the first scene, this does not 

happen and causes the pace to slow when it should be building to a frenzy. It is 

interesting to note that in Mamet's latest collection of essays. Make Believe Town, he 

labels sex scenes in film as "obligatory pomography" that takes the audience out of the 

film because they are either wondering whether they are viewing an actual sex act or they 

know it is fake (131). He says that elaborate sex scenes equal stunt acting. Since Mamet 

believes every scene, every character, every action should only exist if it contributes to the 

central theme. Postman poses a problem in that sexual attraction is very much a part of 

the story and Mamet states when discussing realism that every facet of a work should 

stem from the spine of the story {Writing 132). Would Mamet include such graphic 

scenes today as the one on the kitchen table among the loaves of bread? Does it throw 

the viewer out of the film? Many critics felt the first encounter to be almost comical since 

Cora finds herself covered in flour and sweeping loaves of bread into the floor. Yet, 

Hollywood expected sex in the remake. The film would never have made a peimy 

without the promise of more sex. Rafelson may have catered to this desu-e for publicity 
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without allowing Mamet a free hand in weaving the sexual imagery more closely to the 

message of the film. 

Mamet perhaps did not write the perfect screenplay with Postman, but he leamed 

many lessons about screenwriting. His ideas for solving the narrative problems of the 

script may have been too obscure for the average audience member to pick up on, but 

they showed a willingness to try new things and an understanding of old techniques that 

did not work. Mamet had tackled one of the toughest adaptation problems in his first 

screenplay. Rafelson always had a controlling hand in this script, but Mamet's next 

screenplay, an adaptation of Barry Reed's The Verdict, released the following year, found 

him working with a director who considers the writer's words the final authority. Sydney 

Lumet's approach allowed Mamet to mature as a screenwriter and win him an Academy 

Award nomination. 
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CHAPTER m 

SLAYTNG CORPORATE GOLLATHS: 

REDEMPTION AND THE VERDICT 

Soon after David Mamet finished work on The Postman Always Rings Twice, 

David Brown and Richard Zanuck hired him to adapt Barry Reed's novel The Verdict, 

for the screen. Gay Brewer points out in her study of imagery in Mamet's films that he 

"took more interpretive liberties with Barry Reeds novel than he had with Cain's, 

resulting in a harrowing script and well received film" (100). Novelist Barry Reed agrees. 

In an interview with the author, Reed exclaimed witii unabashed enthusiasm, "Mr. Mamet 

did a bang up job on the script" (Reed, Interview). Reed went on to say that he was 

pleased that Mamet focused on the redemption of Frank Galvin through the David and 

Goliath fight between Gahin, the Catholic Church, a major hospital, and a powerhouse 

law firm. Reed emphatically believes tiiat the redemption process is tiie heart of his novel 

and feels that Mamet's efforts made the novel's message aU the more effective. Mamet 

condensed and restmctured the plot and characters to strengthen Reed's redemption 

theme and emphasize the least desirable aspects of Galvin's character as established in the 

novel. According to The Verdict"s director Sydney Lumet Mamet's script incorporated 

Frank Galvin's "fight to rid himself of his past" (Lumet 91) into the redemption theme 

found in the Reed novel creating a continual struggle with his past mistakes and present 

vices. This addition keeps Galvin from becoming the typical sinner tumed saint 

Hollywood film hero who customarily renounces all old w ays before moving forward to 

fight the enemy. The differences are even greater when compared to the conventional 
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lawyer-heroes of legal movies with men such as Clarence Darrow or Darriel Webster who 

start out as people above reproach. Galvin does not begin as an idealized champion of 

justice, and when he does attain redemption by fighting the cormpt establishments of 

Boston, he stumbles along the path to salvation and justice. In the end, Galvin wins a 

verdict that is reached not without psychological and personal pain and loss. Although he 

regains his soul and purges himself of those around him who have sold out to money and 

position, he is alone in his victory, an Irish lawyer in a mn down Boston office, forever 

on the outside of the elitist Boston legal society. 

Movies have looked to the courtroom as part of the standard bill of fare for many 

years. Daniel Lopez in Films by Genre labels the lawyer film a distinctive sub-genre of 

the crime film that can be traced back to the early thirties. He cites The Mouthpiece in 

1932 as the earliest tme lawyer film. That same year two other lawyer films. States 

Attorney and Counselor at Law, both starring John Barrymore, were released. Many 

famous directors have tackled this type of movie including Michael Curtiz with The Case 

of the Curious Bride in 1935, Elia Kazan's Boomerang in 1947, Sidney Lumet's 12 

Angry Men in 1957, and Otto Preniinger'Sv4«atomy of Murder in 1959. 

A 1996 segment of Sneak Previews on PBS was dedicated to the subject of 

courtroom films. While the scope of the program was limited, the show divided 

courtroom movies into three main types which prove useful to this study. The first 

category contains films based on real life cases such as Crimes Without Passion (1934), 

The Enforcer (1950) Paths of Glory (1957), and Inherit the Wind (1960). The second 

group of films focuses on vivid characterizations of fictional lawyers, which includes the 
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early Barrymore films. Witness for the Prosecution (1957), the parody .V/v Cousin Vinny 

(1992), and more recently The Firm (1993). The final category consists of a group of 

legal movies that explore social issues starting with fihns such as 12 Angry Men (1957) or 

To Kill a Mockingbird (1962). The Sneak Preview critics placed The Verdict into this 

category; however, it can also be placed in the category of vivid character studies. Frank 

Galvin plays as much of a role ui shaping the film as his struggle to right a social injustice. 

Character and the struggle for justice are intricately tied together in this movie. 

Barry Reed proposes that "the courtroom drama is a westem. The props are the 

same. The theme is confrontation. The courtroom is the centerpiece of the Final 

Showdown; the lone gunfighter batties unconscionable odds, taking on a host of black-

hatted adversaries in the Armageddon of good versus evil" {Trial 691). This comparison 

is even more enlightening when The Verdicfs villains are compared to the "black hatted 

adversaries" of westerns starting in the late sixties. William Palmer points out how 

movies such as The Wild Bunch (1969) and Once upon a Time in the West (1969) 

presented a new corporate villain for the hero to fight. The corporate villain of the 

seventies westem usually tumed out to be the railroad company. These villains made the 

individualistic cowboy hero obsolete and an ineffective savior {Films of Seventies 34-35). 

The Verdict, like the westerns of the seventies, demonstrates the same evolution of the 

villaui in legal movies. Galvin is not fighting a single antagoirist like Daniel Webster, but 

a pack of corporations banding together to plot his ruin. Galvin also appears obsolete as 

he fights impossible odds just like the new westem heroes. The appearance of the 

corporate villain in films is a well-documented fact of the seventies. Although The 
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Verdict appeared as the 1982 Christmas release for Twentieth Century Fox, it was vers 

much a product of the scandal ridden seventies where military and government cover-ups 

created a new evil in the minds of the American public. The new villain was not a single 

individual or a corporation, but an entire government. Wliether intentional or not, 

Concaimon's associates sitting around the big table discussing the mairipulation of the 

Boston press and television as well as their paying off Dr. Talbot and Laura Fischer 

mirrors the Nixon White House and the Uirited States military in their attempts to control 

tiie tmth. 

Just as the lawyer film is nothing new to HoUywocxi, the legal novel is nothing 

new to literature as demonstrated by the 1984 bibliographic study of the genre by Jon L. 

Breen. Breen's book. Novel Verdicts: a Guide to Courtroom Fiction, includes 420 tities 

plus a supplement of over twenty entries. The oldest titie in the book. Things as They 

Are: or Two Adventures of Caleb Williams by William Godwin, dates back to 1795. 

Breen states in his intt̂ oduction that "there are few human situations as inherently 

dramatic as a trial, whether criminal or civil" (vii). Breen points to a long tradition of 

these novels being written by lawyers or persons with some leg^ training (vri). Certainly 

novelist Barry Reed falls into this group of lawyers tumed writers. Reed jokingly said 

during his interview that every lawyer is writing a novel nowadays" (Reed, Interview). 

The fact that Reed is a lawyer may lead some readers to search for parallels 

between the writer and his character. Frank Galvin. However. Reed is not the self-

destmctive ambulance chaser portrayed in the novel. Barry Reed works as the seirior 

partner at a law firm in Boston that specializes in medical malpractice suites, and he also 
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chairs the Massachusetts Trial Lawyers Association. He has written two other novels. 

The Choice (1991) and The Indictment (1994). As of the writing of this chapter. Mr. 

Reed has another novel. The Deception, coming out ui May of 1997. This novel again 

looks at the legal commurrity of Boston, but the protagonist is a Hispanic woman from El 

Paso, Texas, trying to make her living in Boston. The Choice, a sequel novel to The 

Verdict, continues Galvin's story after The Verdict. At one time this second novel was 

optioned to Orion Pictures with Alec Baldwin slated to star as Galvin (Reed, Interview). 

This deal fell through when Orion Pictures declared bankmptcy; however. Reed remains 

hopeful about a future production of the work and informed this writer that a new 

producer hopes to create a made-for-TV movie out of the novel in the near future. 

Barry Reed started as a writer long before he chose the legal profession for his 

career. He is a native of Oakland, California, and attended college at Holy Cross on a 

track scholarship. While he was at Holy Cross he majored in English, wrote poetry and 

and edited the school's newspaper. He served in the army during Worid War H and 

arrived back in the states in 1947 with the dream of attending the University of Southem 

California Law School. Reed only remained at the University of Southem California for 

one semester then moved to Boston to get married and began attending Boston College 

Law School at iright. Reed's first job was as a trial lawyer for an insurance company. 

He moved on to work at a medical malpractice firm where he heard about a case the firm 

had handled some years before involving evidence tampering. One of the firm's partners 

had tracked dowm an admittance room nurse in Hawari to obtain proof that an admittance 

form had been altered by debtors. The question on the form asked how many hours 
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before admittance the patient had consumed food. The original answer was one hour. 

The anesthesiologist had changed that figure to nine because he had made a mistake and 

given the young woman an anesthesia that caused her to regurgitate and choke. The 

woman went into a coma and remained comatose for twenty-five years; her story 

haunted Reed who felt it would make a good book. Reed did not immediately write this 

novel. He instead co-authored with Dr. Elliot L. Sagall two major text books on medical 

law. Heart and the Law (1968) and Law Clinical Medicine (1970). He also published 

several short stories and articles for the Massachusetts Bar Association (Reed, Interview). 

What makes Reed stand out from other novelists focusing on the legal profession 

especially before the publication of The Verdict, was his desu-e to capture in writing the 

day-to-day life of a real lawyer with real problems and not the father-figures he found in 

previous novels. When he did start to write what would become The Verdict he poimded 

out six-hundred pages of text which he tried to sell to a publisher by himself. After 

several rejections, he tumed to literary agent Peter Matson of Sterling Law, a literary 

agency specializing in legal novels and books. Matson, who is still Reed's agent, liked the 

basic idea of a seedy lawyer fighting impossible odds, and told Reed to scrap the six 

hundred pages and start with three chapters and an outline. With this new material in 

hand the agent sold the book to Simon and Schuster for an advance of $25,000 dollars. 

The publisher liked Reed's down-and-out lawyer and thought it a uirique enough 

approach to sell the book. Before the novel came out in 1981. Reed's literary agent sold 

the movie rights to Twentieth-Century Fox president Sherry Lansing. She was ui 

desperate need of cinematic success and felt the idea of a lawy er on the skids winning a 
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major case would make a block-buster movie (Reed, Interview). However, as the novel 

started to grow from the first three chapters to its present form. Reed said that even Fred 

Hills, his editor at Sunon and Shuster, "blanched a little" (Reed, Trial 692) at the actions 

of Frank Galvin. 

The seedy Galvin caused problems for the movie as well. Lansing handed the 

project to David Brown and Richard Zanuck, the producers of The Sting. Many actors, 

including Roy Scheider, Dustin Hoffinan, William Holden, Cary Grant and Frank 

Sinatra, wanted the part of Frank Galvin; however. Brown and Zanuck settled on Robert 

Redford for the role since they had worked with Redford in the past on The Sting. From 

the beginning, Redford started suggesting that changes be made to the Galvin character to 

make him more wholesome. Since Galvin's character flaws were what attracted attention 

to the novel in the first place, Redford found little sympathy in the beginning with the 

producers (Reed, Interview). Arthur Fliller was named the director, and Mamet became 

the first screenwriter to work on the project. According to David Brown, Mamet's script 

"was brilliant except for one tiring - there was no verdicf (Silverman). Consequently, 

Hiller backed out of directing because Mamet refused to change his ending. Since 

Mamet refused to succumb to pressure. Jay Presson Allen replaced Mamet as the writer 

on the project. After reading Mamet's version, she feh the script was brilliant and was 

reluctant to change anything. However, she fulfilled her contract by writing a draft which 

Redford stiU did not like. Finally in a last ditch effort to please the star, producer David 

Brown engaged James Bridges {Urban Cowboy, The China Syndrome) to write and 

direct the movie. Redford and Bridges worked for trine months on the script, and 
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Redford kept requesting that the Galvin character be rewritten as a clean-cut family man. 

A resigned Bridges finally quit saying he was "bumed out" (Silverman). Soon afterward, 

to the disappointment of Twentieth-Century Fox. Brown and Zanuck, fed up with 

Redford's demands, released the actor. About this time, Sydney Lumet read the Mamet 

script given him by Jay Presson Allen. He had worked with Allen on his last picture. 

Prince of the City (1980). He liked the script for its characterization and terse language. 

Lumet felt that the strengtii of the script came from the fact that "everything that happens 

in David Mamet's script happens because of what kind of people they are: that 

determines the course of events"' (Smith 52). When Lumet asked for the opportunity to 

direct the film, he told the producers that he would film it only if he could use Mamet's 

screenplay. WTien Brown and Zanuck ai^ed that Mamet's script included "no verdict" 

at the end, Lumet replied, "Oh, that's just a pretension of David Mamet's. I'll talk him 

out of it" (Silverman). Soon afterwards, a verdict was added to the script, and Lumet 

enhanced his vehicle by securing Paul Newman as the star (Reed, Interview). 

The movie proved a great success for eveiyone involved. Mamet eamed an 

Academy Award nomination for best screenplay, and Paul Newman was nominated for 

Best Actor. Barry Reed observed that The Verdict would have probably won at least one 

award if it had not faced stiff competition that year from the epic Ghandi which swept all 

the major awards. He added that after Lumet and Newman were brought into the 

project, Redford felt that the movie would be a big hit and suggested coming back on the 

project as a side-kick of Newman recalling their Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid 
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success. Brown and Zanuck informed the star that casting was already a "done deal" 

(Reed, Interview). 

When the producers began the film's pre-release publicity, they did not consider 

promoting Mamet as a drawing card because he was not a big name. In the press kit, in 

fact, Mamet is mentioned only once on the last page of introductory material giving him 

credit for writing the screenplay. In the press kit's list of magazine covers and coverage 

already circulated by the studio, nothing is said of Mamet's uiterview with the New York 

Times. On the other hand, Lumet is targeted for several articles, as well as Paul Newman 

and Charlotte Rampling. Even Barry Reed (spelled Reade by the publicity department) 

managed to have a profile "distributed by Newsweek Broadcasting to some 250 stations" 

(6). It is remarkable that Mamet was allowed to come back to the troubled project as 

Lumet requested considering his lack of status in the producer's eyes at that time. 

The decision to allow Lumet to direct proved to be a perfect compliment to 

Mamet's hard-boiled rendition of the story. In 12 Angry Men, Lumet had played up the 

tensions birilt into sequestering a group of twelve people into a tight space in order to 

decide a heated issue. The idea of intense interaction in tight spaces plays an important 

part in all courtroom drama; however, Lumet took a great risk by never allowing his 

twelve jurors out of the room. In, Making Movies. Lumet discusses how he took the 

potential problems associated with filming an entire movie in one space and made it into 

an asset. Lumet said that he shifted to longer and longer lenses to make the room appear 

smaller and slowly moved the camera angles from first high angle shots, to eye level, and 

finally to extreme low-angle shots by the end of the movie to show even the ceiling 
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closing in on the men as tensions mounted (81). 12 Angry Men resembles The Verdict 

thematically because in both movies there is an underdog fighting against great odds to 

persuade either a jury or a judge that what appears to be a simple open and shut case is 

not Each protagonist tackles great odds to obtain justice for an underdog character. In 

fact, Lumet's entire film career is full of movies about underdogs fighting the system 

including the protagonists of Serpico {1974) and Dog Day Afternoon (1975). Lumet's 

protagonists also openly demonstrate their shortcomings even if those aspects of their 

character might jeopardize a films popularity. A good example of this is Lumet's 

uncompromising position on the homosexual elements of Dog Day Afternoon. Lumet 

demonstrates equally strong convictions about showing Galvin for what he was in The 

Verdict rigjit down to the punch he gives Laura towards the end. 

Lumet again demonstrates his creative use of space and lenses in his work on 

Mamet's script. Lumet heightened Mamet's theme of redemption and escape from the 

past with a combination of lens and cinematic techiriques. In an interview for Millimeter 

Magazine, Lumet points out that he "stayed with either very wide-angle or very long 

lenses. There was always something stumbling, something off in (the Newman 

character's) life, so scene by scene the lenses keep shifting fairly violently and you can 

never quite settie down into a predictable pattem visually" (Chase 58). Lumet also kept 

Paul Newman (Frank Galvin) in full and medium shots, often in shadows or with Ms back 

to the camera, for the first part of the film. He wanted the actor to be visually 

overwhelmed by the forces against him. He saved close-ups for the second scene in the 

hospital where Galvin first realizes that Deborah Arm Kaye (Susan Benenson) is his last 
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chance at salvation from his past and also in the final courtroom scenes as the tables begin 

to tum ui Galvin's favor. 

Lumet states that he purposefully kept all modem buildings off-frame to show a 

character and a city steeped in the past (99). Barry Reed says that Brown and Zanuck 

"commissioned set director Ed Pisano to duplicate it (the oldest courtroom in Boston) rii 

spun plaster, stmcturing it down to the last detail, including the bird droppings on the gray 

columned exterior just outside the cellophane windows" (Trial 690). This was done to 

visualize how the system Galvin was fighting had endured through the ages and would be 

a formidable foe. Reed also quotes producer David Brown as saying that "everything 

was done to make the lawyer . . . look somewhat overpowered, outnumbered and 

outweighed by the majesty of the court and the massiveness of its interiors" (Trial 690). 

Lumet gave photographer Andrzej Bartkowiak copies of paintings by the Italian painter 

Caravaggio to study as a basis for the lighting of the movie. Caravaggio relied on 

chiaroscuro and rarely depicted an overhead light source. Light comes from strong 

sources positioned on the sides creating deep shadows in the opposing comers of the 

painting. Bartkowiak faithfully recreated the effect which gave everything an ancient 

brooding effect (Lumet 91). In many cases no fill light was used to make visible what 

was in the shadows. The best example of this type of lighting occurs in the opening shots 

of the movie while Galvin plays pinball. Lumet's lighting and set choices give the film a 

noir flavor where rooms appear in contrasting deep shadows and bright light suggesting 

the struggles between good and evil taking place in the movie. Characters" faces are 
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often covered in half-shadow to reveal their duplicity or doubts. Setting mirrors character 

as in Galvin's mndown offices that reflect his life. 

David Mamet included several staircase scenes in his script. Lumet took full 

advantage of these urrique settings to heighten the message of the film. Mamet's stair 

scenes are decendents of film noir stair scenes where the stairs represent the himian 

psyche. In noir films the type of stairs used said much about the character. A spiral 

staircase like the ones m Mildred Pierce (1945) ov Brute Force (1947) suggest chaos and 

confusion. Staircases also led to disaster as Joan Crawford found out in Sudden Fear 

(1952) just before her death. This same sense of doom is used by Mamet for his stair 

scenes in The Verdict There are twelve separate scenes including staircases in The 

Verdict which give the audience a great deal of information about the state of Galvin's 

mind at that particular moment in the movie. Many of the most cmcial scenes of the film 

are played out on stairs or prefaced by use of a staircase. The first staircase shown in the 

movie is the one at the hospital where Deborah Ann Kaye is kept. It is a small back 

staircase that is dark at tiie bottom l^iding as well as underneath the stairwell in the right 

of the frame. On the left of the frame, Galvin ascends these stairs into the light that 

streams from above. The light is so strong as to place Galvin in silhouette; his climb into 

the light comes just before Galvin meets the agent of his redemption. 

The second staircase appears at Galvin's office. He must use these stairs because 

his office elevator is broken. These are heavy ornate wooden stairs with chipped paint 

barkening back to a previous century and better times. They represent the past that 

haunts Galvin. The broken elevator mirrors his obsolescence in the fight against 
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corporate America as illustrated by Concarmon's old but well-preserved office with state-

of-the art video equipment. As Galvin climbs the stairs at his office, the stairs overwhelm 

and cover him so that nothing but Galvin's hair appears in the frame. This image of the 

stairs mirrors the past that engulfs Galvin. 

The third stairwell scene occurs at the Catholic diocese as the Archbishop and an 

insurance representative descend a well lit staircase covered in rich red carpet flowing 

down to the darkened floor below. The bishop's decent to darkness foreshadows the 

diocese's eventual loss of the case and the bishop's descending moral state as he allows 

dishonesty to reign in his parish. 

The next use of stairs comes after Galvin arrives at the hospital where his star 

witness. Dr. Gruber, works. This is tiieir first meeting, and it takes place almost entirely 

on staircases descendii^ from tiie top floors of the hospital to the street below. The stairs 

start out as a grand split staircase with one set of stairs descending on the left and another 

on the right of the frame; the two stairs meet at a common landing in the center of the 

frame and then continue down as a single larger staircase. The camera is placed at a low 

angle so that the viewer looks at the top of the stairs, and the stairs appear larger than life. 

The stairs are white and well lit from the top while shadows reside at the bottom. This 

double set of stairs symbolizes tiie meeting of Galvin and the doctor as well as the 

doctor's high ideals at this point. The doctor begins with a resolve to help GaKin win the 

case because he does not want unethical doctors to remain in practice. The doctor takes 

pride in his ethical stance while hinting that GaKin is less than pure in his motives. As the 

men talk, Galvin and the doctor travel rapidly down several dimly lit corridors until they 
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come to a second set of white stairs. The viewer sees this set of stairs in a long shot 

through a window that frames the stairs again echoing noir framing techniques. The 

doctor and Galvin appear suddenly confined at this point in contrast to the prior setting at 

the grand staircase. The slates of the window form the sign of a cross. Bright light 

streams in from behind Galvin and Dr. Gruber. The landing below the men is dark, and 

darkness frames the outside of the window. The audience peers through the cross to see 

the two men descending from the bright light into darkness. This shot of the men 

descending into darkness foreshadows the fact this high principled doctor will be paid off 

by Concannon and leave Galvin without an expert witness or a soimd case. The cross is 

an iroiric reminder of the sacred duty of all doctors and the fact that the Catholic Church 

is the enemy in this case. The men finally step dowm to a small entrance porch engulfed 

in total darkness at street level. The visual image of the stairs foreshadows the doctor's 

descent into complete cormption when confronted with the corporate villain. 

The longest stair sequence occurs at the courthouse when Galvin goes to retrieve 

Mickey Morrisey from an attic meeting room to get him to help with the case. Galvin 

and Morrisey descend three separate sets of stairs in this scene. The stairs starting at the 

top of the courthouse are small and narrow with metal railings. As they descend, each set 

of steps becomes heavier, darker and made of more solid wood. Each staircase going 

down is more ornate than the preceeding one and wider and easier to climb. The men are 

finally framed by a great arch at the very bottom floor of the courthouse. These 

courtroom stairs suggest the biblical concept of the road to sin and death being broad 

while the road to salvation is narrow and steep since the cormpt courts and lawyers stay 
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in the lower sections of the courthouse while the honest lawyers remain in the attic 

r(X)nis. The farther down these steps lawyers travel the closer they get to the darioiess 

and cormption of the main courts. Galvin begs Morrisey to help him as they descend the 

stau .̂ In a long shot, after stepping off the first set of stairs, Galvin and Morrisey arrive 

at an elevator. Galvin pushes the button, then watches as the elevator with a group of 

lawyers passes him by rapidly descending to the bottom. This visual suggests that he 

remains an outsider, unable to operate in the fast-paced modem legal system. At the 

ground floor landing, Galvin is shown from a low angle a few steps above Morrisey 

pleading for help with a large white archway framing his head like a halo; top lighting 

embraces Galvin's face. The next shot shows Morrisey from a high angle. He remains in 

the darkness below doubting Galvin's decision. Galvin's back fills most of the frame as 

Morrisey appears in the lower left. In the next scene, after Morrisey accepts the 

challenge of helping Galvin win the case, both men are bathed in bright light from a set of 

Gothic windows reaching high into the ceiling of a legal library. The lifting suggests 

both men are on the road to salvation. 

While the lighting and sets gave this movie its celebrated visual quality, the critical 

acclaim gained by this film could not have been possible without Mamet's contributions 

to the character of Frank Galvin around which all elements of the movie revolve. Even 

while Reed's Galvin is on a path headed towards destmction, Mamet's Galvin is already 

at the bottom making his struggle to win all the more powerful. Mamet made several 

changes to Reed's novel by omitting some characters and combining others, omitting 

background material and eliminating all but the most fundamental characteristics of 
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Frank Galvin found in Reed's work. Many of the changes were necessary because of 

length and complexity considerations involved in translating Reed's novel to film. For 

example, Reed's novel has many sub-plots and extra characters such as Galvin's wife and 

Chinese-American mistress. As with any adaptation of a full-length novel including 

every detail or character would create a cumbersome film of exaggerated length. 

However, many of Mamet's changes develop a Galvin who reflects Mamet's portrayal of 

the broken individual struggling against the greed of the American business that never 

leaves the protagonist unscarred. Galvin becomes a hero who is nearly destroyed by the 

cormpt system, but who finally decides to fight back and reclaim his soul while never 

regaining his purity or innocence. 

A comparison of the opening chapter of the novel to the equivalent scene in the 

movie effectively demonstrates the type of changes Mamet made in an effort to unify and 

enhance Reed's theme of redemption through personal struggle. The changes also 

intensify the fact that Galvin is fighting a set of powerfiil established Goliaths and the 

odds are hopelessly stacked against him. The first chapter of the novel describes the 

meeting between Bishop Brophey and Frank Galvin concerning a possible settiement. In 

the novel the meeting takes place in Galvin's office as opposed to the bishop's office. 

Symbolically this is verŷ  important since the bishop invades Galvin's territory; as a result, 

Galvin is on the offensive. Galvin taunts the bishop with questions about being in love 

with a "real woman" (1). According to the narrator, Galvin defies the authority of the 

priest because of his pent-up hatred of authority which originated when Galvin attended 

parochial schools as a child. The first lines of the novel sum up Galvin's distaste and 
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suspicion which prove to be the main reason behind most of his decisions in the book. 

Galvin is still the maverick cowboy in the Reed novel. The narrator informs the reader 

that "the priest had called him Francis. That was the way they worked, these priests -

[sic] calling up lost saints, renrinding you in their fashion of just who you were and where 

you came from. Pulling spiritual rank" (1). Galvin bums his hand on an exposed 

radiator pipe as he tries to upset the bishop then lapses into a rage concerning the neglect 

of his landlord. While Galvin raves on about the bum, the bishop wonders whether he 

might well be Galvin's landlord because of the church's investment portfolio which "not 

even Bishop Brophey or all the Church's financial wizards knew everything contained in 

thaf' (3). The narrative moves from first the inner thoughts of one character and then the 

other as they size each other up for the fight ahead. Therefore, in the first three pages of 

the novel, Galvin is shown to be a man who enjoys challenging authority, and the church 

is shown to be a big business rather than a spiritual institution. However, because the 

reader knows the contemptuous thoughts each character has for the other, the battie 

becomes more personal than that in the movie. 

While Galvin continues his speech on careless landlords, the bishop scans a file on 

Frairii Galvin in his lap that tells the reader that Frank Galvin is "wantonly and 

shamelessly cavorting with a 30-year-old Chinese American" (5). This relationship costs 

Galvin his legal practice because he is still married and has four children. He has been 

living with his mistress, Lois Chen, for four years. It is later revealed that Galvin has a 

four-year-old son by Lois. Not only has Galvin been openly living with this woman, he 

has been taking her out to cultural events and other places where Boston's upper-class 
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legal crowd frequent. The narrator points out that while the Boston legal set has no 

problem with its members having affairs, they prefer that they be clandestine and not with 

a person of Asian extraction. The establishment does not allow this transgression to go 

unpunished, and they make sure that Galvin cannot gain access to any important business 

or social organizations in Boston again (6). These details give a renegade flavor to Galvin 

omitted in the movie. 

As Galvin's rage over the bum simmers, the bishop closes the file and offers to 

settie for $300,000. He also offers Galvin a job on the legal staff of the church. Galvin 

immediately rejects the offer saying, "I have an oath. Father. That may seem pretty thin 

measured against the fate of the Church, but I'm not fighting the Church. I'm fighting 

lousy medical care. I'm fighting for justice for one small girl who can no longer help 

herself' (9). Unlike Mamet's Galvin at the opening of the movie, Reed's lawyer starts 

with some moral principles still intact. He may sin in his personal life, but as a lawyer he 

has held onto at least some of his principles. The redemption of Galvin in the book 

washes away the sins of pride and arrogance not a total degeneration like that of the 

Galvin in the movie. Galvin is already prepared to tum down the offer from the church 

at the beginning of the novel. He calls the offer a bribe to the bishop's face. By having 

the bishop come to Galvin's office and offer not only money but a job. Reed shows a 

diocese less sure of their position and more defensive from the beginning and a Galvin 

ready to put up a fight just because he abhors the church and what it represents. 

In the movie Mamet presents many events before the scene with the bishop 

(Edward Binns). These events intrcxluce the audience to Galvin's character. First 
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Mamet creates scenes that reveal that Galvin is a drunk and an ambulance chaser. He 

then shows Galvin having to be reminded of his client by his old mentor, Mickey 

Morrisey (Moe Katz in the novel) (Jack Warden), who comes to Galvin's office to find 

him unconscious on the floor after a drunken rage. A series of scenes demonstrate 

Galvin going through the paces of finalizing his case fully intending to reach a settlement. 

Galvin continues on this path until he takes some Polaroid shots of his client in her 

hospital bed which produces Galvin's epiphany. 

Mamet with-holds the scene where Galvin and the bishop meet until after the 

epiphany scene. He alters the scene so that Galvin comes to the bishop"s office to discuss 

a possible financial settiement. The scene opens with a high angle establishing shot of the 

plush church office. Galvin is on the church's territory and, therefore, on the defensive. 

The omate gold and red velvet against a white background contrasts dramatically with the 

dark browns and ambers of the rest of the movie. However, these white walls have large 

shadows streaking across them as the light again comes form a source outside and to the 

extreme left. The actors are placed so that the bishop's face is always in shadow while 

Galvin's face is in full light. The furniture is heavy Victorian mahogany. Visually, the 

office suggests the church's wealth and power, while the shadows reflect the church's 

secrets. The high angle presents Galvin as a diminutive man confronting a powerful 

organization. In a medium shot, Gahin, sitting in an oversized chair that swallows him 

up, clutches his briefcase against himself. Behind him, a mammoth fireplace suggests a 

lifestyle oiriy the rich can afford and Galvin will orriy know if he accepts the bribe. 
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The bishop speaks to Galvin of the diocese's concem for the church's image and 

offers Galvin substantially less than in the novel; there is no job offer, and the money 

figure is only $210,000. The church does not believe tiiat it needs to make the offer 

irresistible. In the movie, the church is completely in control and confident that it will win. 

The oiriy reason the church decides on a settiement is to keep news of the case out of the 

papers so that the hospital it owns will not lose any credibility. 

Mamet adds the character of the bishop's aide who appears as a servant in the 

scene always standing behind his master, the bishop, until called to serve. The staging 

vaguely recalls the images of Don Corleone accepting visitors into his office at the 

beginning of The Godfather. It is the aide and not the bishop who physically gives the 

settiement check to Galvin. The bishop, who refuses to soil his hands with the matter, 

uses aides, lawyers and insurance men to literally do his dirty work for him. 

Any hope for Galvin to win the case appears bleak both by what is said in this 

scene and the visual images that reinforce the words, yet Galvin rejects the church's 

offer. He says that he had come with pictures of his helpless client in the hopes of 

raising the cash offer, but he caimot go through with his plan. After having tumed down 

the bishop, Galvin is shown in a high angle slumped in the large chair clutching his wom 

out leather bag against himself like a shield. Polaroid pictures of his client rest in his hand 

about to fall on the floor. The tragedy of the situation overwhelms him. Unlike his brash 

counterpart in the novel, Galvin barely talks above a whisper and remains frozen in the 

chair. Mamet's Galvin talks about people and the broken promises of tiie institutions they 

trusted. He quietly explains to the bishop how this one event makes criminals of 
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everyone involved including the bishop and himself. The bishop tells Galvin that "nothing 

we can do will make that woman well" (Mamet, Verdict). After a pause, Galvin replies. 

"And no one will know the tmth" (Mamet, Verdict). The bishop's ambivalent response 

of "what is the tmth?" (Mamet, Verdict) pushes Galvin to try and explain his personal 

moral dilemma at the moment. Galvin's monologue reveals that this is not Reed's 

maverick Galvin who tells the bishop to inform the Monsignor that "he can personally 

shove them (the settiement papers) up his ass" (Reed 10). Mamet's Galvin delivers his 

heartfelt reply to the bishop in a hoarse, near- whisper as follows: 

That poor girl put her trust into the hands of two men who took her life. She's 
in a coma. Her life is gone. She had no home or family. She's tied to a 
machine. She has no fiiends. And the people who should care for her, 
doctors, and you and me have been boi^t off to look the other way. We've 
been paid to look the other way. I came here to take your money. I brought 
snap shots to show you so I could get your money. I can't do it. I can't take 
it. Because if I take the money I'm lost. I'll just be a rich ambulance chaser. 
I can't do it. I can't take it. (Mamet, Verdict) 

This brief monologue clearly demonstrates Mamet's choice to emphasize Galvin's search 

for salvation and his fight against the big institution's power. His is not a bitter desire to 

attack the church authority or seek revenge. As Gahin delivers tiris speech, the bishop's 

fire menacingly crackles behind him suggesting that Galvin is in for a fight with the devil 

himself The high angle presentation of Galvin's slumped figure in the chair shows a man 

nearly beaten by the system. However, Galvin will summon up the emotional and 

physical courage for one more gigantic fight. 

Barry Reeds version of Frank Galvin does not suffer from extreme degradation 

as compared to the Galvin of the movie. He still has a secretary. His office is neglected, 

but not deserted. During Bishop Brophey's visit to Galvin's office, the clergyman says of 
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the office that he "was not fooled by the neglect. It would take attention and some 

money to restore it - [sic] and the same thing he thought might be said of Gahin" (Reed, 

Verdict 7). Mamet goes out of his way to clarify that Frank Galvin is at the end of his 

rope and his career from the beginning of the movie. The movie opens with a blarric 

screen and the words "A Zanuck/Brown production" in red Old English letters. There is 

no dialogue during this fii^t scene. The sounds of a pinball machine can be heard over 

the credits. A long shot of Galvin playing pinball in a Boston pub fades-in. The image is 

difficult to discem because colors are dark and brooding. Backlighting creates silhouettes 

so that the details of Galvin's face are obscured. Everything in the shot takes on a dark 

brown tone because of the low light. The pinball machine symbolizes Galvin's 

obsolescence and cormects him with the past since by 1981 when the movie takes place 

pinball had been replaced by video games. To further enhance this motif, the picture of 

John Travolta in his famous Saturday Night Fever pose on the pinball machine barkens 

back to the early disco days of the seventies. The shot is set up so that Galvin is in the far 

right of the frame visually representing Ms insignificant, washed up life. The pinball 

machine takes up much of the left side of the frame. In the background is a window 

view of a cold Boston winter day. Clouds keep everything gray. However, according to 

Barry Reed, the brief glimpse of the sky at the top of the frame is meant to show the 

possibility of salvation on the part of Gahin. Reed remarks that tMoughout the film 

Lumet tried to include brief glimpses of the sky as foreshadowings of Gahin s possible 

redemption (Reed, Interview). Forgotten tinsel Christmas wreaths droop from the top of 

the window frame. Galvin drinks Ms beer, smokes Ms cigarette and loses the pinball 
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game. This event epitomizes his life at the moment. As Gahin takes this drink, the 

camera zooms in for a medium close-up of Galvin in the right side of the frame as the 

credits continue on the left. He is still in silhouette. The viewer can barely make out any 

features on the face of this washed out man. 

Mamet uses little dialogue in the next few scenes that establish Gahin's character. 

In the next tMee scenes Galvin is seen cmising funeral homes for clients, paying off 

funeral directors, and studying the newspaper for prospects. In each of these scenes 

Galvin's face always appears in shadows. At one point there is a close-up of a marked up 

obituary column with a powdered donut sitting on top of it and a shot of whiskey beside 

it. Galvin's hand moves into the shot to cross out another obituary. Shadows stream 

across the paper. The hand moves to pick up the shot glass and begins shaking violently. 

There is a cut to a medium shot of Gahin looking around the pub and then leaning over 

the table to take a sip of the liquor from the glass that sits on the table. His face is in 

shadow, but behind Mm is a set of windows showing a bright day outside again 

symbolizing the possibility of change. After this first sip, Gahin is then able to pick up 

the glass without shaking and down the rest of the shot. In the next scene, Galvin arrives 

at another funeral parlor where he is kicked out. He walks away from the camera ui an 

establishing shot of the street: Ms shoulders are slouched, and he is visibly overwhelmed 

by the city street with its buildings looming over him. He is then shown in a Mgh angle 

long shot in the dim light of Ms favorite pub telling bad jokes to the working-class, Irish 

clientele. He escapes back to his past, Mding from failure. A cut to an extreme low angle 

shot of Galvin back at Ms office, again in silhouette, leaning over a sink throwing up 
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visually recreates the cycle of days that have added up to Galvin's life at this point. The 

oblique angle evokes Galvin's state of mind. Critic Dennis Carroll compares the set and 

movement of the camera at this point to those foimd in The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari 

(Recent 169). The camera dollies with Galvin around the comer, still at an extreme low 

angle, reminiscent of Orson Wells's camera work in Citizen Kane. He arrives in Ms irmer 

office wMch is engulfed with deep shadows with only small shafts of light coming in from 

the windows. From tiris angle the audience views Galvin stumbling over files, tMowing 

them around and eventually breaking the frame and glass around Ms law degree as glass 

flies into Ms face. As this action takes place an ominous vocal and music track plays in 

the background. The film cuts to a low an^e shot of Galvin passed out against the wall 

in a corridor of his office with the door wide open behind Mm. His old fiiend and law 

partner, Mickey Morrisey, comes in the door to find him this way and drags Mm into the 

iimer office by Ms collar as tiie camera dollies after them. 

Mamet includes an important long shot of the office in this sequence that shows 

Gahin on the far right of the screen after being placed on the couch turning over to face 

the wall. He places Ms leg up on the top of the sofa as he lies there. This humiliating 

position sums up Galvin's life as a drunken ambulance chaser. In the center of the 

screen, Morrisey picks up a trash can and starts to pick up the mess Galvin has made. 

Mamet uses actions that are symbolic of the men's relationsMp as Morrisey now finds 

himself constantly picking up after Gahin's failures. In exasperation Morrisey tMows the 

trash can down and says, "What the hell has been going on here. What have you been 

doing?" (Mamet, Verdict). Galvin turns over and tries to get up. Morrisey appears in the 



full light at the left of the screen while Galvin stays in the shadows to the left. The two 

men discuss the Deborah Aim Kaye case in the rabble of Galvin's office. The paint on 

the wall behind Galvin is peeling off in big chunks. Galvin puUs out a container of eye 

drops wMch he uses tMoughout the first part of the film and symbolizes Ms feeble 

attempt to cover up Ms drunken lifestyle. 

According to Barry Reed, Galvin's inner office was constracted to nrirror the 

character's position in life. It is an old office with peeling paint and dingy floors. The 

windows of the office were purposefully constracted to resemble the sun on the horizon 

(Reed, Interview). These windows symbolize both the setting of Galvin's career and Ms 

potential for resurrection, light has a hard time penetrating the deep set windows into 

tiie office, but ligjit is visible outside trying to come into the room, all symbolic of 

Galvin's state of mind at the beginning of the movie. 

Mamet blatantly spells out Galvin's troubles in tiiese opening scenes, and it is not 

a flattering account. Nothing is Mdden: Frank Galvin is a drunken, unetMcal, and 

pathetic man. These opening scenes are Mamet's cinematic creations and have no 

equivalent in the novel beyond a few brief references scattered tMoughout the first 

chapters. Reed makes it clear that Gahin's troubles stem first from the fact that he is 

openly carrying on an affair with a Chinese-American girl and secondly because he 

decided nine years ago to go into private practice against the advice of Ms mentor Moe 

Katz (Mickey Morrisey in the fihn). In the novel, chapter four spells out Gahin's 

ti-oubles at the time of the trial. Gahin does not engage in an inner struggle with faults 

found in himself, but in an outer struggle with the many forces he feels are getting in the 
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way of the life he wants to lead. The chapter opens with Ms secretary letting Mm know 

that an IRS man stopped by for a second time to look at an oriental rug that Gahin had 

listed as a business expense. Next she teUs Mm that the landlord came by for the rent 

again. He is tMee months behind. After the secretary leaves, he pulls out a near empty 

bottle of Scotch from a drawer and downs it. He then gets a bottle of Jameson from 

behind some books on a shelf and sits to drink and reflect on Ms current status and past 

history. These are the only references to Mdden bottles of alcohol in the novel, and they 

appear only because Gahin's lifestyle is about to be limited by the establishment. 

The history of Reed and Mamet's Galvin is different as well. In the novel, Galvin 

never practiced law at a Mg name firm and was never involved with a case of jury 

tampering. This Galvin came home from World War H a hero without a job. He was 

befiiended by Moe Katz, a Jewish personal injury lawyer, who eventually sent him 

tMough college and made Mm a partner. Gahin left Moe because he felt he could make 

a fortune on malpractice suits, but no-fault insurance reform destroyed Ms business. The 

narrator also says that it did not help that Galvin "was a prisoner of a power streak of 

rebellion" (Reed, Verdict 42). In the novel when Galvin drinks heavily, it is out of 

rebellion and not to drown out unwanted memories. He appears to seek out 

inappropriate times to be inebriated. He tMew up on the steps of the Harvard Club while 

they were considering Ms application. He got drank at bar association meetings and made 

a fool of himself The narrator says in this same passage that "he could join but he could 

never belong" (42). Reed's Galvin carmot adjust to elite organizations in Boston because 
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he always makes the moves of a renegade. He is too unstable for tMs city of traditional 

values and strong religious backgrounds whether Puritan or Irish Catholic in origin. 

Mamet's Gahin was a rising star in the legal profession who went to work for a 

big name law firm. The semor partners did not thiirî  Galvin could win a case for one of 

their clients so one of the partners bribed a jury member. When Galvin found out, he 

tMeatened to tum the man in for jury tampering. Suddenly Galvin found himself in jail 

until he promised to recant the accusations. He was released; however, he lost Ms job 

and Ms wife who was the boss's daughter. The cinematic Galvin is an individual tom 

apart by forces he cannot control. Mamet's Gahin reflects an obsession with corraption 

and tampering found in seventies' films where many corporate villains destroyed lives for 

the greater good of the company. He is typical of the Mamet protagonist being 

demolished by the world and struggling just to have the energy to fight back. 

An important factor in the novel, Boston's racial struggles, is all but eliminated in 

Mamet's screenplay. Ethmc tensions are nothing new to Bostoman literature. Writers 

like Oliver Wendell Holmes and William Dean HoweUs painted vivid pictures of the elite 

class of Protestants worried by the influx of Irish inmrigrants. According to historian and 

native Bostoman Thomas H. O'Coimor, Boston was one of the first cities in the Umted 

States to see major changes in ethmc make-up after the large Irish imgration of the imd-

eighteen hundreds. Oliver Wendell Holmes coined the pMase the Boston Brahmins to 

identify Old Boston's Puritan descendants who saw themselves losing their political 

power to the Irish newcomers. While the Irish virtually ruled the city government after 

the 1920's, the judicial system and state offices remained in the hands of Harvard taught 
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Puritan stock as late as the 1980's (OConner xv-xix). After the great Irish political 

families came to power in Boston, two separate classes of Irishmen became part of the 

ethmc mix of Boston. Reed uses the Irish prejudices in the novel to heighten the hatt-ed 

between Galvin and Concannon. Reed calls Concannon a "two toilet Irishman" (Reed, 

Interview). He said that this was a term that Ms grandmother used to describe the 

wealtMer Irish who had the luxury of having two toilets after selling out to the Protestant 

powers. Reed points out tiiat "South Boston is 90% Irish and that tiie Irish of Boston are 

more Irish than the Irish" (Reed, Interview). He said that in the eyes of the poor Irish 

"success is seldom forgiven" (Reed, Interview), and tMs is how Galvin perceives the 

Concannon's of the world. Thus the two men's contempt for each other in the novel 

stems as much from these political underpinnings as it does from the legal case. 

Reed introduces otiier minorities to amplify the snobbery of Old Boston. The 

theme of exclusion weaves heavily tMough the novel in several subplots concerning these 

groups. Moe Katz, Moe's father and Deborah Ruth Rosen represent the Jewish 

commimity. Katz's father was a stereotypical Jewish shylock. Katz accepts the fact that 

he caimot be part of the elite in Boston because of Ms Jewish heritage and makes a living 

doing the dirty work for the big law firms. Moe advises Galvin to do the same, but he 

will not listen to any authority figure. Barry Reed regrets the omission of the Jewish 

mentor from the script. Reed says that every major city has a wise old Jewish lawyer like 

Katz that knows Ms way around and mentors the younger lawyers. TMs was the type of 

character he wanted Katz to remain (Reed, Interview). 
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Mamet turns all Jewish characters to Irish in origin and eliminates most prejudices 

arising from being Irish while keeping an undercurrent of tension between the Irish have 

and have-nots. Deborah Ruth Rosen becomes Deborah Ann Kay. Moe Katz from the 

novel becomes Mickey Morrisey, Galvin's Irish mentor. The relationsMp between 

Morrisey and Gahin is not as clear as tiiat between Gahin and Katz in the novel. There 

are many references to Monisey teaching Galvin various legal lessons, but how these 

lessons were taught, or how the two men met, is never revealed. Mamet wisely eliminated 

Moe's two strokes in the novel from Ms screenplay, the last wMch iromcally leaves Moe 

in a comatose state at the same hospital where Deborah became comatose. If portrayed 

on fihn, tMs scene would appear contrived and melodramatic. 

In Reed's novel, Galvin's girlfiiend represents not only one of the oldest but most 

hated immigrant groups in Boston, Asians. Asians are despised by not only the Protestant 

Anglo crowd but by virtually all other imnrigrant groups living in Boston. They had been 

living in the Boston area since colonial times because of the tea trade, but their physical 

differences kept them separated (Yee 184). While her father is a successful businessman 

and owner of a very successful restaurant, she is not supposed to mix socially with people 

outside her owm race. Galvin's affair with this Chinese girl is too great an offense for the 

Puritan legal crowd, and they use tMs affair as an excuse to destroy Galvin. Reed 

confesses that the idea of a Chinese girlfiiend came from Ms experience of taking a 

Chinese girl to the prom and the resistance he received from Ms fiiends and family in the 

Oakland area. Galvin plays off of that same type of resistance in the novel enjoying the 

stir he makes by Ms actions. TMs relationsMp is another demonstration of the protagonist 
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in the novel always searching for ways to rock the status quo regardless of the 

consequences. 

In the novel Galvin's father embodies the old stereotype of Boston Irish 

imimgrants being washed up drunks who quit working and abandon their families for a 

life in the pubs. Jack Galvin was a doctor during the Great Depression who suffered an 

emotional and physical breakdown, unable to bear the strife that Ms patients went 

tMough. He began to drink heavily and declined rapidly. The passages from the novel 

wMch describe Gahin's father foreshadows the cinematic Frank Galvin. Mamet's Galvin 

is a composite of Reed's characters Jack and Frank Gahin. One paragraph describes the 

father as an alcoholic, a path that Mamet's Galvin finds himself traveling. Reed writes 

that Jack Gahin "started drinking gin to get to sleep. Then he began to miss morning 

rounds. He forgot about office hours. He would start out on a house call and never get 

there. He became reluctant to take on new patients" (29). Jack Gahin's life ends in a 

ghetto alley as a drunken bum. He is found dead in a gutter with Ms wom out medical 

bag by Ms side. By transferring Jack's inability to face Ms troubles to Frank Galvin and 

omitting Frank Galvin's rebellion against the establishment, Mamet creates a flawed hero 

in a flawed city unable to escape Ms self-destmctive desire to forget Ms past. 

Mamet's Galvin has no fight left in him until the epiphany scene at the hospital, 

wMch is praised in review after review because it is one of the most memorable scenes in 

the film. It is Mamet's focus on the redemption of a broken man that makes tMs 

otherwise routine visit so powerful. In the novel, Galvin's visit to Deborah Ruth Rosen's 

hospital bed is only two pages in length. Long before tMs visit, Galvin decided to take the 
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case to court. In the novel, Deborah responds to Galvin's presence. In Galvin's view, 

her "tirin hps quiver and saliva drool[s] from tiie withered moutii" (34). The nurse 

explains that Deborah does this when she is happy to see someone. Later in the novel 

Galvin reveals that Deborah "blinks once for yes and twice for no. And she cries" 

(Reed, Verdict 64). Mamet by removing tMs semi-communative ability renders the 

young woman totally helpless. In the novel, Gahin's reactions demonstrate no 

revelations about himself but an inability to face the state Ms client is in at the time. 

Galvin moves to the bed and touches her hand then "he moved Ms lips as if to say 

something. But no words came. Then he tumed and left" (34). He exits quickly out of 

repulsion while Mamet's Galvin stays because he suddeiriy identifies with the broken 

young lady. 

In Mamet's script, Galvin goes to see Deborah Ann Kaye twice, and the first time 

he remains aloof. The imtial meeting opens with a long shot of the hospital room. Gahin 

enters the frame from the lower left comer, Ms back to the camera, and walks down the 

row of beds looking at charts. The camera tracks behind Mm tMough the room and then 

cranes up to a Mgh angle when he finds Deborah's bed. There is a brief Mgh angle of 

Deborah curled up in a fetal position as Galvin moves to the center of the frame, back 

still to the audience, and picks up her chart. As he moves, he prevents the audience from 

seeing the patient. He then sits on a bed out of view of the camera, and Deborah is in the 

center of the frame for a few seconds. However, Deborah's face and body are never 

fully shown. She is totally covered by a sheet with only a bit of hair and an arm visible. 

Just as Gahin has not yet seen Deborah for what she represents, the audience is not 
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allowed to see her either. The film cuts to a long shot of the hospital room from the 

opposite wall. Gahin is sitting on the empty bed at the right of the frame writing notes. 

From behind him comes a man in a wheelchair who taps Mm and says "excuse me sir" as 

he uidicates that the bed is Ms. Galvin gets up and moves to a chair at the bed across 

from Deborah as the camera tracks with Ms movement. He continues writing. He never 

looks closely at Ms client. In Ms new position Ms view is blocked by a hospital bed table. 

He glances up at nothing in particular and then continues to write. At tiris point, Mamet 

lets the audience see that Deborah is still just a way for Galvin to make money. 

Mamet creates a stark contrast to tMs scene in the next visit to the hospital when 

Galvin comes to take pictures of Deborah to show to the bishop. It opens on a full shot 

of the hospital room from a new position. The subjective soimd of Deborah's respirator 

fills the soundtrack where it was only a background noise in the past scene. The camera 

is positioned at a high angle as Galvin walks into the room from a doorway visible on the 

far upper-right comer of the frame. He walks straight to Deborah's bed in the center of 

the frame and takes out a Polaroid camera. The fihn cuts to a low angle close-up of 

Galvin taking Ms first picture. His face is in complete shadow tMoughout tMs scene 

visually displaying the troubled nature of Ms soul as he finally grows to see tMs gjrl as a 

fellow human being destroyed by the institution she trusted. The film cuts back to the 

prior full shot of the room. There is another cut to a medium-shot of Galvin taking the 

next picture. As the picture comes out of the camera, he looks directly at Deborah for 

the first time. He glances away and moves to a new position to take the next picture. A 

close-up of Galvin again looking at Deborah appears just before snapping yet another 
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picture. He is in the center of the frame, and it is one of the first times in the movie that 

Ms face is shown clearly even while it appears in shadows. He starts to take the third 

picture and then moves the Polaroid away from Ms eyes for yet another look at the 

patient. He looks down at Ms camera, the instrument he uses to make money off of 

victims. There is a cut to a close-up of the two pictures developing on the bed from 

Gahin's point of view. The camera remains frozen for a total of twenty seconds on these 

pictures as they develop. Mamet uses tMs image to symbolize Galvin's identifying with 

Deborah and her pUght clearly for the first time. 

Mamet never lets Deborah be shown to the audience except in the developing 

pictures. Deborah's image develops clear for the viewer at the same time it does for 

Galvin. Hie next cut is to a Mgh angle, close-up on Galvin as he sits down on a bed 

behind him. The impact of the pictures literally knocks Mm off Ms feet. The audience 

hears the soimd of women coming down the hallway. There is a cut to a full shot on the 

door as two nurses pass by in the hallway. One of them leans in the room and says "Sir, 

vou're not allowed to be in here" (Mamet, Verdict). The film cuts back to Gahin in a 

close-up then back again to a full shot of the nurse walking on into the room as she again 

tells Galvin he must leave. The camera tracks back to include Galvin in the frame. There 

is a cut to a close-up as Gahin turns and says in a hesitant voice as he bows down Ms 

head, "I'm her attomey" (Mamet, Verdict). TMs is the first time Galvin has called 

himself an attomey in the movie. It is at tMs moment that he realizes that fighting for 

justice in tMs case is more important than the money and that by winning for Deborah he 

will be winning the battie over the corrapt system for himself as well. A dissolve at tMs 
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time brings up the scene of the settlement offer in Bishop Brophey's office discussed 

earlier. 

Mamet demonstrates just how powerful the forces are that Galvin is fighting 

against tMough the character of Laura Fischer. Reed's equivalent character. Donna 

Martina Strelenski, undergoes dramatic changes to become Laura Fischer (Charlotte 

Rampley) in the screenplay. In the novel. Donna picks up Galvin at tiie Harbor Lights 

Lounge, a World War H nostalgia bar that Galvin frequents to bask in the glory of Ms war 

hero days. From the beginning, she blatantly mampulates Galvin into talking about the 

case, takes him to her apartment, makes love to Mm and then gets the name of Ms star 

witness out of him in one mght. On that same mght as Galvin leaves her apartment, he 

notices her law degree hanguig on the wall. He calls Moe Katz the very next day to say 

he beheves that Donna is a spy for Concannon. At a phony meeting at the Plaza Hotel in 

New York, Galvin tells Donna he knows the trath about her working for Concannon. 

Donna proposes that they work out a deal where they share information so that a 

settlement will pay both of them handsomely. Gahin excuses himself to make an alleged 

phone call and leaves Donna to pay the hotel biU as an act of revenge. Donna is revealed 

to be an active lawyer at Ed Concaimon's fimi and an unconscionable person. She is also 

very attracted to Concarmon and keeps suggesting to the man that they should become 

involved intimately. Concarmon treats her like a token partner who must use her sex any 

way she can to get what the firm needs. Concannon uses her not only to get information 

from Gahin, but also as a mother figure to soothe their client's hurt feehngs, but Donna 
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has no problem with tMs position at the firm. She appears at the trial and sits with the 

defense because she has no real feelings for Galvin. 

Mamet's Laura betrays Gahin, but not without great emotional suffering. She is 

no MacMavellian woman like Donna. She only betrays Galvin because she, too, is 

entrapped in the corrapt business world. There are several moments when Laura ahnost 

teUs Galvin the trath, but the reality of her financial situation stops her. She may be using 

Gahin, but not in a situation she has control over like the amoral Dorma who is driven by 

greed and a twisted sense of adventure. 

Mamet's Laura is an early representative of the new yuppie class of the eighties. 

In a study of yuppie films, Carol Ward defines the yuppie as 'Ihe well-to-do young urban 

professional class being created by the technological revolution and Reaganomics, a class 

that has elicited responses ranging from envy and praise to satire and derision" (97). She 

explains that for the upwardly mobile yuppie to succeed he/she must ignore or 

overcome" a middle-class background (97). TMs action includes the renunciation of 

decisions made for the good of anyone but the self. Ward points out that a phenomenon 

of the entry of women into the work force and the yuppie class was a dramatic change in 

the portrayal of romantic relationsMps. Career women were faced with a dilemma 

between careers and relationsMps. In the yuppie film world, the two choices never 

mixed, and the woman had to give up one for the other (104). Laura finds herself caught 

in tMs type of situation. Ward observes that the yuppie woman of the eighties' movie 

"uses her sex to barter for power or she is unsexed in her attempts to maneuver in a 

man's world of business'" (104). TMs statement is especially relevant to Laura who 
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appears tMoughout the movie dressed in clothing that closely resembles the business attire 

reserved for men only until a few years ago. Because she caimot play the game right, she 

is ultimately treated to a punch in the face just like a man. 

For Mamet, the betrayal of Frarrii by Laura represents a larger social betrayal 

occurring during the late 1970's and early 1980's as the yuppies began to dominate the 

work force. William J. Palmer notes the trend to depict the yuppie world in the movies 

started with Kramer vs Kramer in 1979. The new worker of these films allowed "their 

jobs (to take) precedence over all other areas of their lives; self, relationsMps, family, 

morality" (2285). Laura is a woman rapidly being transformed in the world of corporate 

cormption and greed that created the yuppie. Galvin is still part of the older order of 

individualists who would rather sacrifice wealth and fame than conform to the rales of 

corporate success. The Lauras of the working worid are rapidly destroying the Gahins. 

Mamet has the couple meet at the Irish pub that Galvin frequents from the 

beginning of the film. In the establishing shot of the pub, Laura first appears in the 

lower right of the screen. She wears a bright red scarf and daik overcoat. The light that 

is in the pub focuses on her, pointing her out for Gahin. She stands out in the mostly 

male crowd. The way the character is introduced in the film makes it obvious that 

someone wants Gahin to see her. These signals indicate that she spells trouble for the 

protagonist. As the camera dollies in to a medium shot of Laura, Galvin walks towards 

her and asks if she would like a drink. She replies, "I'd like an apartment" (Mamet, 

Verdict). Galvin asks if she would settie for a drink, and she turns him down. Galvin 

says that he "had a good day today" (Mamet, Verdict), shrugs Ms shoulders and walks 
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back to Ms fiiends to tell another bad joke. Laura soon passes by Gahin and says that 

she is glad he had a good day as she leaves tiie bar. Unlike Donna who openly seeks out 

Galvin and flatters Ms ego to get information, Laura remains strangely aloof in her 

seduction of Galvin. Galvin and Ms buddies smile and joke about the remark. 

Several scenes later, after Galvin has decided to take the case to court and talked 

with Morrisey about helping him, Mamet has the two men enter Galvin's favorite pub 

together. The entiyway is dark and foreboding. Gahin sees Laura there again and teUs 

Morrisey to get lost. Mickey warns Mm "just don't leave your best work in the sheets" 

(Mamet Verdict). Galvin moves over to Laura to tiy and pick her up. Laura teUs Gahin 

she is still looking for a room. Galvin asks if she would like to have dinner, and she 

agrees. They remain at the bar but move to one of the booths to eat and drink. L nlike in 

the novel where Donna spends much of her time trying to mampulate the conversation 

back to the malpractice case, Laura need not pry anything out of Galvin who is 

exhilarated by Ms newfound cause. He spends the entire dinner talking about the case 

and preaching about how "the weak have got to have somebody to fight for them" 

(Mamet, I ̂ erdict). Gahin is filmed tMoughout tMs scene from a low angle as light 

streams across the left side of Ms face in a close-up, while, in contrast Laura remains in 

the shadows. 

Mamet creates a later scene that reveals much about Galvin's past and 

foreshadows Laura's betrayal, Laura sits at a booth in Gahin's favorite bar with Mickey 

Monisey. Laura has obviously just asked about Gahin's past TMs could be a cliche 

answer to how to get information about Gahin to the audience, but Mamet alternates tMs 
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scene with scenes of Galvin seeing his case slip tMough Ms hands for greater meaning, 

At the restaurant, Morrisey tells her about Galvin's tragic past. As tMs conversation 

moves forward, Lumet uses parallel editing to draw comparisons of Galvin's past naivete 

to Ms current situation. There are cuts to Galvin trying to get in touch with the insurance 

representative of the hospital so that he can renegotiate a settlement. His star witness. Dr. 

Gruber, has suddenly disappeared to the Caribbean. Between close-ups of Laura and 

Mickey appear close-ups of Galvin calling the operator from a phone booth trying 

desperately to find someone to work out a deal. Morrisey's story of how Galvin was 

framed by the large law firm parallels the troubles he finds himself going tMough in the 

present. Laura, like Ms prior bosses, betrays Frank's trust by revealing Ms star witness to 

Concannon who has sent the doctor off on a Caribbean craise. Galvin's trust finds Mm 

in deep trouble once again. Mamet's juxtaposition of these two scenes heightens the 

pamc felt by Galvin as the odds stack against him in the case. 

In Mamet's scene where Laura finally is revealed to be a traitor, Concannon tells 

Laura that while he knows how she feels about betraying Galvin that she is "paid to win" 

(Mamet, Verdict). The scene between Laura and Concarmon ends with a medium shot 

on Laura in the left of the frame sitting on the couch. Her face is in shadows. She is 

visibly upset. In the background, Concannon walks into the frame and places Laura's 

pay-off check in her purse. Only Ms upper torso and hands are visible. In a tecMrique 

that will repeat in later Mamet films, the face of the crook remains out of the frame wMle 

the hands comnrit the dirty deed. Concannon walks around to the front of the couch and 

sits by Laura raising Ms glass and saying, "you wanted to come back to the world. 
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Welcome Back" (Mamet, Verdict). Mamet's Laura is just another individual finally 

swallowed up by the corrapt system. She finds that the only way to rise to the standard 

of living she would like to obtain is by becoming a liar and a crook and giving up her 

individuality. 

Mamet has Mickey, not Gahin, find out that Laura works for Concannon in the 

movie. In Galvin's dark outer office Mickey looks for some cigarettes in Laura's purse. 

He finds the check from Concannon, but he does not confront Laura. Instead he allows 

her to set up a meeting in New York with Galvin when Galvin finally calls the pair to 

inform them of Ms whereabouts. In the street outside the hotel where Laura and Gahin 

are to meet, Mickey tells Gahin the trath about Laura. This entire scene is filmed with 

Mgh angles. In tiie first shot the camera is positioned at a Mgjh angle on the street as 

Morrisey paces in front of the hotel waiting for Galvin. As Galvin walks up and makes a 

sarcastic remark about Morrisey's sudden appearance, Morrisey grabs Ms arm and says 

that they have to talk. As they walk towards the building, there is a cut to an extremely 

Mgh angle of the street. The point of view is equal to that of a person looking out an 

upper-story window across the street. Suddenly no dialogue can be heard. The pair walk 

from right to left across the screen as traffic noises become exttemely loud. As the men 

approach the center of the screen, Galvin pulls away from Mickey and then suddenly 

mns towards the building entrance where Laura is waiting. The distance, angle, and lack 

of audio in the shot enhances the isolation and devastation feh by Gahin at this point in 

the movie. 
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Mamet shows no plarmed response to Laura's treachery. Galvin walks up to 

Laura who stands timidly. She appears in a high angle long shot. The camera swiftiy 

tracks towards her propelling the viewer forward with Galvin's punch. The shot cuts to a 

medium of Galvin as he pulls Ms hand back and swings towards the camera. The next 

frame shows Laura tumbling to the ground from the impact of Galvin's punch. In a Mgh 

angle shot, Laura looks up to the gathering crowd and teUs tiiem to leave Galvin alone. 

With this action, Galvin takes Ms strongest stance yet against the institutions Laura 

represents. From tMs moment on he becomes more determined than ever to win the case 

and topple the Goliath legal and medical professions. A man punching a lady was 

something quite new to the movies and was mentioned in The Verdict press kit as "a 

shocker few moviegoers will ever forgef (3). Iromcally, Laura's prostituting herself to 

the system has taken away her rights to being treated like a "lady" in traditional etMcs. 

She becomes an unetMcal, masculine business associate and therefore deserving of 

physical revenge. 

Mamet ends the movie with Galvin listening to the phone ringing as he sits alone 

in his office sipping coffee. He has won the case, and rejected Laura. The office is dark 

behind Mm, but he is well ht and wearing a bright wMte shirt. Laura tries to contact him. 

The phone rings a total of fourteen times as Gahin looks away into space. When it first 

starts to ring, Galvin moves to pick it up then changes Ms mind. The medium shot of 

Galvin leaning back in Ms chair as the phone rings suddenly cuts to a black screen. By 

allowing the phone to ring for so long on-camera, Mamet creates the illusion that the 

phone will ring infimtely. The corporate world will always be on Galvin's heels, but he 
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now has the strength to lean back and ignore them. Galvin becomes an existentialist 

outsider. Galvin makes a conscious choice to ignore Laura and the corporate world she 

represents because he has made the decision to break with that world. He realizes he is 

free to choose, and he chooses to stay out of the cormpt system. TMs ending, like the 

one for Postman, leaves the audience to ponder the fate of the characters in the corrapt 

modem world. There is no grand pay-off for a public use to a happy ending, only a 

nagging feeling that stories are supposed to tum out better than tMs. 

With The Verdict. Mamet was allowed the freedom to mold the novel to Ms own 

vision of America and American business. Barry Reed says that much of Mamet's work 

on the script was done in New York by the playwright without any imput. Reed was sent 

the final script for approval and changed only minor reference errors concerning the 

Boston area. He stated that the script Mamet sent to Mm was tiie one filmed with very 

few exceptions (Reed, Interview). He was not burdened by the reputation of a classic, 

and he was working with a director who openly admits that his theatrical background 

makes Mm view the writer as important. Lumet says \n Making Movies that he has only 

replaced a writer once. He also openly admires the talents of Mamet and fought hard for 

Mamet to be retained on the picture. TMs freedom allowed Mamet to create a screenplay 

more closely related to the themes he had explored in the theatre with plays like American 

Buffalo. The Oscar nomination gained Mamet the recogration in films he had enjoyed in 

the theatre. TMs led to a film directing career with many critical successes. His next few 

film projects would be original scripts that he directed. When Mamet retumed to 
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adaptation ui 1992, he tumed to Ms own plays starting with the Pulitzer Prize winning 

Glengarry Glen Ross. 

P 
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CFLAPTERIV 

LOST SOULS IN CORPORATE AMERICA: 

GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS 

After Ms success with The Verdict, Mamet moved on to adapt the cinematic 

version of the television series The Untouchables for producer Art Linson in 1985. TMs 

film incorporated Mamet's cymcal view of American society with the now legendary 

story of Eliot Ness and Ms pursuit, capture and imprisonment of Al Capone. In Mamet's 

movie, Ness and Ms men are not as untouchable as the name of the original show impUes. 

They bleed and die as violently as the gangsters. Not only does crime not pay, capturing 

the criminal has Mgh human costs as well. TMs movie was released in 1987. After The 

Untouchables, Mamet's interests tumed to writing and directing several of Ms own 

screenplays. House of Games (1987) reportedly based on an unpublished short story co-

authored by Mamet and Jonathan Katz, explores a psycMatrist's joumey into the illusive 

world of the con-artist. In tMs movie Mamet draws many parallels between the 

professions of the psycMatrist and the hustler. Things Change (1988) is a light-hearted 

look at a mafia type charged with making sure Ms don's client does not mn away. The 

pair arrive in Lake Tahoe to be mistaken for CMcago Mafia kingpins and move tMough a 

series of humorous incidents. Homicide (1991) illustrates Detective Robert Gold's 

attempt to discover whether he belongs in the Jewish world of Ms heritage or the Anglo 

world Ms job represents. The urban battle between cops and crooks mirrors the spiritual 

battle of Detective Gold in tMs film. During this time, Mamet also wrote the screenplay 
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We 're No Angels (1989), wMch incorporates the angelic escaped convicts fighting to be 

understood as found in the 1954 film by the same title; however, the two films bear no 

resemblance in plot, characterization, or overall message. Mamet also remained active as 

a playwright and essayist during tiris time premiering Glengarry Glen Ross in 1983, and 

Edmond, The Woods and The Water Engine ui 1984. He published a collection of essays 

in 1986, called Writing in Restaurants, covering topics ranging from analysis of modem 

American theatre to musings on pool haUs and poker. Mamet wrote the play Speed the 

Plow in 1988 satirizing the Hollywood producers he had come in contact with since he 

became a screenwriter. In 1985, Mamet received a proposal for a movie production of 

Ms Pulitzer Prize winning play Glengarry^ Glen Ross: however, the producer's financial 

setbacks delayed the film's release until 1992. 

Glengarry Glen Ross is perhaps Mamet's most famous play to date, but the 

playwright at first expressed doubts about its stmcture and sent the manuscript to fellow 

playwright Harold Pinter for suggestions. Mamet has long acknowledged a debt to Pinter 

and considers the writer to be Ms mentor. Mamet worried that the episodic first act and 

the conventional plot driven second act would not work onstage. The first act breaks 

down into tMee duet scenes, the first between aging salesman Shelly Levene and office 

manager John Williamson, the second between salesmen Dave Moss and George 

Aaronow, and the last between slick talldng salesman Ricky Roma and Ms victim James 

Lingk. The second act uivolves all of the characters in a single ensemble scene. Pinter 

found no problems with tMs stmcture and expressed Ms surprise that the play was not 

already in production. With Pinter's encouragement and help, the play premiered at the 
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National Theatre in London on September 21, 1983 (Allen 41). Mamet later dedicated 

the play to Pinter because of Ms faith in the work. In January of 1984 Gregory Mosher 

directed the first Umted States production of Glengarry at the Goodman Theatte in 

CMcago. A Broadway production opened in March ofthe same year. The Broadway 

production gamered many awards including tiie Pulitzer, tiie Drama Critics' Award for 

Best American Play, and four Tony Award nominations, including Best Play and Best 

Director. 

While many Puhtzer Prize winning plays move almost immediately into 

production as movies, profit concerns ofthe Hollywood studios, acting agencies and stars 

almost kept Glengarry Glen Ross from becoming a movie at all. This is iromc since the 

play includes an exploration of how profit concerns dominate the decision-making 

process in American business institutes. According to an article in the New York Times, 

the making of Glengarry into a film proved to be a challenge for producer Jerry 

Tokofsky. Because the script did not follow the traditional who-done-it formula and did 

not readily fit into any traditional film genre category, Hollywood studios considered the 

play too risky. In 1985. Director Irvin Kershner suggested that Tokofsky read the play 

while he searched for a producer to back Mm in a movie adaptation ofthe work. Soon 

afterward, Tokofsky traveled to New Y ork to view the Broadway production, hked what 

he saw, and immediately began inquiries into securing the rights to the play. Mamet, now 

an established screenwriter, informed the producer that it would cost $500,000 dollars to 

secure the rights to the play and another $500,000 for Mamet to write the screenplay 

Even at tMs Mgh price, Tokofsky decided to produce the movie. Tokofsky hoped to 
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attract major stars to the project because ofthe play's prestige. However, because ofthe 

film's low budget, sacrifices in salaries would need to be made. Al Pacino agreed to cut 

Ms usual $6 million salary to $1.5 million: Jack Lemmon agreed to cap Ms salary at $1 

miUion; Alec Baldwin accepted $250,000 for Ms cameo in the movie. Even with these 

agreed pay cuts, Tokofsky could not get a major studio to back the project. The 

producer spent four years putting together a financial package that included commitments 

from cable and video compames, foreign venues, and various banks hoping to attract 

studio support. Ultimately an independent distributor. New Line Cinema, helped move 

Glengarry into production (Weinraub Cll) . 

During the four years of gathering financial backing, director Irvin Kershner 

dropped out of tiie project for financial reasons. Pacino Mid Baldwin left for other movie 

projects, and Jack Lemmon began to express doubts that Glengarry would ever make full 

production. Tokofsky hired James Foley to direct, but Foley also left the project after no 

production date could be set. Early in 1991, Tokofsky convinced Baldwin and Pacuio to 

retum. Tokofsky also persuaded the Creative Artists Agency to help out by putting the 

script on its Mgh-priority list The agency hesitated at first because they did not see the 

"offbeat and low budget" (Weinraub C20) movie as being a profitable venture for the 

agency. When Creative .Artists Agency finally agreed to consider Glengarry a high 

priority, Ed Harris, Jonathan Price, Kevin Spacey and Alan Arkin signed onto the project 

from that agency. Production finally began in August of 1991 witii James Foley 

returning once again to the project as the director. One final dispute arose over the 

screen credits for production. Washington real estate developer Stanley R. Zupiiik 
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wanted Ms name listed first as producer and pulled his money out ofthe project. 

Tokofsky finally gave in and gave his longtime financial partner top billing (Weinraub 

C20). 

Tokofsky's financial struggles with Glengarry Glen Ross reflects a change that 

had been going on in Hollywood since tiie early seventies. As William Pahner points out 

in his sttidy of fihns in tiie eighties, businessmen gained control of tiie industry in tiie 

early seventies, and after the release of Jaws in 1975 profit concerns outweighed creative 

merits on a lai^e scale. He adds that by the eighties producers began pubhcizing their 

struggles to finance films, courting critics who began judgriig a film's merit by box office 

success rather than creative efforts during tMs time. Producers soon leamed a good 

Horacio Alger story was sure to get a film reviewed (xu-xui). While the struggles of 

Glengarry producer Tokofsky were not publicized on a grand scale equal to other film 

producer's stories, he did make sure that an entire article on the topic came out in the 

New York Times just before critics were scheduled to preview the movie. 

Glengarry is an eighties story even though pre-production fundraising efforts 

tMoughout the later half of the eighties kept the movie from being released until 1992. 

The script's focus on the struggle of individuals facing the growing greed among 

businessmen in control of their lives was popular during the 1980's. Many times the 

cinema ofthe eighties used the image ofthe farmer struggling to save Ms homestead from 

an impersonal bank as a symbol ofthe certain death ofthe .American individual's 

independence in the clutches ofthe new corporate .America. Movies along these thematic 

lines included tMee released in 1984, Places in the Heart, Country, and The River. In 
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the urban setting, fihnmakers portrayed corporate greed and the worsMp of material 

wealth tMough the use of a new cultural phenomenon, the yuppie. Pahner observes that 

"the spector [sic] of America's cities being taken over by roving gangs of young urban 

professionals wearing tMee piece suits, driving Voh^o's, BMW's, and Mercedes, and 

flaunting their Gold Card wealth in an orgy of material acquisitiveness certainly seemed 

the case in the fihns ofthe eighties" (280). Pahner goes on to explain the yuppie 

mentaUty as a reflection ofthe government's deficit spending tactics and the trickle-down 

economics ofthe Reagan era. The yuppie used material gains and ratMess competition as 

protection against an ever growing concem with nuclear tMeats, terrorism, and global 

deficit problems (280). Pahner concludes that "the films ofthe eighties were acutely 

aware not only ofthe stereotypes and accouterments ofthe yuppie hfestyle but also of 

the insecurity ofthe dying American dream" (280). In the film version of Glengarry, 

Mamet combines the struggle ofthe individual to survive corporate take-over with the 

yuppie dream of success to create an indictment of yuppie materialism and corporate 

greed along with a look at how that greed affects the most neglected businessman on the 

corporate ladder, both in the films ofthe eighties and in the real world, the salesman. 

The two fundamentally different approaches to language and space used in film 

and on the stage play a major role in the translation ofthe play Glengarry to the screen 

and offered new problems for Mamet to solve as an screenwriter. By turning from the 

novel to the theatre for Ms material, Mamet confronted a new set of problems concerning 

the adaptation of theatrical material to the screen. While theatre and film share many of 

the same elements such as actors, directors and scripts, they have inherent differences that 
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must be understood when adapting a play for the screen. While Mamet has never directly-

stated Ms philosophy on adapting plays to fihn, he has from the time of his first 

screenplay recogmzed the differences between writing for theatre and fihn and discussed 

the problems he encountered when changing from a writer of plays to a writer of 

screenplays. In interviews as well as in Ms book On Directing Film, he briefly describes 

the differences he sees. In Ms interview for Rolling Stone magazine concerning Postman, 

Mamet asserts that 'in a play . . . the only way you have to convey the action ofthe plot 

is tMough the action ofthe characters, what they say to each other. With a movie, the 

action ha(s) to be advanced narratively" (Vallely 46). A few years later he observed in 

On Directing Film that "the movie, finally, is much closer than the play to simple 

stoiytelling" (2). He elaborates that the movie and the storyteller advances the story 

tMough the juxtaposition of images rather than the use of dialogue. Mamet places great 

emphasis on the use of Eisenstien's montage theory and beheves the cut to be the best 

cinematic tool for moving the narrative of a movie forward. No dialogue should need to 

be added to explain the situation if the director uses the visual medium correctly (1-7). 

Mamet's use ofthe uninflected cut in Ms screenplays has been explored by noted Mamet 

scholars Gay Brewer and Christopher C. Hudgins. The difference between teUing the 

story with stage dialogue or fihn language is further explained by Joseph Boggs who 

points out: 

Film dialogue is simpler than that used on the stage. Because the visual image 
carries so much more weight in film than on the stage, much that might require 
dialogue on the stage is shown pictorially in film. Filmmakers generally prefer 
to advance the action by showing what happens rather than by having 
someone-a character or narrator-tell what happens. Because ofthe additional 
burden carried by the visual element, film dialogue may be simpler, more 
casual, and even less poetic. (338) 
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Mamet "s strong opposition to using voice-over narration in Ms first screenplay. The 

Postman Always Rings Twice, derived from tMs understanding of fihn language. He feU 

that Ms fihn should show what the voice-over ofthe MGM production told. From the 

time of Postman, Mamet as a screenwriter and director of fihn has focused on how visual 

elements of film tell the story. 

For the cinematic Glengarry, Mamet alters Ms scenes from the play to take 

advantage ofthe mobihty ofthe camera. The most common advice given writers 

adaptuig a play to film is to open up the script and move away from the confines ofthe 

stage setting. The physical hmitations ofthe stage keep the action confined to one setting 

at a time and allow for only one point of view for the audience member confined to 

Ms/her chair in the theatre. These physical differences affect the stmcture and tension of 

a play. Boggs expands on the consequences ofthe hnritations of stage space saying 

"dramatic tension created by psychological conflicts and developed tMough verbal means 

is often more potentially explosive when its physical setting is narrow and confined" 

(337). Mamet used tMs principle to Ms advantage in the theatrical version of Glengarry. 

Anne Dean expands on Mamet's use of language to build anxiety in the play in her essay 

entitied "The Discourse of Anxiety." She calls the language ofthe theatrical version of 

Glengarry 'Verbal slaughter" (47) and "one ofthe primary motivating forces ofthe play" 

(60). Mamet utilized his understanding of film's use of space and language to translate 

Glengarry to the screen without loosing any ofthe claustrophobic tensions essential to 

the play. WTiile he opened up the movie to more settings, he kept these settings small and 
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used shots to heighten the confining effect. A comparison ofthe setting ofthe play to 

those found in the movie confirms this statement. 

Both the play and the movie Glengarry Glen Ross center on a shady real estate 

firm in CMcago trying to sell wortMess tracts of land in Florida and Arizona to 

unsuspecting "leads." These leads come from cards found in magazines that people have 

filled out and mailed in to the firm. The ad accompanying these cards promises prizes if 

the participant only hstens to a real-estate sales pitch. The bosses, Mitch and Murray, 

devise a sales contest wMch forces the salesmen into a cut-tMoat competition to sell the 

most tracks of land if they are to keep then-jobs. The salesmen gramble about deadbeat 

chents and dream of stealing the good Glengarry leads from the office safe. In the 

second half of both the play and the movie, management discovers that the leads have 

been stolen and that the person least suspected ofthe crime turns out to be the culprit. 

While most writers would focus on the "who done it" aspect ofthe plot, Mamet in 

Glengarry takes a different approach, wMch troubles some theatre and film critics. 

Rather than a plot driven mystery the play and the movie focus on character. David KeM 

ofthe Chicago Tribune blames director James Foley for the lack of plot in the movie 

saying that Foley "tends to focus the viewer's attention on performance at the expense of 

narration"(B). However, as David Carroll points out in Ms book David Mamet the most 

important focus of tMs script Ues in the "submerged pattem of interaction between the 

salesmen"(40). This is a study of character: plot is secondary. 

The original play belongs to a long theatrical tradition of commentary on 

.American business tMough the exploration of its lowliest participant the salesman. 
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Eugene O'Neill's Theodore Hickman in The Iceman Cometh (1939) and Arthur Miller's 

Willy Lowman in Death of A Salesman (1949) exemplify how American business 

emotionally destroys the individual. A recent essay by Richard Bracher explores the 

connections between these tMee plays and their progressively cymcal indictment of 

American culture. Bmcher observes that " as American society changes - [sic] mostly for 

the worse ui terms of its love of money and its capacity to take slogans for wisdom - [sic] 

our playwrights' responses to the spiritual malaise (and to earUer plays) have become 

increasingly caustic, iromc, and parodic" (213). Mamet's play demonstrates what has 

happened to the salesman since the corporate take-over of America in the seventies. Bill 

Bryden, director ofthe London revival of Glengarry, called it "a way of explaining 

Nixon's America . . . and the Tuck you Jack' mentahty wMch has been indicative ofthe 

RepubHcan etMc from Nixon down to the present (1986)" (60). Mamet beheves that his 

play presents capitalism as "an idea whose time has come and gone" (Bigsby 111). On 

the surface tMs is tme. Glengarry is a rmcrocosm of capitalism in its darkest form, but it 

is ultimately about how the .American MerarcMcal business society uses, isolates, and 

destroys the human soul. 

Michael Billington after reviewing the play in 1983 decided that the script showed 

"how the fight for survival bends personal morahty" (56). The play demonstrates how 

the ultimate sell or die situation corrapts the individual caught in that trap. After brief 

character and set descriptions and before the actual play begins, the reader ofthe 

pubhshed play script views an old sales maxhn alone on a page: ".Always be Closing" (1) 

it proclaims. These words present the psychological tension and the emotional driving 
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force behind the play and its characters. Isolation, betrayal and helplessness haunt the 

characters of this world because ofthe near futihty of their situation created by the greedy 

pohcies of the firm where they work. Deals must be closed to keep jobs. RelationsMps 

become unpossible because ofthe competition that generates mistrust and betrayal. The 

world at large is closed-off from these salesmen scrambhng to remain in the crooked real 

estate firm chasing "fiiritiess" leads that the office manager knows will prove wortMess 

but hands out anyway. The only leads that allegedly will help the salesmen keep their 

jobs remain locked up in the safe. To make matters worse, the bosses, Mitch and 

Murray, are locked away in a downtown office and never seen. In the play, the lives of 

the salesmen are played out in a cheap storefront office and a Chinese restaurant across 

the street where they conduct business in tMs never-ending rat race. 

The stracture ofthe play, wMch worried Mamet in the beginning, does much to 

enhance the sense of isolation and closure feU by these salesmen. Characters are closed 

off in isolated booths ofthe Chinese restaurant acting out tMee distinct duet scenes during 

.Act I. These scenes mirror each other in subject matter and word choices. Characters 

are heard echoing the ideas of previous conversations, yet the group as a whole never 

makes contact. TMoughout these conversations are hints that no one listens or 

commumcates effectively: ".Are you Ustening to me?" (Mamet 4). Levene asks 

Wilhamson in the first scene. In the next scene. Moss asks .Aaronow, "Is that what I 

said?" (Mamet 22). Moss dehberately makes Aaronow question what he hears. In tiris 

way Moss's intentions remain vague. Finally, master salesman Ricky Roma asks and 

answers a barrage of mock pMlosopMcal questions in an attempt to confuse and hook a 
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prospective chent left speecMess by the dialogue. C. W. E. Bigsby points out in Ms study 

of Glengarry that tMoughout these opening scenes the audience also experiences a type 

of isolation from the actors while trying to decode the business jargon tMown out by the 

salesmen and discem a plot at the same time (115). 

In Act n, the characters are filed one-by-one into an iimer office where the 

audience can only see and not hear an ongoing poUce interrogation. The remaining 

characters try to make sense of an ovenright burglary while awaiting their tum in the 

isolated inner office. In the first act, Mamet introduces the once great salesman Shelly 

"the Machine" Levene who now sees Ms work days as numbered. He comes into the 

second act after making what appears to be a great sale. Ricky Roma feigns respect for 

Levene in what looks like an attempt at fiiendsMp. He asks fellow salesmen to respect 

Levene's extraordinary feat. When Moss comes back at Ricky with complaints, Ricky 

teUs Moss, "Your pal closes, all that comes out of your mouth is bile" (Mamet 46). It 

appears a fiiendsMp based on mutual respect in this cut-tMoat world has been made, but 

in the closing hnes ofthe play, after Levene has stepped into the office to confess to 

steahng the Glengarry leads, Roma teUs the office manager that he expects half of 

Levene's commissions. TMs betrayal by Roma is only the last of a long series of betrayals 

found in the script. Greed and survival have forced any sense of morahty out of tMs 

world. It should be noted that these hnes do not appear in the movie, accordmg to critic 

Dennis Carroll, because while Mamet emphasized that Roma's hnes are important, he 

omitted them from the film for "rhythmic reasons" (Carroll, David Mamet 46). 
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Mamet ahers Ms play ui several ways in order to create an equally strong 

cinematic work. He first decided to keep a clear division in the movie equal to the acts of 

the play. With the freedom offered by the camera, he was able to make tiris division a 

powerful symbohc element reflecting the changes that occur between the first and second 

half of the film. Mamet maintained Ms use of closed spaces, incorporating camera 

techniques that kept it from being "caimed theatre." Mamet then spht the tMee scenes of 

Act One into smaller scenes that alternate tMoughout the first half ofthe movie with new 

material to create the passage of time. TMs also allows for a deeper exploration of each 

character not possible in the play. The addition of new scenes gives the audience more 

information on the pressures endured by the salesmen and creates the film's linear 

progression. The opening scene ofthe film, another addition, introduces the themes of 

betrayal, isolation, and helplessness in the face of corporate greed to the audience in a 

well-crafted sequence of shots. Mamet keeps his hard-Mting dialogue for the movie, 

using cuts and intemal and extemal rhythms to make Ms stylized speech work on film. 

Close examination of each of these changes demonstrates the success ofthe screenplay in 

conveying the orighial theme ofthe play. 

For Ms screen adaptation, Mamet resolved to keep a clear division similar to that 

ofthe two acts in the play; however, he divided the tMee duet scenes ofthe first act into 

smaller scenes interweaving with each other to create a hnear stracture for the movie. He 

also moved these smaller scenes to various locales outside and inside the restaurant. The 

act division separates the focus mto two parts. First, Mamet illustrates the characters and 

their relationsMps to each other and the firm. Second, Mamet concentrates on the 
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consequences of these relations as the trae motives of each character comes to light both 

hterally and figuratively. Mamet acMeves a clear act division ui tMee ways: the prefacing 

elevated railroad, weather, and lighting. He first uses the image of a passing elevated 

railroad to begin each act. He then uses the disappearance to point up the division and 

changes that occur m each character. Finally, hghting creates a contrast between mght 

and day, dark and hght, Mdden secrets and revealed traths. 

The opening half ofthe film takes place at mght in a torrential rainstorm that the 

characters must battie constantly. Levene (Jack Lemmon) encounters the deluge of water 

the most and is the character most beset with financial and emotional problems. He finds 

himself outside in the rain to beg for the Glengarry leads while Ms boss, Wilhamson 

(Kevin Spacey), first stands under an umbrella and then sits in the dry car looking at 

Levene tMough the glass. Levene appears in the next shot, barely seen tMough the glass 

of a phone booth, making yet another sales pitch. These many scenes of Levene out m 

the torrential waters suggests that he is beuig proffesionally and emotionally washed away 

and washed-up. Mamet heightens the contrast between Ricky Roma (.Al Pacino) and 

Levene by having Roma remam in the restaurant dry and secure tMoughout the first act. 

When Roma comes m out ofthe raui at the begmning he is the only character who does 

not appear to be soaked after travehng in the storm. Mamet does not even force Roma to 

cross the street m the rain to attend Blake's mandatory meeting as he does the other 

salesmen. 

Lighting during the first half of the fihn is dark and comes from artificial sources 

such as neon signs, restaurant fixtures, and street hghts. The second half ofthe movie 
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uses bright hght streaming in tMough the windows to enhance the idea that the secrets of 

the rright will be revealed in then- trae hght in tMs "act." TMs hght not only foreshadows 

Levene's eventual confession of theft, but also the revelation of Roma's Ues to Lingk, and 

Wilhamson's hes about the vahdity ofthe leads he gives the salesmen. .As the salesmen 

emerge m the hght of day, all the stories they told chents and co-workers m the dead of 

the mght begin to unravel All business deals made the mght before are stripped away in 

the hght of day. Ultimately, the salesmen find themselves back at square one in the race 

for their jobs. Even Roma must scream out to Ms boss for justice as he sees Ms big sale 

to Lingk stripped away from Mm. 

Mamet uses closed spaces to Ms advantage in tMs movie. David Sterritt 

concludes that "part of its [the st^e version's] power came from its tremendously 

concentrated form, so lean and sparse it could almost be called minimalist theatre"(21). 

TMs could have created a major problem when adapting the play to film. .As stated 

beforehand, screenwriters often search for cinematic ways to open up a play for the new 

medium of fihn. Director James Foley and writer David Mamet when adapting 

Glengarry Glen Ross dehberately set out to do the opposite (Turan Fl). They retained 

the sense of physical and psychological entrapment and tight spaces that the stage version 

offers without making the mistake of fihning a play by multiplying the many places that 

conversations take place and addmg scenes at new locales but keepmg those spaces 

physically confiiring. The majority ofthe movie takes place in oppressive, tight spaces: 

phone booths, restaurant booths, cars, and tiie office. These spaces, while extremely 

small overwhelm and dominate the salesmen in each frame ofthe movie. 
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Cinematographer Juan Ruiz AncMa, who also worked with Mamet on Homicide, uses 

neon colors, obhque angles, and many close-ups to heighten tMs claustrophobic effect 

and make the film visually rigorous and hard-hned (Sterritt 11). All of these tecMriques 

together create a contemporary noir atmosphere in the film. TMoughout the movie, 

many frames are composed so that the salesmen are placed in the border areas. There 

are two scenes shot at shghtly low angles m the mterior of a car as Moss (Ed Harris) and 

Aaronow (Alan Arkm) carry on a conversation originally staged in the CMnese restaurant 

m Act I ofthe play. The frames are constracted so that the two salesmen appear on the 

far right edge ofthe frame. The colors are dark and ominous; only the faces are ht. By 

placing them on rain drenched streets in the confines of a car, Mamet visually illustrates 

just how bleak and undesirable their job is as well as mirroring the salesmen's troubled 

states of mind. The car and the rain dominate the frame demonstrating the insignificance 

of these men. Another example of tMs use of space appears in the opening shots when 

Levene is to the left in the frame while the phone booth takes central focus. 

The opening scenes ofthe film, not found in the play, visually mtroduce the 

prevaihng themes of isolation, betrayal and helplessness from the beginning. The credits 

appear then are erased by flashes of blue hght in squares similar to hghts from a passmg 

city train. After each name, the train noise interrapts the music, and the name disappears 

in the moving hghts. As tiie last credit fades-out, a shot of a real tram whisks by tiie 

audience to create the feeling of fast paced city hfe and lack of control hke the characters 

feel tMoughout the film. The opening sequence represents the antithesis ofthe many 

openings of Yuppie Wall Street fihns ofthe 1980's. Wilham J. Pahner observes m Ms 
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most recent study of fihns ofthe 1980's that movies hke Wallstreet (1987), The Secret of 

My Success (1987), and Working Girl (1989) all start with montage sequences ofthe 

busthng New York streets in the morning as Wall Street opens and the fast-paced 

business day begms (289). Mamet gives viewers the flip-side ofthe busthng executive 

world by opening with a brief night shot of a passing elevated railroad taking most 

commuters home to the suburbs. The only people left in the city are the forgotten 

salesmen, the most insignificant people in the corporate world, carrying out the dirty 

schemes of their bosses in the dead of mght. Midway into the film, Mamet finally shows 

the bustling city street in the moming wMch appears strange after viewing the nighttime 

world of the Glengarry salesmen. It overwhelms the viewer in its accelerated pace and 

brightness working to establish the separation between the salesman and this daytime 

activity. 

.A close-up after the opening credits displays the hand of Shelly Levene [Jack 

Lemmon] placing a quarter in a pay phone; the hand dials a number. The camera dolhes 

back rapidly to show Levene sittmg m an extremely small phone booth, calhng Ms wife. 

TMs rapid dollying towards and away from the actors, found tiiroughout the fihn, pomts 

up the control the camera and dkector has over what is shown making the audience feel 

as helpless and disoriented as the salesmen. The colors around Levene are unnaturally 

bright, gaudy neon blues and reds. The blue hght falls across half of his face giving it a 

deathly complexion. The other half remams m shadows. Levene is seen m this type of 

hght tiiroughout tiie movie, as are tiie otiier "losing" salesmen. In contrast Ricky Roma 

[Al Pacmo], the number one salesman, is always shot m red tones and facing the camera 
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until the second act when he to falls prey to the loss of a sale. Blue and red remaui the 

dominant colors of tMs film creating a two-tone appearance. Anchia uses these 

expressioiristic colors in the same stylized manor that noir directors mampulate shadows 

and highlights in black and wMte movies to make statements about the characters and 

their relationsMps. 

On the phone, Levene tell Ms wife that he will not be home until after a business 

call. The phone is Ms only contact with family tMoughout the film. His voice is sickly 

sweet. He hangs up, and the camera dolhes back to reveal another salesman, David Moss 

(Ed Harris) stepping up to the adjoining booth to call a chent. The camera tracks back to 

Levene making another call to set up an appointment with a customer. His voice again 

changes to an over-sweet tone, and a close-up reveals his face changing to a forced smile. 

At the same time a voice-over is heard of Moss calling Ms chent. .A series of close-ups of 

the two salesmen trymg to set up meetings visually demonstrates the universal frustrations 

of tMs group of workers. Both men remain in the unnatural glow of the blue neon hghts 

tMoughout tMs phone sequence creating a sickly effect as if these men never see the hght 

of day. 

Levene's chent is out, wMch suggests that the customer is avoiding Levene. 

Smiultaneously, Moss makes up a story about bemg the president of "his" real estate 

company coming to town for one mght. Moss uses this ploy to trick tiie customer mto 

making a rushed appointment to get the best lot available. Both calls are failures. 

The camera dolhes back and up to a Mgh angle to reveal tiie dark hall leadmg to 

the restaurant batMoom. It tracks both men mto the room. There is a cut to the mterior 
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ofthe batMoom, shot in deep focus, as the camera pans from a black wall to a long shot 

ofthe room at a low angle as the men discuss their "deadbeat" chents. TMs is not an 

estabhshing shot as would be expected. All that is shown is the row of sinks and mirrors 

and the walls ofthe stalls in the background. The viewer wants to break out of this frame 

to see more ofthe room but cannot. TMs creates the same feehng of enclosure for the 

viewer as feh by the salesmen. Moss stands to the right in the frame facmg his reflection 

in the mirror to the left, framing Levene's eyes in the center ofthe frame peeking out over 

the staU. Moss mentions moving to another firm across the street. Levene's eyes hght up 

while looking over the stall to Moss at the sink. The effect of seeing only Levene's eyes 

and the restricted view ofthe batMoom visually reinforces Levene's isolation and 

desperation. This look is important because it foreshadows the fact that Levene is the 

salesman who acts out Moss's idea of an office robbery to get the good leads. TMs visual 

clue may come quickly, but it gives the audience an idea that Levene is at least 

considering some sort of business outside the firm. Next a long shot ofthe batMoom 

envelopes Moss as he leaves, and the office manager, Mr. Williamson, enters. Moss 

discusses Ms dissatisfaction with WiUiamson at the door to the batMoom while 

Williamson is stiU on the other side just out ofthe camera's view. In the next shot, the 

camera focuses on Levene's reactions as seen in the mirror in an over-the-shoulder shot 

while he listens to the conversation between Moss and Wilhamson. The use ofthe nrirror 

signifies that the viewer only sees Levene's extemal thoughts and not what he is thinkmg 

to himself. Levene appears amused. He has no respect for the boss, but there is httie 

indication that he will act on that thought. The over-the-shoulder point of view continues 
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until Moss leaves. For the next shot, the camera is set up so that Williamson is seen as a 

reflection in the mirror symbohc of how Levene views the man. Levene sees Mm as a 

man of no real substance and as a puppet ofthe bosses uptown. Williamson comes into 

the batMoom to wash Ms hands and face. Levene pleads with Wilhamson for a crack at 

the new leads, both characters m the frame, with Levene at the lower right portion and 

Wilhamson on the upper left, estabhshing a visual rniage of who is hi power m tMs script. 

As both men leave the batMoom, the camera tracks after them. The fact that 

Wilhamson's face is never directly shown accents Ms duphcity and allegiance with the 

mysterious downtown bosses, Mitch and Murray, who never appear m the movie. From 

tMs point the screenplay picks up the opening hnes ofthe play. 

This opening sequence demonstrates how these men operate and the relationsMps 

they have with others, mcluding thek famihes, wMch remam marghialized outside the 

script. This margmahzation of family places the salesmen m a social vacuum further 

isolating them in their struggle to survive. The opening shots visually display the acting 

done by the salesmen as phony sales pitches are unloaded on customers. Shots of men 

sitting in run-down phone booths trying to sound as if they are from the highest realms of 

the real estate world, men pretendmg to have only moments to talk to a chent before the 

next flight out, and an office manager bullying all of Ms employees sets up the 

MerarcMcal system at work. TMoughout tMs opening, visual images ofthe closed-m, 

oppressive world abound. Everything is an act, an act of survival. 

A close examination ofthe changes made to the last scene ofthe first act ofthe 

play involving Ricky Roma and John Lingk demonstrates how Mamet altered the first act 
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of Ms play for the cinema usmg the medium of film to its fullest advantage. By dividing 

up the scene mto smaUer segments and adding a first meeting between Lingk and Roma 

at the bar ofthe Chinese restaurant, Mamet creates a hnear stracture that allowed for an 

examination of Roma's abihty to succeed over the other salesmen. Mamet's choices 

visually enhance the mampulative nature of Roma. Frist Mamet adds a brief scene in the 

movie between Roma, Levene and Lingk. TMs scene shows Roma Mttriig up on the only 

restaurant customer in the bar besides Ms fellow salesmen who are spending their time 

grumbhng about having no leads. Roma seizes the opportimity to take advantage of 

Lmgk while his co-workers never notice the stranger's potential as a customer. The shck 

salesman picks up Lmgk at the bar and courts Mm hke other men seduce women. The 

addition ofthe bar scene brings new meaning to the Roma/Lmgk relationsMp. The act of 

persuading a customer to purchase a product becomes a sexual encounter, a seduction 

equal to picking up a potential sexual partner at a bar. In tMs scene Romas actions 

towards Lingk suggests date rape. Roma seduces and takes Lingk's money under the 

pretext of developuig a lasting relationsMp only to dump Luigk the next day. 

In a Mgh angle full shot from over Levene's shoulder, Roma enters the bar as 

Williamson and Levene finish their conversation at the door. Roma unmediately catches 

the viewer's eye in Ms ivory colored suit that sets him apart form the drab grays and 

blacks ofthe other salesmen. The camera dolhes back to further behind Levene as Roma 

steps into the restaurant. Levene tums to face him. The angle is stiU Mgh as Levene's 

back fills the right side ofthe screen in silhouette, and Roma fills the lower left side in 

bright hght. This visually demonstrates the relationsMp ofthe two men: Levene the old 
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salesman on his way out and Roma the shining new star ofthe firm on the rise. Levene 

speaks to Roma in monosyllables, while Roma speaks in the crisp and brisk dialect of the 

busuiess world. .A cut to a full shot reveals the mterior ofthe restaurant as the two men 

walk to the bar. When the pair step up to the bar Roma glances to the right and sees 

Lingk (Jonathan Price). The audience has yet to see this character, and Roma's glance is 

brief and hard to notice on the first viewing ofthe film. Roma like any good con man 

knows not to reveal Ms plan even tMough facial expressions that Mamet calls the "tell" in 

House of Games. Levene never looks towards Lingk but sits down and orders a J 4& B. 

Roma orders Ms drink, and there is a cut to a an over-the-shoulder shot from Levene's 

point of view as Lingk is revealed at the end ofthe bar for the first time. Roma begins to 

weave a tale about the weather to attract Lingk's attention. This is so subtie that the 

audience may not be aware of Roma's real motive. The story is the bait Roma uses to 

capture Ms marie. A cut to a two-shot of Roma and Levene shows Roma telling Levene 

the story of grown men beggmg to be shot because ofthe heat and Roma glancing 

towards Lingk trying to draw him into the conversation. 

The background behind Roma shows the red and gold stained glass windows of 

the restaurant. Roma always appears in the first part ofthe movie surrounded by these 

bright colors. The colors ofthe restaurant emit a feehng of warmtii and sheher from the 

storm outside just as Roma deceptively presents himself to Lingk as a gum of a happuiess 

based on forgetting morahty. Levene pays httie attention to Roma's speech as he puts on 

Ms glasses and begms selecting pretzels out of a tray. Another cut back to the over-the-

shoulder shot of Lingk includes a voice-over of Roma saying he has read that it is not 
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good to drink alcohol when it is hot. Roma knows Lingk will respond since the man has 

a drink in Ms hand. Lingk demands to know who gave tMs advice. There is a cut back to 

the two-shot of Roma and Levene as Levene sips Ms drink and finally looks at Luigk; 

Roma never looks up but stirs Ms drink, pauses and then looks right at Lingk to say that 

while the experts say you should drink water he "subscribes to the law of contrary pubhc 

opimon. If everyone says one thing then I say bet the other way" (Mamet, Glengarry 

movie). TMs hook catches Lingk. While Roma tells Ms philosophy on expert advice. 

Levene first gulps down Ms J & B and then sips a glass of water before getting up to 

leave. TMs creates a mce contrast between the two salesmen; one has the confidence to 

flaunt the fact that he hves contrary to the expert's advice, while the other immediately 

does what the experts tell Mm subconsciously. The httie scene also demonstrates Roma's 

predatory nature and Levene's lost desire to sell to the man on the street. As Levene 

leaves, there is a cut to a close-up of Roma and Lkigk as Lingk becomes tangled in 

Roma's web. 

The next scene between Roma and Lin^ appears well uito the movie when all the 

other salesmen Mt the streets trying to close deals after Blake's speech. Playing 

undemeath this scene, ahnost uiaudible but buildmg as the scene progresses, is Duke 

Elllington's "Prelude to a Kiss." The tune appears agam ui the following scene between 

Lmg and Roma just before Roma gives Ms big sales pitch to Lmgk. At tMs pomt the song 

can be clearly heard. TMs tune becomes an aural indicator ofthe direction Roma is 

headed with Lingk. TMs scene is the prelude to a pitch. 
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Roma is able to remain in the comfort ofthe restaurant and court Lingk while the 

others roam the rainy streets in despau" The dialogue for tMs second scene comes dû ectiy 

from the third scene ofthe first act ofthe play. After a low angle shot of Levene m an 

outdoor phone booth trapped m the dark blue downpour of water, there is a cut to a 

close-up of Roma m an over-the-shoulder shot from Lingk's point of view. Roma and 

Lingk now sit in a large cu-cular booth across from each other. Spatial placement 

symbolizes the growing attraction Luigk feels for Roma and shows the progression of 

Roma's seduction offscreen. A close-up of Roma reveals Mm filling up the left side of 

the frame as bright hghts sMne ui the mirrors on the walls hi back and to the right of him. 

Roma's monologue from the play stays intact with reaction shots from Luigk peppered 

tMoughout the speech. Lingk always appears in the shadows overwhelmed mentally by 

Roma and physically by the red plush booth surrounding him. His image fills the lower 

right ofthe frame as he looks away at the bar while Roma tells him to get rid ofthe 

middle-class morahty that "befuddles" Mm. A cut to a low angle revealing the length of 

the bar shows Moss m the foreground sitting at the bar as Rome steps forward to pick up 

new drinks ui the background. Roma winks at Moss and goes back to the table. Here, 

tMough the cut, Mamet reminds the audience of why Roma is really spending tune with 

Lingk. Roma comes back to Lingk and positions himself shghtly closer to Ms mark. He 

continues the seduction with more talk ofthe meaning of hfe laced with images of various 

body fluids and functions. The viewer and Lingk are seduced into hstening because of 

Roma's soothing dehvery and fluid body movements. The film cuts away from the pak 
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for a few more scenes, not as long as the first breakaway, creating a progression to 

Roma's sales pitch not possible ui the play and pointing up the sale as a seduction. 

The pMlosopMcal rhetoric Roma uses to lure Lingk mirrors Gordon CJekko's 

misguided philosophy ui Wallstreet (1987). While Gekko teUs his stockholders that greed 

is good, Roma teUs Lingk to get rid ofthe nriddle-class morahty that makes him feel guilty 

about Ms actions. Both men work to reverse the traditional objections to a materialistic 

and selfish lifestyle by borrowing the language of rehgion. Romas mind-set equals the 

type of thinking shown in several movies ofthe late 1970's and far mto the 1980's and 

mirrors the ratMess attitude many business executives felt would get people to the top of 

the America busuiess world. Mamet explains that the "the play is about a society based 

on business . . . a society with one bottom line: [sic] How much money you make" 

(Gussow C19). This statement also unphes the concept of how many possessions can 

you amass. Roma presents himself to Lingk as a key to entering tiris material world. The 

scene ends with Roma askmg Lingk why he worries about bad things. In an uiterestuig 

uicorporation of existentiahst tenants, Roma wants Lingk to not worry about tMowing his 

money away because a person can never predict the outcome of a choice. The person 

must act to be alive and not fear the outcome and not look back ui regret. He tells Lingk 

that "I do that wMch today I think will make me secure" (29). Wonying about whether 

the choice made is morally correct is not one of Roma's priorities. 

A few scenes later as the camera focuses on Levene agam talking on the pay 

phone, tMs tune back at the restaurant, Luigk is shown emerguig from the dark corridor 

ofthe batMoom and walking back to the booth where Roma still sits. The camera is not 
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UI deep focus so it is at first difficuh to make out Luigk. Away from Roma he has no 

unportance in Mamet's world of cuttMoats. Lingk sits much closer to Roma now. 

Mamet edits out some dialogue from the play at tMs point and adds new hnes that help 

move the action forward and create a less theatrical speech. Mamet oimts a protracted 

carpe diem speech that Roma need not give to Lingk since the lengthening ofthe time 

these men spend together convinces the audience Lingk needs httie pushing from Roma 

at this point. Now, Mamet has Roma move quickly to acMeve Ms ultimate goal, scoring a 

sale. In the play, Roma formally introduces himself in the last few hnes ofthe scene 

between Roma and Lingk after several words are exchanged. Roma delivers two long 

speeches to Lingk in quick succession in the play and the force ofthe words are what 

hooks Lingk and not a beautifully orchestrated seduction. In the play Roma's tecMrique 

is assault not seduction. Mamet allows the viewer to savor the seduction that weaves 

tMoughout the first part ofthe movie. The breakuig up ofthe scenes expands the 

relationsMp between Roma and Lingk over the course of a mght wMch works well ui 

cuiematic terms but would take away from the fast pace that dominates the play. 

Members ofthe audience feel that they are getting brief ghmpses of a night-long 

conversation that becomes progressively more ultimate. 

As Roma tells Luigk that he wants to show Mm somethuig, the scene draws to a 

close. In an over-tiie-shoulder shot from Luigk's pomt of view, the audience sees Roma 

pull out a brochure from Ms coat pocket and move in very close to Luigk. The camera 

dolhes quickly around Lingk to the front ofthe pak reveahng them sitting like lovers ui 

the booth. The hghting and the set surrounding the men appears in rich reds adding to 
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the sexual overtones ofthe scene. Iromcally, red also symbohzes Roma's devihsh 

deception. At tMs point Mamet makes effective use ofthe close-up to show the final 

seduction of Lingk ui a way that could never be portrayed on the stage. A close-up of a 

real estate Mochure ui Roma's hands held out agauist a red tablecloth, shot from Luigk's 

point of view, shows the man's strong attraction to Roma's pitch. There is a cut to a 

two-shot ofthe men. The camera dolhes in for an extreme close-up as the pitch gets 

more urgent and intimate. TMs cuts to Roma lovingly unfolding the brochure revealing 

rich green scenes of Florida agauist the red tablecloth It looks hke Eden, and Roma's 

wuiding arm movements appear serpentine ui their seduction. The final cut to the men in 

extreme close-up shows Lingk wiping the sweat from Ms Mow as his excitement mounts. 

This unage is abruptly cut off by a shot ofthe El Train windows flying by ui the night 

signahng the end ofthe first "act" ofthe film. The audience is left to uifer the outcome 

ofthe pitch until well uito the later part ofthe movie. 

After the black-out, a cut to a bright city street offers a stark contrast to the mght 

scenes. A low angle camera restuig at the curb on the right hand side of the frame reveals 

an establishing shot of an overpass with fast traffic rusMng across its length and a busthng 

city street undemeath. Across the street from the curb, pedestrians wMsk by ui the 

moming rush to work. In the center ofthe frame, the sun shines directly mto the 

audience's eyes. TMs bright hght proves very uncomfortable to the viewer after the 

darker scenes ofthe rain soaked mght streets and tiie restaurant. A car pulls up in the 

center ofthe frame, and a man in sunglasses steps out ofthe car. He is dressed in a 

business suit with suspenders and a satchel briefcase. As the man passes by the camera, it 
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becomes obvious to the viewer that this is Ricky Roma. The camera pans around to 

follow Roma as he moves down the street past a Dunkin Donut Shop and a Kid Dy-No-

Mite store giving the viewer visual indicators that tMs is busthng business district of a 

large city. Suddenly the name Premiere Travel appears on a green awning at the top of 

the frame. This is the first visual clue that this street is the same one the salesmen were 

crossing back and forth from office to restaurant in the night scenes. The positioning of 

the name ofthe company at a Mgh angle over Ricky's head sonifies the power tMs 

company has even over its top salesman and foreshadows the losses about to be suffered 

by Roma once inside the confines ofthe building. The lighting, noise, crowds, and 

weather are so different from the opening ofthe movie as to make tMs street appear to be 

a part of another world than the one shown ui the carrier mght scenes. The abrupt shift in 

time and weather compliments the changes in the uitemal and extemal rhythm ofthe film 

as the crime plot grows ui magmtude, and the characters unintentionally race towards 

theu- doom. The musical score's sudden staccato rhythm adds aural tension as does tiie 

sound of footsteps on broken glass. 

Mamet adds a small scene between Roma and a city pohceman ui the screenplay 

that illustrates that even Roma's cool display from tiie mght before is an act. Roma walks 

up to the pohce officer and asks "What happened?" (Mamet, Glengarry) referring to the 

broken windows of Preimere Travel and the yellow pohce tape around the door. The 

pohceman unmediately confronts Roma with an accusatory "Y ou! Where do you work?" 

(Mamet, Glengarry movie). Roma resorts to sarcasm replying "I work, yes. I work 

here. What happened?" (Mamet, Glengarry movie). When informed that a robbery has 
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taken place, Roma mns uiside. This httie scene not only opens up the salesmen's world 

to the world outside the play's settuigs, it makes clear that to anyone outside the company 

that Roma is a nobody and a suspect. The fast paced music and sounds of broken glass 

mirror the sudden pamc felt by Roma. Whereas Roma was shown in mostly close-ups 

during Ms shck seduction of Lingk, he now appears ui fuU shots agauist a cluttered 

background that pulls the viewer's focus away from Roma as he losses the control he had 

over the world of the mght. 

In the scenes between Lingk and Roma the next day at the office when Lingk 

comes to get Ms money back, Roma treats Lingk hke an old girlfriend he is trying to 

dodge. The scene keeps both men in half shadow and half light as they try to gather the 

trath from each other and hold back secrets. As the scene progresses, Lingk's face 

becomes totally echpsed by shadows to enhance Ms confusion over whether to listen to 

Roma or Ms wife. Roma enlists Levene to help him get rid of Luigk. For the most part, 

Roma keeps a great physical gitif between himself and Lingk as he tries to get rid ofthe 

man. He comes close a few tunes to hold hands briefly and assure Luigk that they will 

get together agaui. As the scene progresses and as Levene enters the iimer office, Roma 

decides to uivite Lingk back to the bar for more drinks. Seeuig the big sale shp from Ms 

hands, Roma instinctively wants to go back to the seductive setting that first swayed his 

chent. He knows that the stark atmosphere ofthe office with its contrasting bright hghts 

and dark shadows is not conducive to another seduction, and he must win Lingk back in 

order to keep at the top ofthe sales competition. The deep focus used in this office scene 

points up the fact that Roma is conducting a business transaction and not the seduction of 
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the soft focus scenes in the bar. Prominent in the background behind Lingk and Roma is 

the sales chart that reinforces the fact that Roma must seU to Lingk to get the Cadillac. 

Yet, Roma caimot get Lingk away fast enough before the daylight world of conftjsion in 

the office stops the deal short. Roma carmot work Ms magic without Ms props. He needs 

the darkness ofthe mght to mask Ms trae intentions. 

Mamet adds several scenes to the film that present Shelly Levene alone trying to 

make a sale. These scenes aUow the audience to sympathize with tMs character in a way 

not possible in the play where Levene makes no sales calls. These scenes also make the 

movie more Levene's story and not an ensemble piece like the play. In the first of these 

added scenes, Levene is in the office acting out an old scenario to try and hook a chent. 

The camera circles slowly around him at a slightly Mgh angle like a vulture hovering over 

its prey. Levene holds away the phone and talks to an imaguiary secretary, Grace, as if 

she is actually there. There is something sad mid pathetic about the salesman alone in the 

room talking to phantoms of Ms own making. Deep focus photography makes the room 

appear all the more overwhelming and Levene all the more physically and psy chologically 

isolated. All these years of inventing stories to make himself sound important to the chent 

have become more of a reahty than the actual office. The camera finally stops with 

Levene again ui the very edge ofthe frame on the left, uisignificant and overwhelmed by 

the office around Mm. In another scene, Levene stands in an outdoor phone booth, stiU 

yelling at the imaginary Grace to get him airhne tickets, passports, etc. As mentioned 

before, tMs scene emerges tMough the blurred glass ofthe phone booth as the rain pours 

down outside. TMs time the shot is from a low ang^e. The camera zooms in to a close-
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up that distorts Levene's face even more than the water creatuig a visual effect of a man 

hterally stretched beyond recogmtion, the equivalent of what his job is doing to him. 

Perhaps the fumriest and saddest scene ofthe entire movie uivolves Levene's visit 

to a chent's house. The scene does not appear in the play, but it is the most effective of 

the additions in explaining the odds Levene is up against. By seeing the rejection, viewers 

are able to better understand Levene's desperate need to get the new leads. Levene has 

talked to the chent's wife on the phone, but not her husband. In tMs scene, the first-hand 

rejections Levene goes tMough every day are depicted ui a series of shots tiiat reuiforce 

his ineffectiveness. At the same time, the camera displays a traditional sales tecMrique not 

working and making Levene look foolish. When Levene shows up unexpectedly at the 

door, he resembles a rain soaked puppy wearing a silly hat. The customer in the scene is 

always shot at a low angle, while Levene is filmed from a slightly Mgh angle emphasizing 

Levene's ineffectualness. Levene and the chent sit on facing couches. Levene wears a 

wom out business suit that makes him look much older than the chent who is in a 

turtieneck, muscular, and healthy looking. At one pomt, the frame is composed ofthe 

customer's legs ui the right hand part ofthe frame looming over Levene who is a much 

smaller figure ui the center. At the door before he leaves, the frame shows Levene face-

to-face with the chent so that the chent towers over him as he leaves. The chent refuses 

to make duect eye contact with Levene tMoughout tMs scene creating a greater visual 

distance between Levene and the outside world. Each detail ofthe frame pouits up the 

powerless position of Levene. 
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Mamet adds a character not found in the play. This is Blake (Alec Baldwin) who 

comes from the main office of Mitch and Murray to give a speech to the men on how 

they are deadbeats who need to boost theu sales. Blake represents a nineties update to 

the script. He is the sales consultant Mred to conduct corporate downsizing. He adds a 

new layer to the Merarchy and makes reaching the bosses at the top more difficult. Blake 

operates as a messenger from the daytime world ofthe executive gods who deem the 

salesmen too uisignificant for them to visit. Blake is the stereotypical yuppie with a 

fascmation with material gains. From Ms Rolex watch to Ms BMW, he has no problem 

flaunting Ms wealth to the salesmen teaching them that without material wealth they are 

nothing. Blake, like Roma, bears a remarkable resemblance to Gekko Gordon (Michael 

Douglas) of Wallstreet. He just operates lower on the corporate ladder than Gekko, but 

sports tiie same behefs. Blake, like Gekko, hves by the philosophy tiiat greed is good. 

Like Gekko and Roma, Blake uses rehgious metaphors to impart Ms views on business to 

a captive audience. These men also emphasize the fact that in order to survive in the 

cuttMoat world of busuiess you either get greedy and destroy everyone in your path to the 

top or you get killed by your co-workers. Gekko teUs the stockholders, "In my book you 

do it right or you get elimmated" {Wallstreet). Blake says, "It's fuck or walk. Y ou close 

or you Mt the bricks" (Mamet, Glengarry movie). Gekko teUs Ms people that "greed is 

good. Greed works. Greed clarifies, cuts tMough and capmres the essence ofthe 

evolutionary spuif {Wallstreet). Gekko's statement reflects a Darwinian view of 

busuiess. Blake adds to this concept by unplying that without greed people do not exist. 

He tells the salesmen, "I made $970,000 last year. How much you make? You see pal, 
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that's who I am and you're nothing" (Mamet, Glengarry movie). TMs ultra shck 

consultant drives home the vast difference ui position between Mm and the lowly sales 

force by showing off Ms watch that would cost any of these men a year's salary. 

Visually the scene with Blake is an amazing mixture of rehgious and busuiess 

unages. First there is the set. The office is long and narrow, hke a chapel, complete with 

a pulpit at the far end. Blake gh^es a fire and brimstone jeremiad to the men and uicludes 

a heaven or hell ultimatum m Ms speech. There will be a sales contest. First prize wiU be 

a Cadillac, second prize a pari" of steak knives, third prize "you're fired." Other words of 

Blake take on rehgious overtones reinforcing the visual unage of a preacher and Ms 

wayward flock. He asks the salesmen, "Have you made your decision. For Christ!" 

While the mention of Christ is an exphcative, it sounds hke an odd inflection of a 

common jeremiad pMase. Later, Blake tells the salesmen to "go and do likewise," 

mimickuig bibhcal language. 

Perhaps one ofthe strongest visual unages ofthe film occurs when Blake pulls out 

the coveted Glengarry leads. The management speaks of these leads as sacred keys to a 

salesman's success in prior scenes. He holds them cupped in Ms hand hke a religious rehc 

as the camera zooms in for a close-up. The cards fill the screen. They are a strange 

shade of red and tied with a dehcate gold ribbon. After holduig the leads out as if 

offering them to the sales force, Blake quickly pulls them back and hands them to 

Williamson to be placed in the safe ofthe inner office, wMch takes on the image of an 

inner temple where only the high-priests may enter. These leads wiU only be given out to 

"closers." These sacred leads become the object of all the salesmen's desires. Moss 
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discusses steahng them with Aaronow; Levene begs for just two; in the scene in the rain 

drenched streets, Levene tries to buy them from Wilh^nson. Even Roma is not unmune 

to the desire for the Glengarry leads. 

Words in a Mamet script are often dehvered as rapid gunfire. They are a 

rhythnric mix ofthe profound and the profane. Since early in Ms career, some critics 

have blasted Mamet's abundant use of obscemties, especially Ms all time favorite "fuck." 

The cinematic Glengarry, no exception, received an "R" rating for language alone. 

Mamet's tecMrique in writing dialogue often causes the profamty to stand out. Fust, 

Mamet ehnrinates all but the most essential words, and even takes these away at times, so 

that the words resemble the language seen on telegraph messages. Theatre scholar 

C.W.E, Bigsby notes that Mamet's characters "speak in fragments, contradict themselves, 

and abandon thought in midstream"(123). An example of tMs type of dialogue in 

Glengarry occurs when Moss and Aaronow discuss the history ofthe office: 

Aaronow: They came in and they, you know... 

Moss: Well, they fucked it up. 

Aaronow: They did. 

Moss: They killed the goose. 

Aaronow: They did. 

Moss: And now... 

Aaronow: We're stuck with tMs... 

Moss: We're stuck with tMs fucking sMt... 

Aaronow: ... tMs sMt... 
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Moss: It's too... 

Aaronow: It is. 

Moss: Eh? 

Aaronow: It's to...(12-13) 

The conversation continues ui these short bursts of speech for several pages. Bigsby 

relates ui Ms book how Mamet is so concemed with rhythm that he counts beats on Ms 

fingers during rehearsals tryuig to make sure the rhythm is right. He often places the 

heavy beats on the most profane words to add emphasis, especially when characters are 

seekuig control of other characters (124). Some ofthe dialogue in American Buffalo 

consists of a string of curse words in iamMc pentameter wMch when performed onstage 

give a strange poetry to these "lower-class" guttural utterances. However, emphasis on 

the profane also startles and often offends the unimtiated audience. Glengarry rehes 

heavily on tMs type of dialogue for part of its effectiveness, adding another layer of 

brutahty and isolation to the script Kenneth Turan praises the way Mamet has captured 

the dialect ofthe salesman in Glengarry. Turan points out that "Mamet has created a 

version of their staccato speech patterns, their complex caU and response rhythms and 

elhptical references that is as good as modem dialogue gets" (F3). Translating this 

dialogue effectively to the screen is very important to the overall atmosphere and themes 

of tMs Mamet piece. In the theatrical version of Glengarry, the audience sees the full 

stage and hears actors in what sometimes sounds hke a gun battie of words firing across 

the set. Foley chose to film the scenes mcorporating tMs type of dialogue ui a dizzying 

sequence of medium and close-up shots with a music score that works against the Mgh 
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speed rhythm undemeath. The Moss .Aaronow scenes are the best examples of this 

tecMrique. They never face each other in the car or in a later scene at a donut shop. 

They face the windows as they speak. In the restaurant, the cuts between the two are as 

dizzyuig as the dialogue and heighten the rhythms ofthe speech. Sometunes the close-up 

is a reaction shot, sometunes not. Yet, just when the audience thinks they distuiguish a 

pattern, the dialogue and the type of shot changes again. The visual picture is as choppy 

as the language. Foley also contrasts the short quick dialogue and quick cuts between 

Moss and Aaronow with the long smooth shots of Ricky Roma and James Lmgk. TMs 

contrast emphasizes the instabihty of Moss and Aaronow compared to the unwavering 

confidence of Roma in the first "act"' ofthe film. 

By paring down the language to tiie bare minimum, Mamet places great emphasis 

on how language works in the sales world. He plays with tMs idea in both the play and 

the film. Language becomes a barrier more than a tool for communication. Therefore, 

in tMs movie dialogue takes on a greater emphasis than in most motion pictures. Vuicent 

Canby describes the dialogue ofthe Glengarry film as "salesmen talking to one another 

as if commimicating tMough a faulty long-distance telephone wire. They speak at the 

same time, loop back to earher unfinished thoughts, do not listen or simply repeat the last 

thing the other said. They are barely in touch, wMch is why the moments in wMch they 

do connect are so moving" (CI). 

The choice to have several scenes in isolated spaces, to have characters talk 

without facing each other, and to use quick cuts back and forth between actors aU giv e 

the audience a visual equivalent of Mamet's signature dialogue. The visual image ofthe 
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window also plays a major role ui showing a barrier to commumcation and commitment 

While the characters do not look at each other, they do gaze out windows blurred by the 

rain while others speak to them. These shots looking out the window are all in deep 

focus. The camera as well as the salesmen peer into the mght trying to view the real 

world. There is clearly a world outside that the salesmen cannot reach tMough the 

barriers of glass and water. Windows serve as barriers between the character and 

effective communication with the outside world. 

Glengarry Glen Ross is a harsh film both visually and aurally. It takes the viewer 

on a desperate ride tMough the beaten down hves of pathetic men. The firm ui 

Glengarry is the result ofthe ultimate, machismo one-upmansMp of American business, 

and Levene is the sacrificial lamb ofthe rehgion ofthe dollar. Mamet's decision to open 

up the play only on a limited scale imhke most filmmakers, keeps the isolation uitact even 

as the salesmen move out into the world around tiiem reflecting the fears of the modem 

worker in corporate America. 

Mamet's choices make Glengarry Glen Ross a difficult film to sit tMough 

without feeling overwhehned at times by the powerful and claustrophobic images of these 

men. The altemative choices of Mamet received mixed reviews from film critics. The 

critical opimons divide themselves mto two distincthe camps. Some critics such as 

Vincent Canby ofthe Washington Post praise this imique approach to filming as 

"demomc skill"(C15). Others hke Dave KeM feel the movie is an excellent example of 

overindulgence in method acting. Yet a look back at the theme ofthe play discussed 
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earher, proves these choices clearly support and clarify the theme however uncomfortable 

it is to view. It is a hard sell about a hard topic. Glengarry Glen Ross is the ultimate 

death march for the lowly salesperson in corporate America. 
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CHAPTER V 

BUSD ĴESS VERSUS FRIENDSHIP: .AMERICANBUFFALO 

American Buffalo premiered in CMcago at the Goodman Theatre, Stage Two on 

October 23, 1975. Gregory Mosher, the origuial director ofthe play and producer ofthe 

1996 cuiematic version, writes ui the uitroduction to a new paperback edition ofthe play 

how a relatively unknown David Mamet came uito the Goodman Theatre ui CMcago and 

aimounced to Mosher that he had a play for theu- next season. Mosher told Mamet he 

would read the script. .A confident Mamet rephed, "you don't need to read it. Just do if 

(Mosher ix). He also guaranteed Mosher that he would "put five grand in escrow, and if 

the play doesn't win the Puhtzer, keep the money"" (Mosher ix). Mosher read only a few 

pages of the text and knew that he wanted to direct the play. He felt that it was umque 

and worth the risk. After this bold beguining, Mamet won an Obie for Distinguished 

Playwrighting in 1976. The judges named Sexual Perversity in Chicago and American 

Buffalo as the reason for their decision. American Buffalo moved on to become a 

Broadway production in February of 1977. The origuial Broadway version starred 

Robert Duvall and John Savage. TMs production gauied hmited critical acclaim in New 

York theatre circles during tMs time, and sales remained low. It took Al Pacino in the role 

of Teach ui a 1980 revival ofthe play at the Cu-cle ui the Square ui New York City to 

create a box-office sensation that brought the play national recogmtion as an American 

classic. 
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Theatre scholars now recognize David M2m[iQt's American Buffalo as a 

masterpiece ofthe American theatre. While the play opened ui CMcago to enthusiastic 

reviews in the fall of 1975, its Broadway debut resulted ui a mixed reception. Many early 

critics struggled to categorize the play in an effort to extract the meaning. These same 

critics beheving the play to be reahstic decided that it did not measure up to what they 

beheved to be the accepted standards of realism. Partially because of these assumptions 

about style and partially because ofthe profamty ui the scripl American Buffalo suffered 

a round of scathing criticisms in its beginning months of production. Sample negative 

responses included Brendon Gill's assertion that American Buffalo was "a curiously 

offensive piece of writing" that offered no inteUectual merits and John Simon's remark 

that the play "marks time" (Jones 24), a reference to the inaction ofthe plot. Critical 

attempts to \iQW American Buffalo as "kitchen sink" realism were shortsighted and 

simplistic reflecting a tendency in American theatre that Mamet did not seek to emulate. 

M^net considered these attacks on American Buffalo to be a clear demonstration of a 

lack of vision on the part of critics. Mamet bemoans the fact that the American theatre 

evokes an ill-defined realism as the standard by wMch most critics judge plays, and the 

playwright does not relish being labeled a neo-reahst because ofthe hnritations he beheves 

that label places on the artist. In Writing in Restaurants, Mamet cautions readers about 

the problems theatre practitioners have defining the concept of reahsm ui America. He 

explains, "Most American theatrical workers are in tMall to the idea of realism. A very 

real urge to be truthful, to be trae, constrains them to judge their efforts and actions 

agauist an inchoate, wMch is to say against an unspecified standard of reahty" (130). 
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Echoing the famous Russian directors Stanislavski and Y'akhtangov, Mamet finds it more 

unportant to be trae to the aesthetic integrity ofthe play (Mamet, Writing 130). 

American Buffalo's "aesthetic uitegrity" uicludes elements of reahsm while it mauitauis 

very strong ties to naturalism and absurdism. 

American Buffalo bears a closer resemblance to the naturahstic theatre than the 

plot driven reahsm referred to by early critics. The characters, hke many ui naturahstic 

theatre, are products of theu- lower-class environment. The plot works as a shce of tMee 

men's hves without the twists and tums of a well-made plot to keep the audience guessuig 

what will happen next. However, the forces of heredity and environment that make 

victims of humamty in naturalism seem to have abandoned tiiese characters altogether in 

a situation resembling that of Samuel Becket's characters in the absurdist play Endgame. 

The play has been compared to Waiting for Godot, also by Samuel Beckett, because of 

the inabihty ofthe characters to take action and the continuous waiting for offstage 

characters that never appear. While some critics point to Mamet's vernacular speech as a 

hallmark of naturahsm, American Buffalo's dialogue does not tecMrically meet the 

requirements of naturalistic theatre. The language contains a poetry and rhythm that is 

not a reflection ofthe naturahstic movement's demand for exact recording of vernacular 

language. The discourse on the surface sounds like an imitation ofthe vernacular speech 

patterns used by the typical CMcago hood. But closer examination reveals much more 

than mere transcription. As Anne Dean points out in her study of Mamet's language, the 

playwright "does not merely record what he hears around him, but mampulates it into 

free verse" {Language 17). At times the dialogue compares to Chekov's inferred speech 
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patterns in The Cherry Orchard where characters often appear to engage in pointiess 

conversation that reveals much about the character's inner life. 

In an interview for the New Theatre Quarterly in 1988, David Mamet explained 

what he felt was the genre of American Buffalo. The playwright states: 

.American Buffalo is a classical tragedy, tiie protagonist of wMch is the junk 
store owner, who is tryuig to teach a lesson ui how to behave hke the excellent 
man to his young ward. And he is tempted by the devil mto betraying all his 
principles. Once he does that, he is uicapable of even differentiating between 
sunple lessons of fact, and betrays himself mto allowing Teach to beat up tMs 
young fellow whom he loves. He then undergoes recogmtion in reversal -
realizing that all this comes out of Ms vamty, that because he abdicated a moral 
position for one moment in favour of some momentary gain, he has let anarchy 
into Ms life and has come close to killing the thing he loves. And he realizes at 
the end ofthe play that he has made a huge mistake, that rather than Ms young 
ward needing lessons in being an excellent man, it is he himself who needs 
those lessons. (Schvey 14) 

There is no doubt that Don displays all ofthe elements ofthe tragic hero, but there are 

comic overtones in this play that cannot be ignored. The comedy is dark and reflects a 

cynical and sarcastic view of hfe on the part ofthe characters. Without the comedy, the 

isolation and despair ofthe tMee characters emotionally overwhelm an audience. 

The play contains many famihar Mametian concerns including human 

relationsMps equated to con games, the etMcal concerns of business versus fiiendsMp, 

and an exploration ofthe individual cormpted by the greed ofthe American capitalist 

system. American Buffalo demonstrates that from the beginning of Ms career as a writer, 

Mamet showed concerns about how the American economic sy stem adversely alters 

individuals. Mamet made clear the message he intended for the play to convey in an 
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uiterview with Richard Gottheb for the New York Times. Mamet elaborates: 

The play is about the American etMc of business. About how we excuse aU 
sorts of great and small betrayals and etMcal compromises caUed business. I 
feh angry about business when I wrote the play. I used to stand at the back of 
the theater and watch the audience as they left. Women had a much easier 
tune with the play. Busuiessmen left it muttering vehemently about its 
inadequacies and pointiessness. But they weren't really mad because the play 
was pointless - no - one can be forced o sit tMough an hour-and-a-half of 
meaningless dialogue - they were angry because the play was about them. (D4) 

Mamet wanted to explore the iromes ofthe "American Business EtMc" a term he 

considered to be an oxymoron. He found it fascuiatuig that tirings hke theft and 

conspiracy were considered criminal when committed by small time crooks but could be 

applauded as good business practices when carried out by corporate executives. Mamet 

points out that "there's really no difference between the lumpenproletariat and 

stockbrokers or corporate lawyers who are the lackeys of business [although] part ofthe 

American myth is that a difference exists, that at a certain point vicious behavior becomes 

laudable" (Gottheb D4). He goes on to elaborate that "the etMcs ofthe business 

commimity is that you can be as predatory as you want within a structured environment" 

(Gottheb D4). 

UTiile American Buffalo is a play, it has close thematic connections to the movies 

that came out during the same decade the play was first produced. Anne Dean observed 

in her study of Mamet's language \n American Buffalo that the play echoes the "veiled 

manner of expressing violence and hostihty" found in The Godfather movies ofthe same 

decade. She points to the frequent references to murder as a business in the Godfather 

films as a direct paraUel to the mind-set ofthe characters m American Buffalo. Teach, 

tMoughout the play, echoes the type of ratMess logic that Michael Corleone used in The 
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Godfather II to justify the killing of Ms brother Fredo. .A.t the opening of American 

Buffalo Teach is offended by his poker buddies, Grace and RutMe, who make an off

hand remark about Teach taking a piece of toast off of a plate of discarded food at the 

duier. Teach views the women as ungrateful because he has picked up the check for 

them on many previous occasions. He tells Don that "tiie only way to teach these people 

is to kill them" (11). The difference between Corleone and Teach is that Corleone has 

the abihty and resources to act out Ms retributions. Teach remauis uieffectual and 

powerless to do more than strike out at Bobby with pieces of rabble from Don's junk 

shop. 

There can be no doubt that the play reflects 1970's American society strugghng 

with scandal and fraud. When the play came out ui 1975, the Umted States had just gone 

tMough one ofthe most troubling years in its pohtical history. Early in 1974 taped WMte 

House conversations were made pubhc that placed President Niscon's claim of innocence 

over the Watergate affair ui doubt. Later the House of Representatives began 

dehberation on tMee articles of impeachment against Nixon. In August of 1974 President 

Richard Nixon resigned because of Ms involvement in the Watergate scandal before 

impeachment proceedings could continue. Several former WMte House aides were 

convicted and sentenced in the Watergate cover-up and related matters that same year. 

The Intemal Revenue Service ordered Nixon to pay $432,787.13 in back taxes that same 

year. Also in 1974, oil producing countries artificially inflated the price of oil 

contributing to a fuel shortage and recession in the Umted States. The citizens ofthe 

Umted States lost trust in their leaders and the economy as Watergate scandals grew and 
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a recession deepened. Popular fihns of 1974-75 uicluduig The Godfather Part II 

explored the corraption ofthe uidividual as uitricately connected to American business 

practices and greed and mirrored the helplessness felt by many Americans. The play 

American Buffalo fits easily into tMs type of exploration. Mamet's petty criminals try to 

emulate the etMcs ofthe Corleones and WMte House pohticians as they conduct the 

business of robbing their mark. 

The play explores troubling contradictions lurkuig behind the concept of America 

as a land of opportumty based on capitalism, a system under wMch everyone is supposed 

to prosper. Mamet chooses tMee petty crooks from the fiinges of urban American 

society to explore tiris problem. As with Glengarry Glen Ross, Mamet focuses on the 

way that materialism, greed and the America business etMc creates a world where the 

only concem becomes how much a person can amass in terms of material wealth. This 

choice, hke in the Glengarry script, makes character much more important than plot. 

The plot can be summed up in a few sentences. Much ofthe action takes place 

offstage before the first act begms. Before American Buffalo's opening scenes, a man 

buys a buffalo-head rrickel from Don's Resale Shop for rrinety dollars. The man comes 

mto Don's shop the next day after buyuig the mckel to ask if Don has "some other 

articles of uiteresf (Mamet, Buffalo play 31). Don, owner of Don's Resale Shop, later 

decides that the man cheated Mm by paying less than what the origuial mckel is worth. 

He sends Ms flunky Bobby out to spy on the man to find out where he is staying and to 

get uiformation so that Don can steal back the com and ultunately the man's entu-e coui 

collection. Act I beguis one week later as Bobby comes to report his latest findings on 
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the man ui question. Bobby, a recovering drug addicl proves to be an ineffectual spy. 

Don's fiiend Teach shows up and wants in on the possible heist ofthe coin collection and 

wants Bobby out. Don enlists the help of an old poker buddy, Fletch, as an accomphce 

ui the burglary. Teach opposes tMs choice. Don and Teach spend most of the play 

discussuig how they plan to cany out the burglary. Bobby appears and disappears several 

times during the play as Teach and Don taUc. Bobby's actions make Teach beheve tiiat 

the boy plans to steal the coins himself in order to get money for drugs. Ultimately. 

Teach bashes Bobby on the head because he does not trust Mm. Teach then trashes the 

shop, and Don and Teach set out to take Bobby to the hospital after finding out the boy 

was honest aU along. 

Deceptively simple plots of tMs nature were common in films ofthe 1970's, and 

like the play Glengarry, American Buffalo mirrors many ofthe themes found in the films 

ofthe decade it was produced. As Wilham Palmer pointed out ui Ms study of films in the 

seventies, a common theme of movies ui this era was the examination of things that on 

the surface appear simple but in the long ran tum out to be complex and beyond 

comprehension (12). Beyond this sparse plot lurks a powerful message about how the 

greed and materialism of our society has created petty criminals out ofthe lower classes. 

TMs message comes out in the dialogue ofthe characters m American Buffalo when 

speaking to each other. .Anne Dean observed in her exploration of the play that these 

characters feed into the society they hate mirroring the language and larger crimes of the 

big corporations (86). These characters are cheap hoods justifying crimes with \\ aU 

Street logic, but since these are despicable, petty criminals we tend to condemn them. 
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The second most used word ui the play beyond the ever-present "fuck" is "busuiess." 

Some ofthe most telhng lines concerning business come from the character Teach whose 

loyalties go as far as the next business deal. .A.t the beguining of American Buffalo, Teach 

teUs Don that "fiiendsMp is friendsMp, and a wonderful thing, and I am all for it. I have 

never said different, and you know me on this pomt. Okay. But let's just keep it 

separate huh, let's just keep the two apart, and maybe we can deal with each other like 

some human beings" (Mamet, Buffalo 15). Teach later elaborates on what he beheves to 

be the essence ofthe American capitalistic system. .Agaui speaking to Don, Teach reveals 

a cynical and self-centered approach to business: 

Teach: Ŷ ou know what is free enterprise? 

Don: No. What? 

Teach: The freedom . . . 

Don: . . . yeah? 

Teach: Of if\Q IndT\idual. . . 

Don: veah? 

Teach: To Embark on Any Fuckuig Course that he sees fit. 

Don: Uh-huh . . . 

Teach: In order to secure Ms honest chance to make a profit. Am I so out of 

line on tMs? 

Don: No. 

Teach: Does tMs make me a Commie? 

Don: No. 
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Teach: The country's founded on this, Don. You know tMs. (Mamel Buffalo 

73) 

A few lines later Teach adds that "without tMs we're just savage sMtheads in the 

wildemess" (Mamet, Buffalo 73). Teach echoes Roma and Blake in Glengarry with his 

Darwiman survival ofthe fittest mentahty in hfe and business. This Darwiman view of 

business closely resembles a statement made by John D. Rockefeller in a Sunday-school 

address several years ago. Rockefeller noted that "the growth of a large business is 

merely a survival of the fittest.... The American Beauty rose can be produced in the 

spendor and fragrance wMch brings cheer to its beholder only by sacrificing the early 

buds wMch grow up around it. This is not an evil tendancy in business. It is merely the 

working-out of a law of nature and a law of God" (qtd. in Ghent 29). Iromcally, Teach 

beleives he is the American Beauty when ui fact he is one ofthe long lost buds. 

Nineteen years after the first production of American Buffalo, Gregory Mosher, 

the origuial director, attended a film festival screening of Michael Corrente's movie 

Federal Hill. TMs movie was Corrente's first cinematic venture and an adaptation of 

Corrente's off- off- Broadway play about Itahan working-class fiiends growing up in 

Providence, Rhode Island. The film received moderate critical acclaun. Corrente, who 

had directed and acted in two regional productions of American Buffalo, informed 

Mosher at the screening of Federal Hill that American Buffalo heavily urfluenced the 

writing of Ms fihn. Because Mosher was unpressed by Corrente's handhng ofthe street 

scenes ui Federal Hill he unmediately suggested that Corrente du-ect a cuiematic version 
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of American Buffalo. Mosher caUed and convinced Mamet to agree to the project that 

same day. 

.According to an article ui Details magazuie, it was only minutes after Corrente 

secured the legal rights to the fihn that Al Pacino "s agent faxed the director inquiring if 

this was to be an Al Pacino veMcle. However, Corrente soon leamed that Pacino refused 

to work with him as a director. Corrente gave Pacino five weeks to change Ms mind 

knowing that suice the time of Ms stunning performance on Broadway Pacino had hoped 

to reprise the role of Teach in a movie. Pacino kept putting off Corrente until the director 

tumed him down flat. Corrente quickly called Dustui Hoffinan and signed him to the 

project that same day (Fishman 61). The shootriig began on June 1st of 1996 with a 

reported $7.5 nrihion dollar budget. Leshe Kane ofthe David Mamet Review reported 

that actual expenthtures on the film tumed out to be only S3.5 milhon, and the entire 

movie took twenty-eight day s to film. Distribution was not easy to secure for this 

venture; therefore, Corrente and Mosher scheduled fund-raisers in both Providence, 

Rhode Island and Boston to raise money for distribution. The film traveled to a hmited 

number of theatres across the country on much the same circuit as foreign and art fihns 

(Kane, "New and Forthcoming^' 12). 

The cinematic version of American Buffalo begins with great promise to be a tme 

cinematic interpretation ofthe play. The first minutes contain a series of close-ups of 

hands playing poker as the credits role. The audience also gets a ghmpse of Teach"s 

empty wallet explaining the reasons for Ms anger at the beguining of the movie and 

foreshadowing Ms moral bankruptcy. Faces connected to the hands nev er come into 
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view. Anyone famihar with the play immediately recogmzes these hands as belonguig to 

the players ofthe poker game that takes place before the start ofthe play. The fact that 

the heads ofthe players are never seen works as a visual metaphor for the movie's 

exploration ofthe mhng principle of greed and power ui tMs world. Bill Bryden, director 

ofthe London premiere of American Buffalo, speaks of a symbohc poker game being 

played out by the characters ofthe play ui an uiterview with Nesta Jones. He observes: 

it's as if there's a card game going on undemeath the play - a kind of status 
game - who's winning? - Who's on top? You play a card, that's your 
bid - there's a pause the other guy doesn't tell you what Ms cards are and, 
during the pause, decides whether to outbid you or see your hand - it's a poker 
game. (26) 

The movie version makes fiiU use of this metaphor. These are the ultimate poker faces, 

invisible to the worid, and the fiiendly game of poker is really a cut-tMoat business 

proposition. Everyone feigns friendsMp in search of profit. At no point in the play or 

film do the audience members know for sure whether a character is telling the trath or 

just ranning a con. In the early part ofthe play, Don echoes Noah Cross's warning to 

Jake ui Chinatown, a movie that came out the same year the play premiered in CMcago. 

Cross says, "Y ôu may think you know what you're dealing with, but beheve me you 

don't." Don warns Bobby that "tirings are not always what they seem to be" (Mamet, 

Buffalo play 8). TMs also reflects the statement quoted earher by Palmer that fihns ofthe 

seventies were more complex than their surface appearance amphfying their conspiracy 

themes. The film version of American Buffalo retains this seventies quahty. TMee 

members of tMs poker game never appear in the play and are seen only as hands in 

opening shots ofthe film but figure prominently in the action. These characters are 
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Grace, RutMe, and Fletch, regulars at Don's mghttime poker games and sometimes 

partner ui crime with Don and Teach. Seeing only these offstage character's hands 

symbolizes Teach and Don's view ofthe American Buffalo world as a place where 

everyone works shght of hand mampulations on everyone else. These shots place the 

viewer ui that same paranoid frame of mind as Teach and Don searching hands for any 

uregularities. 

Iromcally, Teach's hands are most visible tMoughout tMs movie, and it is Teach s 

hands that the viewer and Don should be watching for signs of mampulation. For it is 

Teach who mampulates Don into surrendering Ms principles in favor of greed before Don 

catches this shght of hand. Leshe Kane observes ui her review ofthe film that "Dustin 

Hoffinan lets Ms fingers do the walking fingering everything, amply foreshadowing Ms 

laying hands on Bobby" (Kane 11). Countless close-ups show Teach combing Ms hair, 

fondling everything on Don's desk and violating Don's space. His hands also hold the 

binoculars that spy on Grace and RutMe. Teach lives up to the reputation of a crooked 

card player in tiris game of power and greed. His ultimate violation of Don's space 

comes when he assaults Bobby. Teach outbids Don by never lettuig him see Ms cards yet 

always peeks over Don's shoulder to see Ms hand. Don fears raising the stakes and 

outbidduig Teach as Ms greed overtakes him, and he succumbs to Teach's cuttMoat 

business etMcs. 

Corrente used Pawtucket, a satelhte ofthe Providence, Rhode Island metroplex, 

as the setting for American Buffalo. However, even Pawrtucket wears a poker face in tMs 

movie. Viewers cannot recognize this city because all visual identification marks are 
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Mdden. CMcago references from the play remaui in the script, but visually Pawtucket 

becomes a generic urban American town with drizzly weather and drab colors suggesting 

the industrial north. No skyhne appears ui an estabhshing shot at any pouit ui the film. 

TMs use of setting contrasts dramatically with Corrente's use ofthe Federal Hill district of 

Providence as the settuig for his first fihn. While the exteriors in American Buffalo reflect 

stark minimahsm. Federal Hill mirrors the cinema verte film style capturing as much of 

the natural visual clutter and noise of a city street as possible ui each shot. Corrente 

pointed up the Providence area ui Federal Hill by abundant use of bird's-eye-view shots 

ofthe giant statue of Roger Wilhams overlooking the city he founded in order to escape 

the rehgious intolerance ofthe Massachusetts Bay Colony. Setting duectly relates to 

theme in Federal Hill, as the Federal HiU district's mentahty overtakes each character. 

As a working-class Itahan barrio. Federal HiU separates the characters living there from 

the rest of Providence. These young men find themselves blocked from entry into the 

larger and wealtMer Anglo population of Providence. Most characters engage in some 

form of criminal activity to make ends meet because of the lack of opportunity in the 

Federal Hill neighborhood. The one character who has dreams of prosperity and hberty 

talks to Ms best fiiend about escaping to Italy while sitting at the feet ofthe Roger 

Wilhams statue. Wilham's promise of tolerance in Ms city now rings hoUow as 

demonstrated in Corrente's movie. In the last scene, the young man with hopes and 

dreams is shot by one of Ms own fiiends. 

In the Ghn American Buffalo, as the credits end, the poker game fades out. The 

next series of shots mtroduce the tMee characters ofthe film to the audience and give 
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important visual clues to the relationsMp between these characters. There is a fade-in on 

two people walking down a deserted street. As the older man, Don (Deniris Franz) takes 

a direct path down the sidewaUc and across the street, the young boy, Bobby (Sean 

Nelson), buzzes around Mm, always in motion. As they walk down the road it becomes 

apparent that tiris is no orduiary city street. It is deserted not only of traffic and people, 

but noise as well. These deserted sets, remimscent of film noir, permeate the opening of 

the movie, and create the feehng that the tMee characters are the only people left in tMs 

universe. TMs street captures effectively Mamet's desire to create a "closed moral 

universe' in order to explore Ms theme (Dean, Language 192). 

The nrise-en-scene reflects the drab hfe lead by these characters. The streets are 

gray, looking more like cold concrete than warm blacktop. The stores along the street 

show various shades of wMte, gray and black complete with sooty bricks and walls, a 

hallmark of industrial urban areas. Don sports a gray working-class khaki jacket, dark 

gray pants, and the type of black work shoes common to working-class men; Bobby 

wears a denim jacket with gray sweatshirt sleeves and hood, along with a darker gray T-

shirt and dark Mown jeans with black Converse teniris shoes. Don stops to buy a 

newspaper at a steel blue vending machine with no advertisuig to indicate the name ofthe 

paper. At tMs point, the conversation ofthe two characters becomes audible. The 

audience learns that Bobby has been spying on someone for Don and that he has lost the 

man he has been trailing. Don pauses. He appears ui the right ofthe frame leaning over 

the vending machine looking at Bobby ui the left ofthe frame who is nervously standing 

on first one foot then the other while talking to Don with the newsstand between the pair. 
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TMs two-shot gives the viewer a great deal of visual uiformation about the relationsMp 

between these two characters. Dons relaxed, detached pose represents the control he 

exercises over Bobby and his fatherly position in both his and the boy's eyes. Bobby's 

constant motion leads the viewer to beheve he displays an uncertainty and shiftiness of 

character. The irony of this visual arrangement occurs when the viewer realizes at the 

end ofthe film that Don proves to be the one that betrays the trust of tMs father/son 

relationsMp. The warning ofthe hands that things are not as they appear to be should be 

heeded once again. As the pair moves on down the street, Don walks at a steady pace 

reading the paper while Bobby circles around and talks rapidly to Don. Don sometimes 

pats Bobby on the shoulder demonstrating a paternal concem for the boy. 

.\s the pair continues to talk and move down the street, the scene cuts to a long 

shot of Teach (Dustin Hoffinan) fuming outside the Riverside Diner. He is in dark attire, 

and Ms hair is a long shaggy mess. His unshaven face gives Mm the appearance of a 

homeless bum. ILis darker attire creates an air of sinister possibihties and recalls the dark 

suits ofthe movie mobsters. Teach walks by a trash can and returns to kick it; he 

mutters; he yells; he kicks over a waiting set of delivery cartons and delivers the most 

famous lines ofthe play. He screams, "Fuckin RutMe, Fuckin RutMe, Fuckin RutMe, 

Fuckin RutMe' (Mamet, Buffalo 9). These httie acts of violence, committed on 

inanimate objects foreshadows Teach s later attack on Bobby. Teach heads towards 

Don's shop across from the Riverside with a determined, brooding walk. Teach appears 

on the far right ofthe frame, while Don and Bobby come uito the frame from the left, 

Don still reading and Bobby trailing behind. The bright red hghts ofthe Riverside Diner 
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neon sign looms over the heads of Teach and Don coimecting them visually to the 

restaurant and each other. Bobby is to the far left in the frame in front of a bbckened 

stone archway beside the Riverside. While Bobby is physically closer to Don than to 

Teach, the background ofthe shot still separates Mm from the grown men. A road sign 

just over Bobby's head further symbohzes the direction the relationsMps wiU take ui the 

course ofthe film. TMs directional road sign shows the symbol of an island to the left 

and an arrow to the right pouiting away from the island. The sign becomes a map ofthe 

movie with Teach and Don representing the island and Bobby representing the arrow 

going around the island and pointuig away. TMs sign should be read by the viewer 

carefully. It can mislead viewers into thinking that Bobby is the outsider and the one not 

to be trusted. It foreshadows Don's eventual betrayal of Bobby ui favor of Teach. In 

fact, Bobby proves to be the one who remauis loyal to Don wMle Teach goes off on his 

own in search of personal gain. 

The hghting at the opening ofthe movie is cold and bright with a bluish tint The 

only colors on the set other than shades of gray come from the Riverside's neon sign and 

the spilled blue and red delivery cartons on the sidewalk. The hghting choices make the 

outside shots cold and hard-edged symbohc ofthe world outside Don's shop. The static 

sign does not flash like most signs in crime films heightening the dead and motionless 

nature of tMs street. 

When Don and Bobby enter Don's Resale Shop, the audience gets the first 

ghmpse ofthe junk shop where most ofthe film wiU take place. The visual symbolism of 

the junk shop marks a major acMevement of this movie. It is a chaotic mess of discarded 
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junk, nooks, and cramries with deep, dark secrets. Leftovers from the decades ofthe 

forties and fifties hang overhead. An old Schwinn bicycle often covers the top part of the 

frame as the actors talk undemeath. TMs bicycle, a symbol of lost youth and innocence 

like Charles Foster Kane's sled named Rosebud, iromcally comments on the descent of 

the American Dream into tMs tomb of American popular culture. Overhead are also 

chairs hanguig down wMch Leshe Kane describes as a tribute to the origuial set for the 

Goodman Theatre production by Michael Merritt (Kane 11). In that production a 

collection of old chairs hanguig from wires framed the set, and a mound of chairs created 

the back wall. Not only is junk overhead in this movie, it creeps into the perimeters of 

every frame inside the shop, from the floor and walls, surrounding and entombing the 

actors in tMs wasteland of industrial America. Situated along a row of decaying inner-city 

store fronts, Dons Resale Shop presents viewers with a visual equivalent ofthe theme of 

decaying American business values and the long gone American prosperity ofthe inner-

city. The stores on both sides of Don's shop are closed. One store is an old movie 

palace with an aguig for rent sign in the window. There has been no Hollywood glamour 

on this street for many years. The street reflects an urban commerce that no longer exists 

for the lower-class inhaMtants except in those uidustries that thrive off of people's 

poverty such as the pawn shops, plasma donation centers, seedy motels, rundown diners, 

and second-hand stores shown on tMs street. Don's store symbolizes Don and Ms fiiends 

who are a coUection of objects discarded by the rest of society. Don's makeshift store 

sign, created out of cardboard and marker, rests on an old fifties style dining room chair 

outside the door. This sign further represents the state of Don's life as a businessman, a 
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cheap imitation ofthe real thing. Don cannot even afford a commercial sign of Ms own, 

or perhaps he does not want the business. There is no way to read behind the sign and 

find out the answer for sure; however, the smaU size and color of Don's sign lead viewers 

to beheve Don cannot be serious about attractuig business. Over the shop appears the 

dim reminder of past ownersMp ui wom out strips of half letters ui the remains of an old 

painted sign. Since not a single customer waUcs mto the store during the movie, it 

functions more as a forgotten storeroom than a place of business. With no traffic on the 

streets tMoughout the movie, it is unmediately questionable that the junkshop could 

possibly be Don's only source of income. 

Mamet effectively introduces Dons ritual of opening Ms store in the cinematic 

version of American Buffalo. While there are no stage directions in the play script, the 

entire action takes place uiside the shop. The cinema allows Don the chance to go 

outside and set up the outside of his shop for the day's business in close-up detail. TMs 

ritual becomes an important clue to understanding the significance ofthe character's 

planned burglary. Plotting to steal the coin coUection becomes part of Don's daily ritual 

when considered in the context ofthe characters' repetitive lifestyle. Don and Ms fiiends 

scheme on a daily basis, and on a daily basis these men never manage to foUow tMough 

with their plans. Roger Ebert argues in Ms review ofthe film that in the play "these 

characters do tMs (plan crimes) everyday: Uneasily perched in the darkness ofthe store, 

uncomfortable with the hght and normahty outside, they make plans, and plans, and 

plans" (Ebert 2). Ebert does not feel that the film carries out tMs important message 

because the actors, especially Hoffinan, give the robbeiy plans too much of a sense of 
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urgency (Ebert 2). While this is a vahd point, there are clues ui the actions of these 

characters that immediate events are just part of a long line of repetitive plotting and 

schenring that is the essence of Don, Teach, and Bobby's existence. In an esabhshing 

shot on the front ofthe resale shop, the camera reveals Don mindlessly gouig tMough the 

motions of dragguig used merchandise out on the sidewaUc. WMle most merchants would 

select eye-catching items for sidewaUc display, Don sets out the least hkely articles to draw 

in a crowd in tMs neighborhood again reveahng Ms ineffectiveness and lack of concem 

for his busuiess. He brings out a shelf of used books and an old fifties style chau-. The 

mechanical motions ofthe actor points up the fact that the act of settuig out the 

merchandise is more important than any original purpose for settuig items out on a 

sidewaUi. Don sets out his make-shift sign on the chair and finally wMle Teach sits on a 

bench in front ofthe store, Don opens up an old fasMoned awning over the front window 

ofthe store. The camera doUies in for a close-up of this task. Don uiserts a bar into a 

slot overhead and turns the bar as the awning slowly rises. TMs takes about a minute. 

Don never looks closely at what he is douig as he converses with Teach about the 

incident at the Riverside between Teach, RutMe, and Grace over the toast. Don's 

methodical maimer suggests that he has had tMs conversation many times with Teach. 

Don's response to Teach sounds hke part ofthe automated business of winding out the 

awning. Teach positions himself on the bench in front of tiie store so that he can view 

the diner across the street. Teach's complaints are part of Don's moming ritual that 

beguis with Ms earher purchase ofthe moming paper and the breakfast order placed in 

Bobby's care and ends with Mm sitting down at Ms desk inside to read the business 
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section ofthe paper. The actors' uitemal rhythms at tMs point as weU as the extemal 

rhythm, are slow and methodical in pattemed beats adding to the mundane repetitive 

nature ofthe action. 

Attempts to open up the film uiclude showuig the exterior ofthe Riverside Duier 

across the street from Don's Resale Shop. Teach spends much of Ms tune lookuig out 

the window with a pah of binoculars at tMs cafe. As with Dons store, no one enters or 

leaves the Riverside except for Teach in the opening and Bobby on an occasional errand 

to get somethuig for Don. The dialogue Mghhghts the fact that the much discussed Grace 

and RutMe are at the duier. Teach spends much of Ms time in Don's shop spying on the 

place for this reason not wanting the women to make a move he does not see. Like 

Don's empty store, the empty diner adds to the feehng that these characters hve in an 

abandoned world. Not only are people missing from this diner, the clutter of signs that 

grace the average duier's windows, announcuig the latest specials and types of food 

served, do not exist. The Riverside appears as a minimahstic set piece. Beyond the neon 

sign overhead and another smaU red neon sign in the window that reads "hot food," no 

other signs of what kind of place tMs might be are visible. Peering inside the windows of 

the Riverside from the angle of Don's shop does not aUow shapes or movement to be 

seen in the diner. Blackness reigns over the inside of tMs eatery. The mention of Grace 

and RutMe being in the blackened diner gives these offstage characters the essential 

quahty of ghosts in the emptiness, phantoms of Teach, Bobby and Don's imagination. 

In an attempt to give movement to the scenes in the junk shop, director Corrente 

mampulates the actors into every conceivable comer of Don"s shop as the movie 
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progresses. The actors move about from the front sidewalk outside to inside where every 

nook, cranny and loft are traversed by the characters. .At one point the action moves out 

to the aUey as Don digs tMough the trash and finds an old coU that he beguis to try and 

straighten out in a feeble attempt to make it seUable. He later discards the coU in a pile of 

other metal objects ui Ms store. Don's half-hearted attempt to straighten out the coil 

mirrors Ms efforts in aU aspects of Ms life. Movement aU over the set becomes distracting 

after a point because a great deal of it seems unmotivated by the script and therefore 

appears to originate from a fear that the actors wiU stay in one place too long. The set of 

Don's shop includes a staircase and loft above the store that resembles many stage sets 

that require a second story. After Don tells Bobby to forget the robbery, Don ascends 

these stairs to this loft with Teach foUowing him. Don lays down on a bed in the far 

right-hand comer ofthe loft. After stretching out on the bed, Don curls up in a semi-fetal 

position as Teach assures Mm he did the right thing by cutting Bobby out ofthe burglary. 

The camera captures Don's fetal pose from a low angle with Don's face staring into the 

darkness ofthe shop. He looks troubled, and the viewer gets a sense that Don cares 

deeply about the kid, but realizes that there is no room for fatherly feelings in the world 

of business. In tiris fetal position, Don represents a nostalgia for the famihal ties ofthe 

past. TMs position iromcally recalls Don's motherly concerns that Bobby and Teach get 

a proper breakfast in the opening of both the play and film and Don's frequent slaps on 

Bobby's shoulder as he doles out advice. The fetal pose also recaUs Mamet's suggestion 

that in the end it is Don who must be taught a lesson hke a cMld. Don must leave the 
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comfort of this natal pose and retum to the reahty that busuiess has no room for 

emotional attachment to another human being in the Buffalo world. 

Corrente builds tension in the movie by speeding up the extemal rhythm ofthe 

characters near the film's climax. However, at the end ofthe film the pacing of cuts calls 

attention to itself and adds to the distractions felt by excessive movement. Shots become 

shorter and shorter as the movie progresses. What could have been an effective tool to 

build tensions and underscore Mamet's staccato dialogue, in the same way that James 

Foley used cuts in Glengarry, becomes intrusive because of overuse. Viewers become 

immediately aware ofthe editing process tMoughout the later part ofthe movie. These 

cuts are often between close-ups ofthe characters' faces. As pointed out hy Metro Times 

reviewer Serena Donadoni, "Corrente and editor Kate Sanford always show the face of 

the person who's speaking at any given time (usually in close-up) wMch, given Mamet's 

rapid-fire staccato dialogue, sometimes makes watching 'American Buffalo' [sic] akin to 

watching Ping-Pong" (32). A major portion ofthe movie consists of close-ups that make 

the viewer cry out for variety in choice of shots especiaUy since the opportumty is there 

when the characters do move about the many areas ofthe shop. The choice not to use 

reaction shots recalls the poker-face motif found at the beguining ofthe film. Emphasis 

remains on the presentation ofthe hne, the con, or the he wMle reactions to the 

character's hands and words remain Mdden. By ehminating reactions to the words, the 

director gives the audience no visual clue as to how to respond to these criminals' words. 

Don's desk operates as Ms command post in American Buffalo and represents the 

control he has over the actions ofthe other characters in the movie. As long as Don is at 
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Ms desk he is in command. The minute Teach takes over the seat behind the desk things 

begui to move violently out of Don's control. Teach's takeover of Don's space is 

foreshadowed by Ms constant fondling of objects on Don's desk wMle Don tries to find 

out what has happened to Fletch. Perhaps Don should take the advice ofthe opeiring 

shots and watch the hands around him more closely. He attempts to move things away 

from Teach, but with httie success since Teach's hands only move on to another object 

groping closer and closer to the center of Don's authority. Teach takes possession of 

Don's chau" in the moments just before attacking Bobby, Don's most cherished 

possession .As Ms interrogation of Bobby grows more intense. Teach rolls Don's office 

chair back and forth. The movement causes an annoying squeak that adds to the tension 

ofthe moment and escalates the intemal ibythm ofthe movie. 

TMoughout the movie a lone pohce car drives in front ofthe shop, and the sound 

of a suen can often be heard outside m the distance. The few shots of the patrol car are 

brief, too brief to see the human figiu"es inside the car. In the deserted streets, the pohce 

car takes on a futuristic automated quahty as if the car drives itself. The pohce, hke 

Grace RutMe and Fletch, are phantoms in tMs world who are often evoked but never 

materialize. The fact that the pohce never stop emphasizes the insignificance of Don's 

criminal plans. Teach fears the pohce and always has an eye on the possibihty of their 

entrance into the store, but for httie reason. TMs fact makes clear that Teach inflates Ms 

importance in the world even as a criminal. 

WMle deserted streets abound in Glengarry, there were occasional outside 

characters that came in contact with tiie salesmen. In the restaurant the hat gu-1 and 
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owner briefly taUc to SheUy Levene, On the street the moming after the robbery, Roma 

taUcs with a pohceman briefly. In tiris same shot pedestrians move about on the street 

behind Roma. In fact Mamet makes effective use ofthe contrast between the nighttime 

world ofthe salesman's busuiess deals and the daytime world where the deals faU apart 

by adding people and clutter makuig the mghttune world appear staged hke the 

salesmen's pitches. In the Glengarry restaurant, crowds of customers nrissing can be 

explained away because ofthe torrential rauistorm. Buffalo's lack of incidental 

characters, wMle enhancing the theme of isolation, causes the work to appear as a filmed 

play at tunes. Adding to this problem, Corrente's minimalist nrise-en-scene outside 

Don's shop aUows no clutter on the streets as typically found on any given urban 

roadway and creates a strange contrast to the cluttered realistic appearance ofthe interior 

ofthe shop. Even the few Mts of trash on the street look like props set there by the prop 

master. There can be no doubt that the deserted streets are meant to contrast the 

cluttered junk shop world, especially suice it is only inside Don's shop that the characters 

come ahve. The effect is weakened by the fact that the camera courts the realism ofthe 

shop while exposing the artificial nature ofthe streets. 

In tiris movie, Mamet changes Teach uito a voyeur. Much of Teach's time in the 

movie is spent spying, always looking out windows or looking at someone. He watches 

Grace and RutMe at the Riverside; he watches Bobby at the Riverside; he watches the 

cops pass by the shop. He offers to watch the mark. In the film, unlike the play, the 

audience becomes veiy aware of Teach always looking for something or someone. His 

voyeurism along with Teach's constant movement creates the image of a caged animal. 
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Teach always appears ready to strike, pacing, watching, and scheming. He also emits the 

air of a paranoid and dangerous person. Teach beguis Ms watch by spying on the 

Riverside Cafe, first outside on the bench, then later inside from the front window with a 

pari- of binoculars. The over-the-shoulder shot of Teach with buioculars looking on the 

Riverside unphcates the viewer ui his spyuig ui much the same way that the viewer is 

imphcated in the spying done by Jake in Chinatown. However, tMs convention, wMch 

could be maintained effectively, is dropped ui later shots of Teach as voyeur. Late in the 

movie Teach leaves the resale shop to catch a nap before the burglary. He travels down 

the street to Ms hotel room. There is a series of paraUel edited long shots between Teach 

looking out the window of Ms hotel room to the Riverside Cafe, Bobby in the cafe by 

himself polishing a coin, and Don in his shop stiU reading the busuiess section ofthe 

paper. The shots of Bobby alone in the cafe are the only shots ofthe ulterior ofthe 

Riverside and seen only at tMs moment in the movie from outside at a high angle 

representuig Teach's pouit-of-view at the window of Ms hotel. TMs series of shots reflect 

the isolation these tMee characters feel as they aU depend on each other yet can never 

trust each other at important moments because of their perverse etMcal code. Iromcally 

the moment when they most need to work together, the moment before their big heist, 

they are aU separated. 

Each segment of tMs series of paraUel edited shots reveals more than just the 

separation of the characters. Teach arrives at Ms seedy inner-city hotel room. The 

camera tracks back as he walks into the interior, up the stairs, and down the haU to Ms 

room. He comes into the room where he spends some time combing and primping. He 
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then rests on the bed stiU fully clothed and restiess. He finally gets up to look out the 

window. The bird's-eye angle of Teach looking out the window at the Riverside and the 

omission of dialogue at tiris point places tiris character in perspective to the outside world. 

Before tMs time. Teach has been seen mostly in close-ups or in two-shots with Don 

talking, bragguig, giving himself the air ofthe wise sage. His name reflects the view he 

tries to birild up of himself as a teacher to Don's gang of nrisfits. The reahty is that Teach 

is an insignificant nobody involved in an insignificant crime plot in an insignificant hotel 

room in a generic town. The bird's-eye shot of Teach watching out the wuidow, faded 

hotel curtains in hand, alone, and smaU, brings this point home. Bobby lovingly wiping 

and pohshing the coin before handing it over to Don shows Ms deep desire to please the 

man. Don's perusal ofthe business pages hke some WaU Street tycoon against the 

backdrop ofthe rundown shop points up the irony of these characters uiflated view of 

themselves and the fact that they are imitating what they perceive to be big business 

tactics. These paraUel edited shots use hghting to heighten the contrast of Bobby with 

Teach and Don. Teach and Don are shot in dim light with brown and amber tones. 

Bobby is filmed in bright hght with reds and blues surrounding him and the clean 

environment ofthe Riverside. TMs hghting visually demonstrates that Bobby at tMs point 

is the outsider in the burglary scheme, but he is also the most sincere and honest 

character. 

The choice to use Sean Nelson as Bobby came from Mamet's desire to cast "a 

really young guy" (Mosher x) in the film version. Mamet's preference to cast a younger 

actor as Bobby and Corrente's choice to cast an Afiican-.American brings new meaning 
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to the script and moves the movie away from being a period piece from the seventies. 

Bobby now represents the inner-city youths that make headlines everyday in major 

newspapers ofthe 1990's. The media ofthe nineties constantly draws the pubhc s 

attention to the idea that inner-city violence has become the territory of very young 

economically disadvantaged .African-American youths. Bobby ui both the Broadway and 

CMcago productions was Anglo and about ten years older making the character a young 

adult. With the addition of Sean Nelson, Don's motherly behavior towards Bobby 

becomes more iromc in the movie since Don now contributes to the dehnquency of a 

minor. Sean Nelson's clean-cut appearance in the movie makes him seem to be not 

beyond hope at this point. He does not represent the heroin addicted Bobby of old. It is 

hard to pick up on Teach's imphcations that Bobby wiU use Don's money for drugs at 

first since Bobby looks as if he has just stepped out of a suburban home to go slumming. 

Teach's attacking Bobby at the end becomes aU the more repulsive since this is a young 

boy he is battering. The character of Bobby, as origuially staged, might have defended 

himself the one in the movie cannot. 

There is no denying that film actors bring their past film history with them to new 

roles, and audiences often find it hard to separate the new character from past 

performances. TMs is especially trae if a past performance is particularly strong and the 

new role holds striking similarities to the first part. One actor in American Buffalo brings 

problems to the movie because of a past role in wMch audiences recognize the same 

movements and delivery in American Buffalo as he gave to a prior character. Dustin 

Hoffinan's steUar performance \n Midnight Cowboy (1969 ) as Ratzo Rizzo proves to be 
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a detriment to this movie. Critic after critic mentions the resemblance between 

Hoffman's Teach and Ms Rizzo character. The title of The New York Times review of 

the film, "The Long-lost Son of Ratzo Rizzo," demonstrates tMs problem best. Stanley 

Kauffinann comments that "Hoffinan has become so stellar that he can't keep every wisp 

of Ms success out of tMs performance" (29). Ratzo Rizzo's ghost haunts tMs film. WMle 

watching the movie, any person having seen Midnight Cowboy caimot help but see bits 

and pieces ofthe Rizzo character creeping into Hoffinan's performance. Yet Hoffinan 

seems to always be fighting against these moments. The two characters have a great deal 

in common. They are both con men. They both use people. They both desperately try 

to connect with people in aU the wrong ways. It might have helped to play up rather than 

Mde the similarities. 

American Buffalo examines the underdogs, the people at the bottom of society in 

much the same way that Glengarry, The Verdict, or The Postman does. The play was a 

forerunner of themes and characters found in Mamet's vast catalogue of theatre and fihn 

scripts. Mamet described Ms choice of characters on The South Bank Show back in 

March of 1985 as "fringe characters." Mamet states that he beheves that these characters 

give the best picture of what is wrong in American society. They desperately try to amass 

possessions, wealth, anything that wiU give them status ui our materiahstic world. Dlegal 

routes are the only options these characters have ui the bloody fight to the top ofthe 

materialistic heap. The characters in American Buffalo represent the most ineffectual, the 

most down and out of any other character of any other ui the Mamet repertoue. These 
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types of characters were direct products ofthe anguish ofthe seventies caused by the 

Vietnam War and Watergate wMch Mamet uses effectively to convey his message. 

The American buffalo mckel from wMch the play gets its name becomes a symbol 

of these fiinge characters and the entire play. First the buffalo mckel is a discontinued 

coin ofthe past. There are not many in circulation so they appear to be a rarity. Closer 

examination reveals that wMle they are worth more than a mckel, they are not worth 

much more than a mckel unless they have special quahties. They are discarded pieces of 

another era. Like the Indian and the buffalo on the coin, the characters are obsolete, 

ineffectual, and even extinct ui the materialistic world of corporate America. 

Another metaphor for these fiinge characters is the various paraphemaha from the 

1933 CMcago Worlds Fair found in a display case in Don's shop. Don first teUs Teach 

that the fair ran for two years and that merchandise from the fau is abundant. Teach then 

inquires as to the value of a compact only to be told that it is worth fifteen doUars because 

"there're guys they just coUect the stuff' (Mamet, Buffalo 18). Like the merchandise 

from the fair Don, Teach and Bobby are a dime a dozen petty tMeves selling themselves 

as worth much more. 

The hghting m American Buffalo reflects the descent of these characters mto 

notiringness. The film opens ui the blue tuited hght of a drizzly northem day. The sky is 

a sohd hght grey. The characters move uito Don's dimly ht shop where outside hght 

leaks in only at the windows and doors. Don and Teach spend much of theu- time in the 

center ofthe shop where lamps must be tumed on to be able to distinguish figures even if 

it is dayhght outside. It is as if these characters are in constant retreat from the hght of 
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day. They spend very httie tune outside before they move back to the deepest recesses of 

the shop. The last scenes ofthe movie take place in the darkness of a rain soaked mght. 

The use of rain in the mght, reminiscent ofthe same motif at the beguining of Glengarry 

Glen Ross when the salesmen are lost in a deluge of water, points to the fact that these 

characters for aU their planiring are lost ui the dark cold wildemess of urban .America. 

A reverence for Mamet's play Innders American Buffalo's effectiveness as a 

movie. Corrente told Gregory Mosher during casting that they were "not changuig a 

fucking comma" ofthe play and therein hes the biggest drawback to American Buffalo as 

a movie (Fishman 60). Mamet left the play's dialogue intact. In conjunction with the 

release ofthe movie, a paperback edition ofthe play appeared in 1996 with Hoffinan and 

Franz pictured on the front. The back cover speaks ofthe movie, and until one opens the 

book it appears to be the screenplay. In fact it could be the screenplay minus the shot 

descriptions since not a comma, not a word is omitted or rearranged in the movie. Unlike 

in Glengarry where scenes were rearranged or even added to the script to utilize the 

medium of film to its fuUest potential, Mamet changes only the setting ofthe spoken 

viord in American Buffalo but does not alter the sequence or add even incidental 

meetings with outside characters as he did in Glengarry with the hat check girl or 

pohceman outside the office in order to open up the film. It is understandable why there 

is such reverence for the play. It is an acknowledged classic, but the approach taken in 

filming Glengarry pouits up the possibUities of what could have been accomplished with 

American Buffalo. However, American Buffalo's powerful message remains intact, and 

the cinematic choices made by Mamet bring new meaning to the text. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The art of movie adaptation requires an understanding of film and hterature that 

goes beyond the surface differences of these two art forms. It requires a sensitively to the 

themes ofthe origuial work as weU as a vision for the new product. The screenplays in 

this study demonstrate David Mamet's abihty to excel ui tMs art form. He clearly 

imprints Ms vision of America on each of Ms adaptations wMle remaining trae to the 

original theme of each work. Even if the origuial is Ms own play, the alterations and 

additions made by Mamet bring new meaning to the work and enhance its cinematic 

capacities. 

Although the fihns in tMs study span almost a decade ui terms of release dates and 

although they were bought to the screen by different directors, the opening shots of each 

fihn iUustrates Mamet's controlling influence on the works. These openings exemphfy 

the prevailing themes and visual elements in the world of David Mamet's adaptations that 

connote his cinematic signature and reflect how prominent Ms vision is in each of these 

films. Mamet's world is one of darkness both spuituaUy and physically. It is a world of 

isolation for the protagonists fightuig near uisurmountable odds wMle trying to gaui some 

form of happiness. It is a worid of uncertainty where many things remaui Mdden from 

both viewer and protagonist. 

The Postman Always Rings Twice opens on a pitch black Cahfonria highway. 

The soundtrack reveals footsteps on a gravel road. A passing car reveals the sUhouette of 

a lone figure caught in the headhghts at the edge ofthe road. TMs figiu-e later proves to 
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be the protagomst Frank Chambers. Another car pulls up to give this man a ride briefly 

reveahng the man once agaui in the glare ofthe headhghts. TMs car has only one 

taillight, suggestuig aU is not as it appears to be. 

In The Verdict, the opening again reveals a dark world, tMs time the ulterior of a 

South Boston bar. The protagonist, Frank Galvin, is ui silhouette. He plays an obsolete 

game of pinbaU that he cannot seem to win. Agaui, the protagonist is alone in the dark. 

This message is enhanced by the view of an isolated Boston street outside the window. 

The silence ofthe soundtrack, wMch includes only the ringing ofthe pinbaU machine, 

heightens the isolation. 

Glengarry Glen Ross is yet another film that opens at night. The first shot of the 

passing CMcago elevated railroad punctuates the fact that the characters about to be 

uitroduced in the fihn are being abandoned ui the mght by the daytime commuters to the 

city. The shot ofthe mght train is foUowed by a cut to a close-up of a face in silhouette 

and a hand dropping a coin into a pay phone located in an extremely tight booth. TMs is 

foUowed by a cut to another close-up ofthe man from a new angle facuig the camera. 

His face is stUl ui shadows. TMs is SheUy Levene, the protagonist of Glengarry. The 

tight space in the phone booth and the close-up shots heighten the isolation and 

claustrophobia felt by the character as he struggles to keep his samty ui the cut-tMoat real 

estate firm. Levene tries to make contact with the outside world tMough the use ofthe 

phone. His calls are faUures, and he remauis isolated ui the deserted city and in the dark 

as to where to tum. 
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The opening shots of American Buffalo shows a bud's-eye-view of a poker game 

at mght. AU that can be seen are the hands ofthe players as they struggle to wui the next 

round of poker, a game that rehes on a good deal of deception to win. TMs game 

becomes a metaphor for the deception practiced by aU characters tMoughout the fihn. 

The fact that each of these films opens at mght, ui isolated areas, and reveals the 

protagonists as only shadows or existuig only marguially m the frame visually speUs out 

Mamet's repetitive concerns with the isolation and corraption ofthe individual in modem 

America. The fact that the same visual elements and themes reoccur time and again in 

the opening shots ofthe adaptations demonstrates Mamet's controUing hand in each 

work. These elements are Ms signature and empirical evidence that the true artist of these 

fihns is David Mamet. 

Starting with The Postman Always Rings Twice, Mamet encountered first-person 

narration, one ofthe most difficult problems to solve when translating the novel to the 

screen. LLis decision to not use voice-over to solve this problem as ui the previous noir 

adaptation ofthe novel, iUustrates Ms determination, even as a new screenwriter, to avoid 

using tecMriques that did not embody the visual strengths of film. Mamet's vehement 

criticism of American capitahsm can be found even ui tMs early work. He views the 

westward expansion ofthe continent as an historical event perpetuated by busuiessmen in 

the raUroad uidustry m conjunction with westem merchants. He beheves that the 

westward expansion would not have happened if these busuiessmen had not made empty 

promises to thousands of desperate people seeking new lives. Mamet sees Cora and 

Frank as another pair of deceived individuals who beheve the answers to aU their troubles 
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lay in Southem Cahfonria. Mamet picks up on Cain's sunilar view of Cahfonria found ui 

the novel and creates visual scenes that convey the great difference between the reahty 

and the myth of that state. Llis car imagery foreshadows Cora and Frank's doom. Frank 

crying over Cora's body symbohzes the end of aU of Frank's dreams for the future and 

can be seen as symbohc ofthe death ofthe mytMcal Cahfonria promise of an easy life. 

The death, at the moment when he found true happiness, equals the realization of 

America that the promised land of Cahfonria was a he and should never have been sought 

after in the first place. 

The Verdict shows an individual finally turning Ms back on the corraption ofthe 

outside world. Gahin beguis as a man broken by the corruption of others and ends a 

savior figure for aU uidividuals who have been devastated by the larger powers in control 

of their hves. He represents a hope for the future if the uidividual is wilhng to put up a 

great fight. Galvin also stands on the cusp of a new era in the eighties when the yuppie 

and Reaganomics took over the business world and an aheady immoral system grew to 

global proportions, Laura, in the movie, represents the first ofthe yuppies seUing her soul 

for the comfort and security of material gams. The eighties yuppie has been described as 

a phenomenon growing out ofthe insecurity and recession ofthe seventies. The young 

professionals moving into the job market leamed to look out only for themselves in order 

to stave off the hardsMps of recession and job cuts common in the seventies (Palmer, 

Eighties 280). Laura's past problems bring her to decide to look out only for herself and 

minor the experiences ofthe young professionals ui the early eighties. The Verdict uses 

many noir filming tecMriques to convey its message and symbolize the corraption. The 
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blenduig ofthe noir elements of stakcase, hghting and sets that reflect the character's 

psyche heighten the message of this movie and create a brilliant marriage of hterature 

with film. 

Glengarry Glen Ross is umque among Mamet's film treatments of Ms own plays. 

He creates a strong movie out of an equally strong play by selectively adding scenes and 

characters and altering the stracture ofthe first act. The movie never sunenders the 

claustrophobic tensions ofthe play, but at the same time Mamet does not make the 

mistake of presenting a filmed play. The use of hghting, angles and set to reflect the state 

of each character's nrind again draws from the film noir tradition. The dominant use of 

reds and blues conesponding to the black and wMte colors found in forties noir films 

adds a new visual texture to the noir tradition. TMs hghting is a haUmark of other Mamet 

films beyond the adaptations incMding House of Games and Homicide wMch also 

bonow heavily from the film tecMriques of noir directors and writers. The visual aspects 

of tMs film are as interesting as the words. Mamet makes wonderful use ofthe visual 

medium to heighten the rhythms of Ms dialogue. The extemal and uitemal rhythms are 

manipulated to give the rapid Mamet speech patterns a power equal to the stage dialogue. 

This movie is highly stylized; therefore, some critics find it unsatisfactory. Like a Mamet 

play. tMs movie cannot be judged in terms of its reahsm, but instead must be judged for 

its poetic realism that uses vacant streets and empty restaurants to enhance the isolation of 

the salesman ui the mght and contrast their night world with the dayhght world where 

ever\'one else lives. 
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American Buffalo may not contain the force of Glengarry Glen Ross, but in 

places it is equally powerful. The opening of this film presents a visual metaphor of the 

poker game that returns tMoughout the script in the use of hand imagery to uidicate the 

power struggles ofthe tMee characters. There is a eerie emptiness in the visuals of this 

movie that mirrors the empty lives of Don, Teach and Bobby. When these characters go 

outside the junk shop, the lack of traffic and pedestrians on the urban streets creates the 

feeling for the viewer that the whole city has been abandoned. The only thing that seems 

to inhaMt this landscape besides the characters is the pohce car with no visible driver. 

This driverless car creates a science fiction quahty to the streets outside tiie shop, whereas 

the interior of tiie shop with aU its junk creates a claustrophobic reahty. TMs visual 

paradox not possible in the play helps the audience to understand the position these tMee 

characters have in the world. They have been abandoned by society, yet they do not 

seem to know this. They view themselves as important wiieelers and dealers in the 

business worid when in reahty they are leftovers from a long forgotten era. 

TMs study opens the door for further examination of Mamet and adaptation. 

Because of Mamet's prolific output new adaptations are sure to foUow wMch wiU tMow 

additional hght on Mamet's contributions to the tMs art form. .As mentioned in the 

introduction, there is already a new adaptation ui the works about the Fatty .Arbuckle 

scandal. This choice of subject matter should come as no surprise to anyone famihar 

with Mamet's work since as a writer he loves a good scandal and has often criticized 

Hollywood in essays and magazuie articles as weU as play s hke Speed the Plow. What 

more appropriate choice for this writer than Hollywood's mytMc .\rbuckle scandal. 
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There has not been enough said about the paraUels between the Mamet films and 

the older noir cycle. The scope of tMs study limited the author to discussing the 

adaptations, but ahnost aU films of David ^/lamet use noir elements. House of Games 

exMbits aU the commonly identified traits ofthe noir films and is one ofthe best 

examples of modem noir movies. Mamet's fascination with corraption lends itself to the 

use of noir tecMriques. His characters constantly battle outside forces that never reveal 

themselves for what they are untU it is ahnost too late. The characteristic twisting noir 

plot hnes and characters obsessed with the forbidden also weave tMoughout Mamet's 

film work. .As demonstrated in tMs study lighting, camera angles, sets, color, and sound 

are used ui many Mamet films to minor the psyche of these characters as in noir. These 

elements give each Mamet movie a stylized quahty that is not often seen in modem films 

overly concemed with reahstic special effects and crowded visuals equal to cinema verite. 

Further work needs to be done on tMs important element in Mamet's screen work both as 

a writer and a director. 

David Mamet has made a permanent mark on the American theatre because of Ms 

imique vision and origuial use of language. These strengths also can be found in Ms film 

work, but a strong command ofthe visual possibihties of film must be added to this list of 

tdents. Mamet, who credits Sergio Eisenstien's writings with giving him a tme 

understanding ofthe nature ofthe visual image, has created a cinematic style uniquely Ms 

own. Fumre Mamet films are sometiiing to be looked forward to and studied for the 

writer's original approach to tMs ever evohing art form. 
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